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ABSTRACT

In this work, a broad range of analytical methods was applied to the study of the following

three materials systems: yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ), samarium-doped ceria (SDC) and

SDC-supported metal catalysts. YSZ and SDC were studied in the light of their application as

solid electrolytes in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells. The SDC-supported metal catalysts were evaluated

for application in the reforming of methanol.

The conductive properties of YSZ pellets derived from powders of different Y contents

and particle size ranges were investigated using Impedance Spectroscopy (IS). Comparative

studies of the crystallography (by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD)), morphology (by

Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy (SEM, TEM)), chemical composition (by

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) and Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass

Spectroscopy (ICP-MS)) and sintering behaviour (dilatometry) were employed in the overall

assessment of the conductivity results collected.

Detailed studies of three SDC compositions were performed on nanopowders prepared by

a low temperature method developed in the Baker group. Modifications led to a simple and

reliable method for producing high quality materials with crystallites of ~10 nm diameter. The

products were confirmed by XRD and TEM to be single-phase materials. Thermogravimetric

analysis, dilatometry, specific surface area determination, elemental analysis and IS were

carried out on these SDC powders. The relationships between particle size, chemical

composition, sintering conditions and conductivity were studied in detail allowing optimum

sintering conditions to be identified and ionic migration and defect association enthalpies to

be calculated. This work is now published.

Finally, the interesting results obtained for the SDC nanopowders were a driving force for

the preparation of SDC-supported metal catalysts. These were prepared by three different

methods and characterised in terms of crystallographic phase, specific surface area and bulk

and surface chemical composition. Isothermal catalytic tests showed that all catalysts had

some activity for the reforming of methanol and that some compositions showed both very

high conversions and high selectivities to hydrogen. These catalysts are of interest for further

study and possibly for commercial application.
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1. Introduction

This chapter describes a relatively new and environmentally clean power generation

system, that is fuel cell technology. The issues that relate to worldwide energy demands and

possible responses are briefly described. One of these responses concentrates on the

implementation of renewable energy sources on a larger scale. The potential of Solid Oxide

Fuel Cell technology is also emphasised in the context of the supplied fuel, which in the case

of H2, can be generated using renewables or efficient reforming catalysts.

1.1 Worldwide energy demands

The global demand for energy is expected to grow as mankind has become more

technologically driven and world population continuously increases.1 In relation to this fact,

the global energy consumption was predicted to increase by 49% from 2007 to 2035.2

A significant part of energy consumption is still assigned to developing countries such as

China and India. On the other hand, most of the highly developed European countries and

the USA seem to be recovering after the consequences of financial and economic crisis in

2009 and a noticeable upturn in their energy demand is anticipated shortly.

As worldwide energy is still mainly produced from fossil fuels (oil, natural gas and coal),

recently serious, justifiable concerns have arisen in relation to the stability of supply and the

ecological impact of the combustion of fossil fuels. In the near future, existing oil supplies

may not be sufficient, even though new resources are constantly discovered. These are

connected either to more sophisticated, expensive extraction processes on land or to

an infringement of so far inaccessible oil-rich areas such as the Arctic. It is expected that these

factors together will quickly result in the “end of cheap oil”. In addition, a trend of increasing

oil prices is already observed to be well-established, because of the factors already mentioned

and to additional geopolitical reasons. Therefore, an appropriate development and investment

in novel energy technologies together with more strict environmental policies are required for

a more sustainable future power generation infrastructure. In 2007, the UK government set

out its vision of developments in new power generation systems up to 2030.3 The key

postulates included the need to maintain a reliability of supply of electricity as well as security

of supply of the required fuels for electrical power generation. The requirement to reduce the

levels of CO2 emissions and other greenhouse gases was also taken into consideration.

In relation to these issues, the UK energy economy will continue to be based on electricity

generation by the combustion of fossil fuels, but the emphasis is expected to move away from
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coal towards gas fired power stations. Similar policies were already established in other

European countries. In order to reduce harmful emissions, a more aggressive policy including

Carbon Capture and Storage technology will be required very quickly. Moreover, the safety

of nuclear power plants needs to be carefully verified in the light of the recent disaster

in Fukushima, Japan. Growth in renewable energy sources is also projected to increase to 20%

of total electricity generation by 2020.3 Because of the intermittent operating mode of

renewables, their combination with fuel cell technology offers a very promising alternative to

other power generation systems. Although electrical energy from solar or wind power

resources can be used directly, a more efficient power generation process can be designed

in which pure H2 is produced by the electrolysis of H2O using the electrical output from

renewable energy sources and so becomes a clean chemical energy source for a fuel cell

system. Such electrolyser-H2 storage-fuel cell systems offer the opportunity of smoothing the

intermittency of renewable energy sources, capturing energy output which would otherwise be

lost in times of low demand and storing it as chemical energy for use when demand increases.

In addition, fuel cell technology is being developed to utilise all types of fossil fuel at high

efficiencies. Apart from hydrogen, hydrocarbon and oxyhydrocarbon fuels can be used

directly in the fuel cell or may require efficient reforming catalysts in order to produce

hydrogen. Therefore, it seems to be important during the worldwide crisis to finally make fuel

cell technology commercially available to the masses. The development of reforming catalysts

for efficient hydrogen generation is also of great interest.

1.2 Fuel cell technology

Fuel cells are devices capable of producing electricity directly from a fuel and an oxidant

through electrochemical reactions without any combustion. They give much higher

conversion efficiencies than conventional thermomechanical systems, as they do not have the

multiple steps and the thermodynamic limitations of heat engines. They work in a similar way

to batteries and consist of two electrodes separated by an electrolyte. The nature of the

electrolyte dictates the nature and direction of the ions transferred in the overall

electrochemical reaction. This in turn determines on which side of the cell water is produced.

Unlike batteries, fuel cells can generate electricity continuously as long as the oxidant (usually

air) and the fuel are supplied to their respective electrodes. Many types of fuels can be

employed, such as hydrogen or carbon-based fuels. The most environmentally friendly

is hydrogen, because only H2O and heat are produced. However, because of the inefficiencies

in the transportation and storage of H2, and because the majority of H2 is presently derived
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from fossil fuels, much attention has also been paid to other fuels. It is reported that the

amount of air pollutants released from use of carbon-based fuels (methanol, biofuels, natural

gas) in fuel cells is below that for combustion technology, because of the higher efficiency

of the fuel cell systems.4

Fuel cells are generally categorized by the chemical characteristics of the electrolyte or their

operating temperature. The most developed fuel cell types are briefly presented in Table 1.1.

The flexible choice of different fuel sources enables the usage of fuel cells in many

applications. Currently, research concentrates mostly on portable, automotive and stationary

usages.4

Table 1.1 Types of fuel cells and their selected properties.4-6

Fuel Cell
Type Electrolyte Operating

temperature Fuel Limitations Benefits

SOFC

YSZ
GDC
SDC

perovskites

600-1000°C

H2
CH4

natural gas
CO

long start-up
time

CHP
efficiency
70-90%

MCFC (Li,Na)2CO3 600-700°C

H2

CH4
natural gas

CO

corrosive
electrolyte

resistance to
impurities

PAFC H3PO4 160-210°C

H2

CH4
natural gas
CH3OH

expensive
electrodes,
corrosive
electrolyte

CHP
efficiency
70-90%

DMFC polymer 60-200°C CH3OH
possible

permeation
of methanol

methanol,
reforming

not required

PEMFC

polymer,
proton

exchange
membrane

50-100°C H2

CH3OH

expensive
electrodes,
sensitive to
impurities

low
operating

temperature

AFC KOH 50-200°C H2

N2H4

sensitive to
impurities

inexpensive
catalysts,

good
efficiency

AEMFC

alkaline
anion

exchange
membrane

50-80°C H2
CH3OH

poor
stability

above 80°C

inexpensive
catalysts,

no CH3OH
crossover
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Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) incorporate electrolytes produced from oxide ceramics

and operate at temperatures up to 1000°C. The high efficiency and flexibility of the fuels that

can be used are among many other benefits they possess. A long start-up time which is a result

of their high operating temperature limits slightly their implementation. This type of fuel cells

is described in more detail in Section 1.3, in relation to the materials presented in this thesis.

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFCs) use molten alkali carbonates as the electrolyte.4

Dicks pointed out in his review that a mixture of Li2CO3 and Na2CO3 is a preferred electrolyte

material in contrast to the previously used K2CO3.7 The temperature of 600-700ºC must be

precisely controlled to ensure stable conditions for cell operation.8 Similarly to SOFCs, they

can run on a wide variety of fuels that makes them useful in stationary power generators. It

should be noted that the carbonate ion is responsible for ionic charge transport in MCFCs.

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFCs) currently employ concentrated phosphoric acid as

the main constituent, which is a proton conductor. In some previous projects, it had to be

diluted to reduce corrosion. So far, it is one of the most successful, commercially available fuel

cell technologies, despite its relatively low efficiency if it is not employed in CHP applications.

Sammes et al demonstrated a net electrical efficiency of 37% and total efficiency of 87% for

such systems running on natural gas.9 PAFCs usually operate on a reformate gas mixture, and

a reduced concentration of CO of up to 1-2% is acceptable.8 The level of other contaminants

such as H2S and NH3 in the anodic and cathodic gas must also be strictly controlled to avoid a

loss in performance of the cell.

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) employ a polymeric cation exchange

membrane as the electrolyte. As explained by Lin et al in their work, the water management is

a critical parameter for the efficient operation of the membrane.10 Therefore, a thermally and

chemically stable ionomeric electrolyte, such as the sulfonated fluorocarbon polymer, Nafion,

must be hydrated in order to conduct H+ and allow the proper functioning of the cell.

PEMFCs have the advantage of being easily adapted for portable systems as well as the

possibility of operating at low temperatures. De Bruijn reported that cold starting below 0°C is

also possible.8 Pure hydrogen is the most preferable fuel. One of the more developed PEMFC

applications is in the replacement the combustion engines in automobiles. However adapting

this technology to vehicles presents challenges due to the severe cost, pressures, aggressive

environment and operation and the smaller space available to hold such systems.11 These must

include reforming technology if other readily available fuels (e.g. gasoline, natural gas) are to

be utilised.
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Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs) use aqueous CH3OH solution as the fuel, which is

easy to manage and handle. As for PEMFCs, DMFCs are considered to be a good candidate

for portable applications if harmful CO levels and methanol crossover between electrodes can

be minimised.12 Micro-DMFCs offer a potential to replace batteries due to the high energy

density of methanol. According to Stambouli et al, good efficiency levels of 40-55% can be

easily achieved.4 They are very attractive for car applications due to similar costs for CH3OH

and gasoline as well as their low operating temperature.

Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFCs) utilise an alkaline solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH) as

the electrolyte. A large number of materials, such as noble and non-noble metals can be used

as catalysts. However, due to their sensitivity to impurities present in the air or fuel, practically

only pure oxygen and hydrogen can be employed. AFCs are currently used for power

generation on spacecraft.

An interesting approach in the development of fuel cell technology which combines

the benefits of PEMFCs, DMFCs and AFCs was pointed out by Varcoe and Slade in their

review.6 The authors indicated the application of Alkaline Anion-Exchange Membranes

(AAEMs) instead of Proton-Exchange Membranes (PEM), which are considered to be high-

maintenance and expensive. The transport of OH- ions from cathode to anode in Anion

Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (AEMFCs) is the opposite to that observed for PEM-based

fuel cells. Because of this, the issues related to water management, as seen in PEMFCs, can be

overcome. In addition, methanol crossover (as for traditional DMFCs) and electrode and

electrolyte degradation (as for AFCs) were reported to be reduced in DMFCs operated with

AAEMs. However, extensive studies in order to improve conductivity and stability of AAEM

systems are still required. AEMFCs containing benzyltrimethylammonium moieties prepared

by means of radiation-grafting onto PTFE membranes, were recently found to be stable at

temperatures up to 80°C.

Although the maximum operating voltage of an individual fuel cell is about 1 V under load

conditions, an increase in power density can be achieved by varying the cell size and number

of cells thanks to the modular nature of the fuel cell system.8 Cells can be connected either in

series or in parallel (in so-called stacks), thus increasing the power output by increasing the

voltage or current. Meeting the challenges for all types of fuel cells, in order to speed up their

commercialisation, revolves mostly around the reduction of manufacturing costs. The

improvement of reproducibility, consistency of performance and the scaling-up to larger

output devices is also of great importance. In the case of SOFCs, the potential solutions

include development of new electrolyte and electrode materials, improved powder feedstock
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consistency for the manufacture of these components and improved control over their

sintering processes, which would allow the decrease of fabrication costs.

1.3 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

SOFCs are very competitive among other fuel cell technologies, especially in the context

of stationary power generation. Their high efficiency, simple design, modularity, quiet

operation and fuel adaptability make them very attractive for distributed energy applications

even in remote areas.13 In addition, excess heat energy, which is a by-product, can be used in

Combined Heat and Power (CHP) operation mode. This increases significantly the overall

efficiency of the fuel cell system (Table 1.1). Due to their considerably lower emissions of

CO2, SO2 and NOx, which are heavily released in the combustion of fossil fuels in

conventional power plants, they are likely to contribute positively to air quality, the

environment and human health. On the whole, they are expected to have a positive effect on

the global environment by displacing conventional electricity generation and so preserving

natural resources. The operating principles, configurations and components of SOFCs are

presented in this Section. A literature review on the electrolyte materials investigated by

the author is also included.

1.3.1 Principle and design of a typical SOFC

In general, SOFCs consist of two permeable electrodes separated by a dense, ionically

conducting electrolyte. The fourth component – the interconnect – allows the flow of the

current between single cells in the fuel cell stack and completes the main structure of the cell.

The cathode is the positive terminal of the fuel cell, which mediates the reduction of

molecular oxygen (usually from air) to oxygen anions, using electrons from the external circuit.

The anode, the negative terminal, is responsible for electrochemical oxidation of the fuel and

release of electrons, thanks to oxygen ions conducted through the impermeable electrolyte. As

a result, water (with H2 fuel) and heat are generated as the main products. The electrolyte

conducts by oxygen ions moving through it via oxygen ion vacancies in its crystal structure

and down a concentration gradient caused by the low O2 partial pressure at the anode.

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of an SOFC operating either on H2 or CH4 as the fuel.

If hydrocarbons are employed as the fuel, CO2 is also released as a final product besides water.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of a SOFC, adapted from Huijsmans.14

One very important feature of SOFCs is that all of the components are solids, which

means that no restrictions are placed on the cell design by the need to manage liquids. The

SOFCs are mainly constructed in two types – tubular or planar. These are presented

schematically in Figure 1.2. However, alternative configurations such as monolithic or roll

designs have also been considered.5 The latter has been developed at the University of

St Andrews and combines ideas from leading designs of planar and tubular geometry.15

In the tubular design, components are assembled in the form of a hollow tube constructed

in layers around, for example, a tubular cathode. In this case, air flows through the inside of

the tube and fuel flows around the exterior. The inverse geometry, with the anode inside, is

also possible. Tubular fuel cells are mechanically durable and their seals can be made outside

the hot zone. One of their disadvantages is the relatively long current path around the

circumference of the cell to the interconnect, which limits their performance.16

An alternative to the tubular SOFCs is a planar configuration. In this case, the

components are assembled in flat stacks, with air and fuel flowing through channels built into

interconnects of each repeating unit. Such a configuration increases stack performance and

gives much higher volumetric power density compared to the tubular design. The high power

density is critical to reduce costs, because the amount of required material per kW is

minimised. Furthermore, the planar design allows the use of inexpensive fabrication methods
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such as screen-printing and tape casting. However, electrical resistance of the relatively thick

supporting electrolyte, mechanical strength, thermal robustness and sealant durability are some

of the technical issues that still limit development and commercialisation of the planar

SOFCs.17

Figure 1.2 (a) Planar and (b) tubular designs of a SOFC, adapted from Yamamoto5 and Singhal.17

1.3.2 Components of the SOFC

The high operating temperature of SOFCs allows for the internal reforming of a wide

range of fuels. On the other hand, it contributes to the higher costs of cell components and to

the decrease in the cells lifetime, which has been stated to be between 40000 and 80000 h.4

Therefore, recent worldwide efforts have concentrated on development of materials for

SOFCs which could operate efficiently below 600°C. The selection of materials for the

individual components of SOFCs seems to be enormously challenging due the strong

oxidizing atmosphere at the air side and reducing atmosphere at the fuel side of the cell. Each

material must have the electrical properties required to perform its function. It must be also

chemically and structurally stable enough to endure fabrication and operation at such high

temperatures.18 The reactivity and interdiffusion between the components of the SOFC

should be as low as possible. In addition, the thermal expansion coefficients of the

components should be as close to each other as possible in order to minimise thermal stresses,

which could lead to cracking and mechanical failure of the cell. These aspects will be described

in the following sections with particular reference to the most developed materials used in the

SOFC technology.
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1.3.2.1 Electrodes

In the fuel cell, the electrochemical reactions occur at the three phase boundary (TPB),

a place where electrolyte, electrode and gaseous reactant meet. Therefore, providing as large

a TPB length as possible between these three phases is of extreme importance, at both the

anode and the cathode. The permeable structure (with porosity of 20-40%) of the electrodes

ensures contact between electrolyte and fuel or oxidant (respectively).4 The electrode material

must possess catalytic activity for the relevant half-reaction and good electronic conductivity.

Considerable effort must be made to match the electrode materials with the electrolyte in use,

in order to avoid thermal stresses or chemical reactions between these components either

during fabrication or in long-term operation. Moreover, such a combination of electrode

materials, which are both, mixed electronic and ionic conductors, allows the extension of the

reaction zone beyond the TPB.

The negative electrode of the fuel cell (the anode) is most often produced from the

composite mixture of nickel oxide (NiO) and an ionically conducting material, for example,

yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ). Prior to operation, the former must be reduced to metallic

nickel, simultaneously creating the porous network because of the decrease in its volume.

Application of this two-phase mixture inhibits sintering of metal particles and results in a

thermal expansion coefficient comparable to those of the other components. Ni/YSZ cermets

work most effectively with pure hydrogen and are suitable for applications with YSZ

electrolytes. If internal reforming of hydrocarbons (e.g. natural gas) is performed, they may

experience carbon or sulphur deposition and the TPB area is minimised. To avoid the

problems mentioned above, the use of perovskites (e.g. CaTiO3, La0.33Sr0.66TiO3,

Sr0.86Y0.08TiO3-δ or (La0.75Sr0.25)0.95Cr0.5Mn0.5O3-δ) seems to be a promising solution.19 Other

studies also confirmed progress in elimination of these harmful deposits. He et al in their work

with humidified methane observed a reduction of the carbon deposition effect by applying a

physical layer of Zr-doped ceria on Ni/YSZ cermets.20 This approach was also found to be

successful for NiO/SDC and NiO/GDC anode materials, which work efficiently with ceria-

based electrolytes.21 Recent modifications of such anodes were performed by Wang et al, who

incorporated Cu nanoparticles into a previously prepared Ni/SDC matrix.22 The reported

effect of carbon deposition for a cell operating on dry CH4 was greatly reduced.

The positive electrode (cathode) of the fuel cell is often made of electronically conducting

perovskite-type oxide blended with a relevant electrolyte material. Similarly to the preparation

of anodes, the improvement of their performance can be achieved and the TPB length is

enlarged by introducing porosity into the cathode layer. The use of noble metals is possible,
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but insufficient long term stability and excessive cost has made them impractical so far. A

much-used set of cathode materials are the Sr-doped lanthanum manganite family (LSM),

which show a very good match with Ni/YSZ/YSZ components.14 For example,

La0.65Sr0.3MnO3-δ shows good characteristics at operating temperatures above 800°C when it is

matched with zirconia electrolytes4, 23 However, at above 1000°C, the precipitation of

La2Zr2O7 and SrZrO3 phases (depending on Sr/Zr ratio) was found to have a disadvantageous

effect on fuel cell performance.24, 25 The current efforts to lower the operating temperature of

SOFCs may mean that these disadvantageous reactions can be avoided. Moreover, other

perovskite family cathode materials such as lanthanum strontium cobaltite (LSC), lanthanum

strontium ferrite (LSF), lanthanum strontium cobaltite ferrite (LSCF), samarium strontium

cobaltite (SSC) or praseodymium strontium manganite (PSM) are recommended for IT-

SOFCs.4, 26 Bebelis et al reported the highest electrocatalytic activity for oxygen reduction for

La0.78Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ material interfaced to a double layer of CGO and YSZ electrolytes.23 As

for the anode, this approach ensures the reduction of strain during the cell fabrication process

due to the excellent thermal expansion compatibility. However, a main benefit consists in the

increase of the electrode efficiency due to the improvement of electronic and ionic properties

from added electrolyte materials.

1.3.2.2 Electrolyte

The commonly used electrolyte materials in SOFCs are zirconia-based and ceria-based

solid solutions.27-30 Due to the different chemical and physical properties of these compounds,

ZrO2-based electrolytes are successfully applied in high temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

(HT-SOFCs), while CeO2-based materials are considered for intermediate temperature Solid

Oxide Fuel Cells (IT-SOFCs). Other alternatives recognised as perovskites are also being

intensively investigated and some of these are reported by Haile to have even higher ionic

conductivities than ZrO2 and CeO2-based electrolytes, for example doped Ba(Zr,Ce)O3.30 For

example, La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3-δ (LSGM) was found to be a promising electrolyte due to

excellent ionic conductivity observed at 600°C.31 However, the presence of second phases

such as SrLaGa3O7 and La4Ga2O9 was detected during the fabrication process. The diffusion

of Ni from the anode used in the cell, was reported to cause chemical instability of LSGM

electrolyte.30 These factors limited the application of LSGM as an SOFC electrolyte. Kharton

et al pointed out the field of other materials such as derivatives of δ-Bi2O3, γ-Bi4V2O11,

La2Mo2O9 and Ba2In2O5, which may possess higher ionic conductivity than zirconia and ceria-

based electrolytes.32 However, these new materials experience thermodynamic instability in
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reducing atmospheres, high corrosion activity and low mechanical strength. The volatilisation

of bismuth oxide at intermediate temperatures was also observed, thus limiting the application

of Bi-containing materials as electrolytes in SOFCs.

The transport of oxygen ions between electrodes in SOFCs is possible due to the

introduction of di- or trivalent cations into the crystal structure of the parent electrolyte oxide,

for example zirconia or ceria. Usually a number of host cations are replaced, at the same lattice

sites, by guest cations of lower charge and different ionic radius in such mixed oxides during

their preparation. This leads to structural defects and, very importantly, to oxygen ion

vacancies which are generated in order to maintain the charge neutrality of the crystal lattice.33

These oxygen ion vacancies are essentially responsible for introducing ionic conductivity in to

the electrolyte solid. Their number is controlled by the concentration and formal charge of the

dopant, as well as the partial pressure of O2 in contact with the material, where cations of

variable oxidation state are present. These aspects are reviewed in more detail in Section 1.3.3.

Homogeneous, dense electrolytes are typically produced by compaction of a mixture of

ground powders of the appropriate simple metal oxides into green bodies, followed by a

sintering process. Temperatures above 1300°C and an isothermal dwell of at least a few hours

are usually employed.34 This method is known as the ceramic or solid state route. The more

uniform the distribution of elements in the starting powder mix achieved during their

preparation step, the more efficient will be the sintering process.

Certain further developments in electrolyte manufacture include the introduction of

limited amounts of additives, which can promote the sintering process by controlled grain

growth at lower sintering temperatures. The most effective sintering aids for ceria-based

electrolytes were found to be Co3O4 and Ga2O3.35-39 Usually these were added from their

corresponding metal nitrates solution and then added to already sintered doped ceria powders.

An additional ball milling process was required over 24 h period as well as drying. Yan et al

observed enhanced densification rate during their dilatometry studies on SDC doped with up

to 5 mol% of cobalt oxide.39 The authors concluded that reduction of Co3O4 to CoO is

possible above 900°C as a main contributor to the improved sintering kinetics. The impact on

ionic conductivity of Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 composition (20SDC) by addition of either 1 at% CuO or

2.5 at% CoO was studied by Zhang et al.35 Both transition metal oxides were found to be

effective during the sintering process as they allowed for full densification of commercial

micron-sized SDC powders at only 1000°C. However, at 600°C, the decrease in ionic

conductivity from 0.0210 S∙cm-1 (for 20SDC) to 0.0173 S∙cm-1 (for 20SDC electrolyte with Cu

addition) was observed. The addition of Co resulted in a very small increase of electrolyte
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conductivity. It increased to the value of only 0.0224 S∙cm-1, measured at the same

temperature. The sintering behaviour of a group of ceria-based oxides with 0.5 at% of gallia

additive was investigated by Yoshida et al.36 All Ln-doped ceria (Y, La, Gd, Sm and Nd) solid

solutions, when subjected to Ga doping allowed for the decrease of the sintering temperature

from 1600 to 1500°C retaining similar densities, but different microstructures were observed

than for undoped analogs. The conductivity of Ga-doped YDC slightly decreased, while Ga-

doped GDC and Ga-doped SDC were almost unchanged in relation to Ga-undoped ceria

samples. Ga-NdDC and Ga-LaDC showed a certain increase of ionic conductivity. The

authors concluded that the promotion of the grain growth for Ga co-doped ceria-based solid

solution, could be a result of Ln oxide-gallia liquid phase formation during the sintering step.

These studies, however, were relevant to electrolytes prepared only by the conventional solid-

state method. The use of nanostructured starting materials, which may possess more desirable

properties for sintering than the micron-size powders typically used in the ceramic route,

seems to be an attractive approach for improving sintering as an alternative to the

introduction of additional sintering promoters. Recently, this trend has been widely accepted

for the preparation of dense electrolytes.34, 40, 41

Sintered SOFC electrolytes are polycrystalline ceramics, characterised by a grain

microstructure with grain boundaries between them. An example of typical electrolyte

microstructure is presented in Figure 1.3. The bulk material in the grains of a crystal presents a

resistance to the movement of ions. The grain boundaries also represent an additional barrier

to their movement, acting as a series resistance. In addition, poorly conducting impurities (i.e.

SiO2) or segregating phases may also accumulate at grain boundaries and cause an increase in

the grain boundary resistance.42-44 Badwal et al in their studies on YSZ material showed a

significant decrease of grain boundary conductivity if only 0.2 wt% of SiO2 was introduced as

contamination.45 Therefore, it is of great interest to obtain high-purity ionic conductors.
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Figure 1.3 An example of YSZ pellet microstructure.

A variety of synthetic methods is used by researchers in order to prepare electrolyte

precursor powders. They often lead to different properties in the final product, for example, in

terms of morphology and particle size. Such effects are likely to have an influence on the

sintering process. As mentioned above, the electrolyte powders are often synthesised by a

conventional mixing and grinding of simple starting metal oxide powders.46, 47 Wet chemical

routes such as co-precipitation, sol-gel methods or combustion techniques, among many

others, have also been applied.34, 48-51 Some of these are quite complex and expensive. In

addition, each method might introduce a different level of impurities, which hypothetically

increases with the number of steps involved in the preparation method. Solid state methods

are the simplest to carry out, but the homogeneity and density of the final product may be

poor. On the other hand, the solution methods are also recognised as relatively simple to

perform. They are inexpensive and effective for producing high surface area powders with

ultra-fine particle sizes. Recently, wet chemical techniques have been proposed to have some

advantages over conventional mechanical processing, because the precursor generally

possesses considerable purity, uniformity in particle size and higher reactivity during sintering

step.52 The Pechini method, which involves the creation of metal-organic acid complexes

along with acid-ethylene glycol coordinated compounds, was recognised as one of the most

successful variations of the sol-gel method.53

More sophisticated, but efficient and time saving synthetic methods, such as the plasma

spray technique, are constantly being developed. Wang et al considered this process to be
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promising for mass production of YSZ nanopowders, so speeding up the commercialisation

of SOFCs.49 A certain modification was reported by Yuan et al, who used flame-assisted

ultrasonic spray pyrolysis as an effective technique for producing a narrow particle size

distribution of YSZ powders in the micron or submicron range.54 In their studies, the powders

were produced directly from an alcohol solution of metal precursors, whose concentration

was found to affect their shape and final size.

A decrease of the ohmic resistance of a fuel cell can be achieved by the preparation of

thinner electrolytes.5, 26, 55 An electrolyte thickness of about 150 μm is generally accepted for

self-supported planar SOFCs and might be even smaller for supported electrolytes.14, 56, 57 Lao

et al, stated that dense YSZ electrolyte films on the order of 100 nm can be successfully

fabricated using a radio frequency-sputtering technique.58 It should be noted, that the

reduction of electrolyte thickness also contributes to lower the production costs of fuel cells.

Moreover, thin electrolytes can be fabricated using low-cost methods. Zhao et al in their work

optimised the screen-printing technique and successfully produced 16.5 μm dense SDC films

on an NiO-SDC support.57

1.3.2.3 Interconnects

Individual cells must be combined in stacks to generate the desired voltage and power by

interconnects. They act as the electrical contacts between individual fuel cells. When

connecting the cathode of one cell to the anode of the next (series connection), they must

protect the cathode from the reducing atmosphere at the anode of the next cell, and vice versa.

To avoid mixing of fuel and oxygen, interconnects must be non-porous. They must also be

inert with respect to other fuel cell components. The basic material of choice is rare earth

chromite (e.g. LaCrO3) doped with Mg, Ca or Sr in order to improve its electronic

conductivity and overall processing.5, 26, 59, 60 Calcium doped yttrium chromite has also been

investigated as an alternative material to the former. Unfortunately, both types contribute to

the high cost of the fuel cell system. Currently, the strong economic motivation to use

traditional metals is promoting the development of SOFCs operating at low and intermediate

temperatures at which the application of nickel based alloys (at 900°C) or ferritic steels (below

800°C) as well as stainless steel (below 700°C) becomes possible.8, 61 The last two materials are

comparatively inexpensive and readily available.
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1.3.3 Review of selected electrolyte materials

According to many studies, Yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) and Samarium-doped ceria

(SDC) are considered to be reliable candidates for the electrolytes in SOFCs.32 These two

materials were subjected to detailed analysis in this thesis, with particular reference to the

starting particle size of powders used in their preparation step. Both YSZ and SDC

electrolytes still experience some problems mostly associated with their long-term stability in

fuel cell operating conditions, so their further development continues.18

1.3.3.1 Zirconia-based electrolytes

The presence of dopants was found to be necessary to improve the physical properties of

pure zirconia. The most important dopants of zirconia for electrolyte applications are yttrium

oxide (Y2O3), scandium oxide (Sc2O3), calcium oxide (CaO) and ytterbium oxide (Yb2O3).62

Doping of pure zirconia stabilises its less thermodynamically stable phase at low temperatures.

As a result, a new zirconia-based composition becomes an ionic conductor.

Zirconia (ZrO2) is a white, crystalline powder. It can also occur as a single crystal, which is

an extremely refractory material of a low thermal conductivity, high toughness and density. It

exhibits an inertness to corrosion at temperatures up to 2400°C, and is resistant to molten

metals. There are three common crystal structures of ZrO2, which are presented in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 Cubic (a), tetragonal (b) and monoclinic (c) crystalline forms of ZrO2.63
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Pure zirconia has a monoclinic crystal structure at low temperatures and it undergoes

a transition to tetragonal (at ~1050°C) and then to cubic (at ~2350°C) phases with increasing

temperature. A volume expansion of ~3-5% occurs when the temperature decreases and the

material experiences return phase transformations. The tetragonal to monoclinic phase change

results in cracking of ZrO2 pellets due to the very large mechanical stresses induced. The

phase diagram, which represents transitions in the yttria-zirconia system, is provided in

Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 Y2O3-ZrO2 phase diagram (M, T, C denote the monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phases
respectively).64

ZrO2 is doped with Y2O3 to give YSZ in order to stabilise the crystal phase at lower

temperatures. The addition of yttria stabilizes the tetragonal and then the cubic structure, so

the harmful processes that occur in ZrO2 during cooling are avoided.

One of the major advantages of YSZ is its high ionic and negligible electronic

conductivity. The substitution of the Zr4+ by Y3+ results in formation of oxygen ion vacancies,

which maintain the charge neutrality of the material. The defect reaction (Eqn. 1.1) is often

presented in the Kröger-Vink notation:
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  OOZr
ZrO VOYOY 32 '

32
2 (1.1)

As a result, one oxygen vacancy with double positive charge ( 
OV ), three oxygen ions on

normal O sites with neutral charge ( 
OO3 ) and two yttrium ions with single negative charge

( '2 ZrY ) are created for one mole of Y2O3. The defect structure is presented in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6 Defect structure of YSZ.63

Figure 1.7 shows how the concentration of the selected dopants affects the conductivity of

zirconia-based electrolytes. It is clearly seen that the ionic conductivity curves possess

characteristic maxima for each doped zirconia electrolyte and no longer increase after reaching

a specific value. The highest values were found for scandia-stabilised zirconia (ScSZ) and

ytterbia-stabilised zirconia (YbSZ). However, these materials are not widely used due to high

costs.65 In addition, a phase transformation, which results in a decrease in ionic conductivity

during long-term operation of ScSZ, was reported by Yamamoto.66

In the case of YSZ, the ionic conductivity is related to the yttria content. Generally, the

increase of percentage of Y2O3 causes an increase in the concentration of oxygen vacancies. It

has been reported in the literature, that the ionic conductivity for YSZ electrolytes exhibits a

maximum at around 8 mol% Y2O3, as it is stabilised in the symmetrical cubic phase 8, 62, 67 It

has also been noted that usage of nanocrystalline powders could result in higher ionic

conductivity.68, 69
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Figure 1.7 Ionic conductivity of zirconia doped with different oxides at 800°C.70

Mayo et al studied grain and particle size effects on the phase transformations in lightly

yttria-stabilised zirconia systems.71 The authors observed certain shifts in the Y2O3-ZrO2 phase

diagram, which correlated with a systematic decrease in tetragonal to monoclinic

transformation temperature with decreasing particle size. They also suggested the

improvement of the YSZ phase diagram by including crystallite/grain size as a third variable

of extreme importance.

Such aliovalent doping not only enables the electrolyte to be stable during thermal cycles

to the high temperatures associated with fuel cell operation, but is also responsible for

introducing very high levels of oxygen ion conductivity into the material, as mentioned

previously in this chapter. It should be remembered that the presence of either the mixture of

monoclinic and cubic phases or the mixture of tetragonal and cubic phases is also possible

during the thermal treatment of lightly yttria-stabilised (or ‘partially-stabilised’) zirconia

electrolytes.
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1.3.3.2 Ceria-based electrolytes

Ceria is the metal oxide of the most abundant rare-earth element, cerium. This fact must

favourably contribute to the price of the starting materials based on Ce. CeO2 exhibits face

centered cubic (fcc) crystal structure and no phase transformations occur under atmospheric

conditions. Cerium (IV) oxide usually appears as a pale white-yellow, slightly hygroscopic

powder. The most stable form under atmospheric conditions is CeO2, however it easily

undergoes reduction to a lower oxidation state under reducing conditions to give Ce2O3. This

feature makes ceria useful in a number of applications. Apart from the important ceria usages

in catalysis and in fuel cell technology, the other common practical applications include gas

sensors, UV absorbents, abrasives and glass polishing material. For application in SOFCs

electrolytes, the problem of electronic conductivity above 700°C (due to the variable oxidation

state of cerium) and stability of Ce4+ under reducing atmosphere (at low oxygen partial

pressure) must be overcome.29 This is achieved to a degree by doping ceria with rare-earth

aliovalent elements, whose radii are smaller than host Ce4+. The rare earth metal oxides such as

samarium oxide (Sm2O3), gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) and neodymium oxide (Nd2O3) were

reported to be effective CeO2 dopants.28, 72 Similarly to YSZ, the introduction of aliovalent

cations in ceria lattice, i.e. Sm3+, gives rise to oxygen vacancies as charge compensating defects.

However, this doping process results in a neutralisation of the electronic conductivity of ceria,

which is already a good ionic conductor in its cubic phase. The defect reaction in the case of

samarium can be written in Kröger-Vink notation (Eqn. 1.2)

  O
X

OCe
CeO VOSmOSm 32 '2

32
2

(1.2)

Ceria-based compounds were found to possess higher ionic conductivity than stabilised

zirconia materials, when compared in the same, intermediate-temperature range. They are also

reported to be more active for the oxidation of hydrocarbon fuels.55

The conductivity enhancement in this fluorite-structured material, as reported by

Mogensen et al, is attributed to the minimal difference in the ionic radii between the host Ce4+

and the dopant cation.73 Eguchi et al found that ionic conductivity measured at 800°C for

selected lanthanide-doped cerium oxides (Figure 1.8) at first increased and then decreased

across the dopant series from Yb to La, peaking at Sm. Indeed, Sm and Gd-doped ceria solid

solutions are reported to possess among the highest values of oxygen ion conductivity.74 Some

scientists report that SDC exhibits the highest ionic conductivity of the rare-earth metal doped

ceria solid solutions at the same dopant concentration.75, 76 For example, Balazs et al reported
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the highest value of 0.012 S∙cm-1 at 600°C for Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 among a series of rare-earth

doped cerium oxides prepared by a solid state method.77 However, some of current research is

directed towards application of 10GDC as a state-of-the-art electrolyte material.34, 78

Figure 1.8 Dependence of ionic conductivity for (CeO2)0.8(LnO1.5)0.2 at 800°C on a radius of dopant
cation; adapted from Eguchi et al.79

The effect of composition and synthetic method on the ionic conductivity of SDC

electrolytes was investigated by Shemilt et al.80 5 and 10 mol% Sm2O3-doped ceria powders

were prepared by high energy milling. Sintering of the green bodies occurred at 1550°C for 2h

in air, resulting in >98% of theoretical density regardless of the composition. Bulk and grain

conductivity were found to be higher for Sm0.1Ce0.9O1.95.

The sol-gel method was applied by Jung et al in preparation of SDC powders in three

variants.81 Starting metal salt solutions were mixed with ammonia and the final precipitate was

divided and treated separately with water, ethanol and octanol. The biggest improvement in

homogeneity compared to traditional solid state methods, with the highest densities of 98%

theoretical, was achieved in the octanol modified synthesis. Jung et al, in different early paper,

also studied the effect of temperature and Sm concentration on ceria-based solid solutions.82

They found the highest conductivity of 0.56 S∙cm-1 at 800°C for the Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 composition

prepared by a sol-gel method and confirmed oxygen vacancy mechanism as a main

contribution to the total ionic conductivity.

The glycine-nitrate method was used by Peng et al in studies of the sintering and electrical

properties of 10 mol% Sm2O3-doped CeO2.83 Different glycine/metal ratios were employed in
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the precursor solution with an optimum reported at 1.7 for the highest density of ~95% and

conductivity of 0.011 S∙cm-1 at 600°C. This technique was reported to prevent selective

precipitation of metal cations due to formation of complexes with glycine. However, a high

sintering temperature of 1500°C was still required for SDC pellet densification.

The implementation of citric acid as a complexing agent for cations, in comparison to the

sol-gel methods, was found to be a successful solution in the preparation of doped ceria

powders.84-86 This method was reported to produce amorphous metal citrates which, if they

are subjected to thermal decomposition, lead to ceria-based solid solutions of high chemical

homogeneity. Single phase homogenous electrolyte materials of nanosized particles were

prepared using the citrate complexation route by various groups.87, 88 Recent developments

include modifications of the sintering process by introducing additional sintering steps,89 use

of sintering additives and the preparation of novel compositions of co-doped ceria.47, 90, 91

Omar et al reported the grain conductivity of Sm0.075Nd0.075Ce0.85O2-δ to be 30% higher than that

of Gd0.1Gd0.9O2-δ at 550°C.47 An increase in ionic conductivity of co-doped ceria was observed

also by Liu et al.90 The value of 0.012 S∙cm-1 for Ce0.8Sm0.1Nd0.1O1.9 composition was measured

at 500°C. The co-doping effect was also studied by Sha et al on Ce0.8Sm0.1Y0.1O1.9,92 who

revealed oversintering effect in pellets processed above 1400°C, which negatively affected

ionic conductivity. However, still better ionic characteristics were noticed for such

composition sintered below that temperature, than for (singly) doped SDC pellets. It seems

that the increasing trend in the number of dopants is unavoidable and this is likely to lead to

an increasing number of publications in this area.

1.4 Catalysis and ceria

Catalysts are any element or chemical compound which increase the rate of a chemical

reaction but which are not consumed by it. They might be delivered in the same phase

(homogeneous catalysis) or in a different phase (heterogeneous catalysis) from the reactants.

The majority of chemical reactions which occur in industry are heterogeneously catalysed.

One of the main factors considered in evaluation of a catalyst is its activity. It provides

information on the rate of a transformation achieved in a catalytic reaction, usually expressed

per gram or per unit surface area of catalyst. High specific surface area and high initial

dispersion of the catalytically active phase are therefore important in heterogeneous catalysts,

as is resistance to deactivation by loss of surface area or poisoning by accumulated

impurities.93 Another important parameter is the selectivity of a catalytic process to the desired
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product. This is usually expressed as the rate of production of the desired product divided by

the rate of production of all products.

A close understanding of the constituent processes occurring in heterogeneous catalysis is

needed since they play a key role in many chemical reactions. Diffusion of the reactants to the

catalytic reaction site and their adsorption on the surface take place at first. Then, the main

reaction occurs, after which desorption and diffusion of the products away from the active site

occur. These diffusion processes often limit the kinetic rate of reaction. Rate of reaction is

also affected by the concentration of the active sites, which is related to the physical and

chemical nature of the catalyst. Deactivation of a catalyst is also common and can occur by a

number of mechanisms including sintering (loss of specific surface area), fouling by impurities

and poisoning by irreversible adsorption of impurities or by-products on the surface of the

catalyst.

One industrially important family of catalyst are those based on ceria, because of its

excellent oxygen exchange properties.94, 95 It is well known that the catalytic properties of ceria

can be improved by doping with some rare earth metals. However, the best results are

reported, if ceria-based oxides with high surface area are employed as a support for

catalytically active noble metals such as Au, Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir or Ru.96-99 If these are also provided

at nanoparticulate dimensions, an excellent dispersion of such metals can be achieved. Low

loadings of noble metals can be employed, decreasing the total cost of catalyst fabrication. The

dispersion of noble metals is usually performed by impregnation methods. The incipient

wetness impregnation technique is based on incorporation of a volume of active metal

solution into the solid support equal to the pore volume of the support. Due to capillary

action, the organic or aqueous precursor solution fills up the pores. Drying and/or a

calcination step are required in order to remove the solvent and deposit the active phase on

the surface of support.

Three-way catalysts (TWCs) for automobile exhaust gas converters are a good example of

the application of ceria-based materials in catalysis.100 In these, CO, NOx and unburned

hydrocarbon emissions in petrol and diesel engines are largely eliminated. The reduction of

nitrogen oxides to nitrogen and oxygen (Eqn. 1.3), the oxidation of carbon monoxide to

carbon dioxide (Eqn. 1.4) and the oxidation of hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide and water

(Eqn. 1.5) are achieved.

2NOx → xO2 + N2 (1.3)

2CO + O2 → 2CO2 (1.4)

CxH2x+2 + [(3x+1)/2]O2 → xCO2 + (x+1)H2O (1.5)
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The efficiency and stability of TWCs have been increased by development of noble metal

catalysts supported on ceria oxides.101, 102 A further improvement on red-ox processes in

TWCs was found to be possible by use of CeO2-ZrO2 solid solutions as the support.85, 103 Very

recent studies are involved in application of noble metals supported on ceria-zirconia

nanotubes.104

Ilieva et al studied reduction of NOx by CO over Au catalyst supported on CeO2 and

CeO2-Al2O3.105 The addition of alumina (up to 20 wt%) led to enhanced oxygen vacancy

formation in ceria, however a slight increase of Au particle size was observed. Wang et al

worked on CO oxidation and successfully applied Cu on an SDC-alumina support.106

The steam reforming of methane (SRM) and other hydrocarbons has been recognized for

many years as the main route to global H2 production (Eqn. 1.6).107 The water gas shift

reaction (WGS) complements the SRM process, because H2 is additionally produced in an

exothermic reaction of CO and water vapour (Eqn. 1.7).

CH4(g) + H2O(g) → CO(g) + 3H2(g) (1.6)

CO(g) + H2O(g) → CO2(g) + H2(g) (1.7)

WGS occurs commercially in two steps, with the help of catalysts such as transition metal

oxides, e.g. Fe3O4, Cu/ZnO. The first step employs a temperature range of about 350-600°C,

while the second is performed at 150-300°C, depending on the catalyst. The interest of many

scientific groups all over the world has been attracted to replacing traditional catalysts, which

are sensitive to impurities and require some special activation procedures. In addition, the

lowering of reaction temperature and/or increase in H2 productivity could be made possible

by application of new catalysts, such as ceria-based solid solutions.108, 109

Andreeva et al studied the properties of gold catalysts dispersed on ceria doped with a

range of rare earth metals (Y, Sm, Gd and Yb) for the WGS reaction.110 Two preparation

methods of the supports were investigated: co-precipitation by K2CO3 and mechanochemical

UV activation. Sm- and Yb-doped ceria supports prepared by the second method, with 2 wt%

Au impregnated from Au3+ complexes suspended in water, resulted in the highest catalytic

activity for the WGS reaction. The authors reported that single- or double-phase catalysts

were formed as a result of the two different preparation methods. TEM results showed an Au

particle size of 2-3 nm regardless of the synthetic route.

Saeki et al worked with microcrystalline Ru, Rh, Ir, Ni and Pt metals supported on SDC

for application in IT-SOFCs.96 A standard impregnation technique for the metal salt solutions
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(2 wt% metal loadings) on SDC powders of more than 100 μm particle size was employed.

The best performance was ascribed to Ru and Ir supported on SDC, as observed in CH4

conversion experiments.

Due to the fact that the SRM reaction is strongly endothermic and occurs at the

temperature range of 700-1100°C, some alternative ways of H2 generation have been

investigated. The reforming of methanol seems to be a promising solution and the benefits of

such a fuel are widely accepted.111 One of them includes the ability of methanol production

from a variety of carbon-based feedstocks (i.e. natural gas, coal, biomass). The reforming of

methanol (Eqn. 1.8) is of particular interest in the light of fuel cell technology, where pure H2

is often required, for example in PEMFCs.

CH3OH(l) + H2O(v) → CO2(g) + 3H2(g) (1.8)

The steam reforming of methanol can be catalysed by ceria-supported noble metals. One

of the most catalytically active noble metals for the methanol reforming reaction is palladium.

Gomez-Sainero et al, in studies on Pd deposited on three transition metal oxides for

reforming of methanol investigated the role of the support.112 These included commercially

available CeO2, Sm2O3 and one composition prepared by solid state reaction of these two

oxides, (CeO2)0.8(Sm2O3)0.2. H2PdCl4 solution was used for impregnation of 2 wt% of Pd on

these supports. The catalytic activity results showed the Pd/Sm2O3 catalyst was inactive

towards CH3OH decomposition. Moderate activity was noticed for Pd-supported on CeO2,

while methanol conversion up to 72% was obtained for the mixed oxide support. It was

concluded that the preparation method, which employed strong acid media could affect a

proper deposition of noble metal on the samaria support. The presence of a new mixed phase

of highly dispersed Pd and Sm2O3 was speculated. The authors also suggested that the Pd

deposited on the (CeO2)0.8(Sm2O3)0.2 support was mainly associated with the Sm2O3 phase in

the catalyst prepared in this way.

In relation to this paper, Baker et al,113 performed High Resolution Transmission Electron

Microscopy (HRTEM) studies on Pd/(CeO2)0.8(Sm2O3)0.2 and observed that a beneficial

hierarchical nanostructure had developed. Pd nanoparticles were supported on Sm2O3 crystals

and then these were dispersed over the surfaces of larger CeO2 particles. The reprecipitation

of a semiamorphous phase containing Pd, Sm and O during the impregnation step, followed

by crystallisation of Pd nanoparticles on Sm2O3 crystallites, was suggested by the authors to

give rise to this structure.
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Laosiripojana et al studied the effect of specific surface area (SSA) on the activity of

nanoparticulate CeO2 catalysts for CH3OH decomposition.93 Prior to the measurements, two

commercial cerium oxides were calcined at 1000°C for 6 h, resulting in powders of 8 and

24 m2∙g-1 SSA. Their results showed considerably higher decomposition rates over the higher

surface area ceria powders.

In the light of this review, the preparation method of ceria-based supports for noble

metals is a key parameter for catalytic methanol conversion to hydrogen. More efficient

catalysts are expected to be developed if high purity and high surface area supports can be

synthesised. In this connection, Pd-supported on nanoparticulate SDC supports prepared by

several impregnation techniques are investigated in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
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CHAPTER II – ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
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2. Analytical techniques

This chapter provides an overview of the analytical methods used for characterisation of

the materials investigated during these PhD studies. The general principles related to all

techniques are outlined. In addition, typical designs of the instruments are described and some

of these are presented schematically.

2.1 X-ray Diffraction

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is one of the most important analytical methods used in solid-

state chemistry. A solid can be described either as amorphous with randomly arranged atoms

or crystalline with atoms arranged in a regular manner. The latter are built up of repeating

elements, the unit cell, which are the smallest volume element that can represent the crystal

structure. Both single crystal or polycrystalline materials such as powders can be analysed.

About 95% of solid materials are classified as crystalline and XRD is a versatile tool, which

allows for their quick, non-destructive and repeatable characterisation. The identification of

crystal phases is possible due to the interaction between incident X-rays and the electrons of

the matter through which the radiation passes. As each crystalline material has its own atomic

structure, and therefore diffracts X-rays in a unique way, a characteristic pattern with peaks of

various intensities results. The identification occurs by a comparison of the diffraction pattern

obtained with relevant Powder Diffraction Files (PDF) stored in the database of the

International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD).114 The phase purity can be easily

determined, because mixtures of different materials with different crystal phases in the same

material will contribute their own unique set of peaks to the total XRD pattern.

X-rays are short wavelength electromagnetic radiation within the range of 0.00001-100 Å.

However, for diffraction studies wavelengths are limited to about 0.1-25 Å as this range

corresponds well to the order of magnitude of interatomic distances observed in crystalline

materials. A common method for the generation of X-rays is the bombardment of a metal

target (e.g. Cu or Mo) by a beam of high-energy electrons. The electron beam ejects an

electron from one of the metal core orbitals, so that an electron from a higher energy orbital

replaces the ejected one and emits radiation. The X-ray spectrum is specific to the metal target

and consists of a continuous background (white radiation) as well as a few intense peaks. The

positions of these characteristic peaks are related to the energy difference between the electron

shells involved in producing the X-rays. For example, the transition from the L to the K shell

is labelled as Kα, while the M to K transition is designated as Kβ. In addition, these transitions
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may appear as unfavourable close doublets (usually at high 2θ angles), so especially Kα1 and

Kα2 are distinguished for common anode materials.

An accelerating voltage up to 100 kV is used in a highly evacuated tube for X-ray

generation. Interestingly, only about 1% of the electrical power can be converted to X-rays

and the rest is released as heat, so an efficient cooling system is required. A single energy X-ray

beam is necessary to carry out a diffraction experiment. This is achieved by a system of

collimators, which restricts radiation from the source. The use of a relevant filter is also a

common technique to obtain a monochromatic beam. Obviously, the intensity of the

background must be reduced. The diffracted beam is detected by using an X-ray detector and

two methods of data collection were developed. Usually the detector is scanned around the

specimen in a circle to collect diffracted X-rays. A schematic of the experimental set-up with

the instrument operating in reflection mode is presented in Figure 2.1(a). The incident X-rays

reach the sample at various angles and penetrate only its top layer. In the transmission

method, the incident beam passes through a thin sample, which is placed in a rotating sample

holder (Figure 2.1(b)).

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of XRD experiment in (a) reflection and (b) transmission mode.

The scattered rays can be out of phase and cause destructive interference. They can also be

in phase with each other, so that they interfere constructively. Diffraction is possible, because

the distances between the scattering centres are of the same order of magnitude as the

wavelength of the radiation. When an incident beam (always in phase) strikes a crystal surface

at some angle θ, a portion is scattered by the layer of the atoms at the surface. The unscattered

portion penetrates to the second and third layer of atoms, where the next fractions are

scattered. The cumulative effect of this scattering is the diffraction of the beam as presented in

Figure 2.2. The beam is diffracted from the parallel lattice planes at an angle, which depends

on the spacing of the lattice. As each crystalline material possesses a number of lattice planes,
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this results in a number of diffraction peaks, which appear in the pattern at specific diffraction

angles. Miller indices are used for referring to lattice planes and allocating them to the

corresponding family of crystallographic planes in the crystal system. Each family of

symmetrically equivalent lattice planes, which have equal interplanar distances, are labelled

with identical Miller indices using the reciprocal space lattice vectors (hkl).

Figure 2.2 Schematic of incident and reflected X-ray beam.

The condition for constructive interference of the beam at angle θ can be expressed as

Bragg’s law (Eqn. 2.1).

 sin2  dn (2.1)
n – an integer,
λ – the wavelength of the X-rays,
d – the distance between planes (d-spacing),
θ – the diffraction angle.

The diffraction peaks are usually represented on a plot of their intensity against 2θ 

diffraction angle. From Equation 2.1, the peak position and the X-ray wavelength can be used

to determine the d-spacing. The latter can be expressed in terms of the unit cell dimensions

for the crystal system under study. In the case of the cubic system considered in this work, the

characteristic unit cell parameter (a) was obtained using Equation 2.2.

222

2

lkh
a

d


 (2.2)

This equation was simplified to 3 da in order to calculate the lattice parameter using the

main (111) peak.
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2.2 Thermal methods

Thermal analysis is represented by a group of techniques, which uses a controlled

temperature program during measurement of a physical or chemical change of a sample and

its reaction products. These changes are mainly related to the mass, enthalpy and thermal

expansion coefficient. This section covers the basics of four major techniques used in

assessment of materials presented in this thesis – Thermogravimetry (TG), Differential

Thermal Analysis (DTA), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and dilatometry

measurements.

2.2.1 Thermogravimetry

In thermogravimetric analysis (TG) the weight of a sample in a controlled gas environment

is recorded continuously as a function of increasing temperature or time. If a plot of mass or

mass percent as a function of time is prepared, a thermal decomposition curve can be

constructed. In general, a typical instrument consists of a sensitive balance, furnace, purge gas

system and microcomputer-based controller. The most important application of TG is related

to the decomposition studies of many compounds with connection to such physical processes

as desorption, sublimation or vaporisation. Therefore, the TG instrument is often coupled

with a mass spectrometer to allow analysis of gaseous products.

2.2.2 Differential Thermal Analysis

Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) is a technique, which measures the difference in

temperature between a sample and a reference material, while both are subjected to a

controlled heating programme. The temperature of the sample is usually increased linearly

with time. The difference in temperature between the sample and the reference can be

precisely recorded during the experiment as both possess separate thermocouples. The

differential thermogram gives information on endothermic and exothermic processes which

take place during the thermal treatment of a sample. In this way, it may provide information

about dehydration, oxidation, reduction or change in crystal structure for many chemical

compounds such as oxides, ceramics or catalysts.

2.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry

The methodology of Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is similar to DTA. This

technique allows however for direct measurement of enthalpy change since a different design
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of the cell holding the sample and inert reference material is used. The difference in the rate of

heat flow that is required to keep the sample and the reference at the same temperature is

measured.

2.2.4 Dilatometry

Dilatometry is based on the measurement of the dimensional change of a sample as a

function of temperature or time under negligible mechanical load. Information on the

sintering behaviour of a sample such as sintering rate, sintering temperature, sintering duration

or thermal expansion coefficient can be obtained. It is necessary to perform a correction run

prior to sample measurement. In dilatometry, this is done by running the temperature

programme with an alumina correction pellet of the same size as the sample. The results

obtained from running an actual sample are then determined relative to the data from the

correction run. The green pellet is positioned between two alumina spacers and placed in the

sample holder tube. The thermocouple is attached as close as possible to the sample to

measure the applied temperature during the experiment.

2.3 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method

The specific surface area (SSA) is an important parameter in characterization of powders

and can be defined as the accessible area of solid surface per unit mass or volume.

The determination of SSA is possible by adsorption of a controlled amount of N2 onto the

surface of the specimen at a range of applied pressures. Usually, a sample must be preheated at

~120°C, and then degassed of foreign molecules prior to analysis. Near liquid nitrogen

temperature is required for measurement. A physisorption isotherm is generated by plotting

gas uptake against pressure (P/Po).

In this thesis, measurements of SSA are based on the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)

method. It applies to the linear section of the isotherm, which was very often limited to the

pressure range 0.05-0.30. If a straight line plot is produced over that range, the amount of gas

adsorbed for all the surface to be covered with a monolayer (Vm) can be derived, according to

the BET equation:
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Va – amount of adsorbed gas for infinite number of layers,
P/Po – relative pressure,
C – BET constant.

In the next step, SSA can be calculated using equation:

Mm
VAN

SSA mMA




 (2.4)

NA – Avogadro number,
AM – area occupied by adsorbed molecule (16.2 Å for N2),
m – mass of the specimen,
M – molar mass of the adsorbate.

2.4 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) is a very powerful tool for trace

elemental analysis with detection limits of parts per billion. It allows for simultaneous

determination of elements with atomic mass ranges from lithium to uranium. It is based on

combining a method of ionising the elements in the sample by means of plasma and a method

of separating and detecting the ions using a mass spectrometer. Firstly, the plasma – a gas

consisting of ions, electrons and neutral particles - is formed using argon. The energy required

for this reaction is obtained by pulsing an electrical current in the wires that surround the Ar

gas. Secondly, the sample must be introduced into the plasma containing a sufficient

concentration of previously formed ions. For solid state materials, laser ablation is used. In

this method, a laser is focused on the sample and creates a plume of ablated material, which

can be swept into the plasma. The sample material is ionised in the plasma and the resulting

ions are passed through a series of cones into the high vacuum mass analyser. The ions are

separated and collected according to their mass to charge ratios. The intensity of a specific

peak in the mass spectrum is related to the concentration of the element in the original

sample.

2.5 Electron microscopy

Electron microscopy was developed due to the limitations of light microscopes and

provides structural information of a sample over a wide range of magnifications. Much higher

resolutions can be obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission

Electron Microscopy (TEM) than in optical microscopy because of the specific interactions

between a high-energy electron beam and the electrons in the sample under study. The

principles of the SEM and TEM techniques, which were used in this thesis, are presented in

this section.
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2.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is a common technique, which allows surface

characterisation of solid materials, for example fuel cell components. It provides topographic,

morphological and compositional information of the specimen. Samples have a three

dimensional appearance in SEM images as a result of the large depth of field possible with

these microscopes. Therefore surface features, shape, size and the arrangement of the

constituents of a sample can be determined. The data relevant to chemical composition

(quantitative and qualitative analysis) can be obtained if the microscope is equipped with an X-

ray detector.

The typical set-up of the SEM instrument is shown in Figure 2.3. The electron gun is

responsible for thermionic generation of electrons, which are accelerated towards the sample

by an anode held at a high voltage. The magnetic condenser and objective lens system serves

to reduce the image to a final spot diameter on the specimen of 5 to 200 nm. Firstly, the beam

passes through the condenser lens system, which is responsible for achieving the correct

electron beam characteristics. Next, the electrons pass through a set of scan coils where, by

varying the electrical signal, the electron beam can be moved across the sample. Finally, the

magnetic objective lens focuses the scanning beam onto the area of interest in the sample.

Large-capacity vacuum pumps and efficient cooling systems are necessary to run SEM

instruments.

One limitation of SEM is the fact that the sample must be electrically conductive to avoid

accumulation of electrical charge in the sample, which results in undesirable artefacts in the

images. Therefore, it is common to apply a thin metallic or carbon film to the surface of poor

conductors. Sputtering is usually used to deposit carbon or a metal – e.g. Au, Ag, Cr, Pt or Pd

– from a target giving a uniform conductive surface coating of a few nm in thickness.

A number of different types of interaction between the beam electrons and the sample

electrons can occur. Incident beam electrons can be absorbed into the sample losing their

energy and causing another electron to be ejected (secondary electrons) as illustrated in

Figure 2.4. Other electrons can be repelled from the surface by electrostatic forces losing only

a small part of their energy (backscattered electrons). Additionally, Auger electrons, X-rays and

cathodoluminescence phenomena may result from the influence of the incident beam

electrons on the sample. The Auger electrons and emitted X-rays are characteristic of atoms in

the specimen.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of a scanning electron microscope.115

Each of the previously mentioned effects can be utilised in surface studies, but the use of

secondary electrons is the most common imaging method in the SEM. These electrons can be

attracted to a positively charged detector. The signal is then amplified and converted to an

image, which shows the three dimensional structure of the surface of the specimen.

Figure 2.4 Schematic of the formation of secondary electrons.
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2.5.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is a powerful tool, which in contrast to SEM,

provides more detailed information about the microstructure of thin specimens. The typical

set-up of the TEM instrument with listed main components is presented in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Schematic outlining the internal components of a typical TEM system, adapted from116.
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The emission of electrons occurs by a thermionic process from a cathodic filament,

typically made of W or of LaB6. The emitted electrons are converged by a negatively charged

Wehnelt cylinder, forming a focused beam of electrons, which is accelerated towards the

anode. Due to the high potential applied (typically 200 kV); the resulting high energy electron

beam possesses a much shorter wavelength than visible light, according to Equation 2.5.

Therefore, much higher imaging resolution can be obtained in the TEM instrument than in

optical microscopy.

kEm
h



2

 (2.5)

λ – the wavelength (nm),
h – the Planck constant (6.626∙1034 J∙s),
m – the rest mass of the electron (g),
Ek – the kinetic energy (J).

A proper alignment of the beam is of extreme importance in order to obtain reliable data

in the TEM experiment. The condenser lenses are used for additional alignment of the beam.

The objective lenses concentrate the beam on the sample. All sets of electromagnetic lenses

must be symmetrical and set correctly to provide a focused beam of electrons and minimise

spherical and chromic aberrations as well as astigmatism phenomena. At lower magnifications,

the image can be thought as being simply a magnified shadow of the sample, electrons being

absorbed by the thick parts of the sample and allowed to pass through the thin parts and the

areas where there is no sample. At higher magnifications, the interaction between the incident

electron wave and the periodic crystal structure must be considered. An electron beam with a

uniform current density irradiates a layer of atoms in the specimen. The atoms scatter the

electrons, which cause the non-uniformity of the electron current density (above and below

the atomic plane) and pass through the specimen. Two conditions may occur. If the objective

current is increased (overfocus condition), the TEM will image a plane below the specimen

causing the atoms to appear bright in the image. On the contrary, if the objective lens is

weakened in order to image a plane just above the specimen (underfocus condition), the image

will show the atoms appearing dark. This is the more desired imaging condition since there is

a more direct relationship between the sample and the image. The interaction between the

incident beam of electrons and the specimen depends on the sample thickness, its chemical

composition and the accelerating voltage. The final beam, which leaves the sample, is then

transformed by intermediate and projector lenses to form a phase contrast image on a viewing

screen or in a camera.
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2.5.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

The Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX or EDS) technique is a common

technique in both SEM and TEM. It utilises X-rays generated by the interaction of the

incident electron beam with the specimen. The energies of these emitted X-rays are

characteristic of specific electron transitions in the atoms of the sample and therefore of the

chemical elements present in the sample. These are collected by an additional detector and

compositional information can be obtained within a specific selected area of the sample. In

addition, compositional variations along a line – linescans and over an area – elemental maps

can be recorded using the EDX technique.

2.6 Impedance Spectroscopy

Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) is a typical method used to study electrochemical systems

such as electroceramics. One of the main advantages of IS is that an electrochemical cell can

be represented as a purely electronic equivalent circuit model. The electrical properties of a

material are analysed through a wide range of frequencies in order to find various conduction

contributions, which are usually related to different structural parts of a sample. Therefore, in

contrast to direct current (DC) theory, where the frequency equals 0 Hz, the alternating

current (AC) theory must be applied. The impedance (Z) is the AC equivalent of resistance (R)

and represents total opposition to the flow of electrons in the circuit.

In DC theory, the resistor is the only element which impedes the current. According to

Ohm’s Law, the resistance is defined by the simple equation:

I
E

R  (2.6)

E – the potential (V),
I – the current in (A),
R – the resistance (Ω).

In AC theory, capacitors and inductors also resist the flow of electrons. Equation 2.7

includes then impedance measured in ohms and is expressed below:

I
E

Z  (2.7)

Z – the impedance (Ω).
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The total impedance in a circuit is the combined opposition of all elements. The inductors

and capacitors contribute to the reactance of a system (X), which symbolises the sum of

inductive (XL) and capacitive (XC) reactance (Eqn. 2.8).

CL XXX  (2.8)

The reactance varies with the frequency of the electrical signal and causes a phase shift

between the current and voltage. Therefore, the resistance and reactance cannot be simply

added to determine the impedance but they must be added as vectors as shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 Schematic of the impedance vector.

In IS measurements, a small AC potential (Et) is applied to the sample and can be

represented as a function of time.

)sin( tEE ot  (2.9)

Et – the potential at time t,
Eo – the amplitude of the signal,
ω – the angular radial frequency (ω = 2πf)

The applied signal causes the response of the current (It) shifted by the phase angle (φ).

)sin(   tII ot (2.10)

According to Ohm’s law, the impedance can be represented in terms of a magnitude (Zo)

and a phase angle (φ) as shown below:
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With Euler’s relationship (Eqn. 2.12), the impedance can be represented as a complex

function with resistance as the real part and reactance as the imaginary part.

 sincos)exp( jj  (2.12)

)exp( tjEE ot  (2.13)

)exp(   tjII ot (2.14)
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therefore,

)sin(cos)exp()(  jZjZ
I
E

Z oo  (2.15)

A typical representation of the impedance spectrum with the impedance vector |Z| is

shown in Figure 2.7. The Nyquist plot represents real values on the x axis, while imaginary

data is placed on the y axis.

Figure 2.7 Nyquist plot for a simple electrochemical system.

The semicircle corresponds to one or more physical processes, which typically take place

in specific regions of the sample. In many cases, Nyquist plots contain several semicircles

which contribute to the total impedance of the sample. They are related to different areas of

the electrochemical cell and can be analysed separately due to their different frequencies.

Therefore, in a solid ionic conductor, for example, electrochemical processes within the

grains, across the grain boundaries, charge transfer processes between the electrode and

electrolyte and processes within the electrodes are often represented by different arcs in the

same Nyquist plot. An example of such an impedance spectrum and its equivalent circuit

model is presented in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8 Complex impedance spectrum (a) and its equivalent circuit model (b).
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The experimental data from the Nyquist plot can be processed using computer software,

employing an appropriate model of the equivalent circuit, which possesses resistors, capacitors

and inductors which form subcircuits which relate to the semicircles, and other features, in the

IS spectrum. Since perfect capacitors do not exist, the use of constant phase elements (CPEs)

in the equivalent circuit usually gives a more accurate fit. The impedance of a CPE is defined

in Equation 2.16.

    j
Z

Z
0

1 (2.16)

1/Z0 – the admittance of the element,
 – an exponent (equal to 1 for a perfect capacitor).

Once all values of resistance related to each process in the cell are calculated, the

conductivity can be found using following equation:

SR
L


 (2.17)

σ – the conductivity (S/cm),
R – the resistance (Ω),
L – the thickness (cm),
S – the area of electrode (cm2).

In the case of solid electrolyte materials, the resistances of the bulk (grain) and grain

boundary contribute to the total ionic conductivity. Arrhenius plots are often used to express

the conductivities of total electrolyte or individual components in relation to temperature. The

following expression is used for determination of their activation energies, usually with the

rate constant, k, replaced by ionic conductivity, σ:

RT
E

Ak a lnln (2.18)

k – rate constant,
A – pre-exponential factor,
Ea – the activation energy,
R – ideal gas constant (8.314 J∙K-1∙mol-1),
T – the absolute temperature.

The activation energy of bulk or grain boundary conductivity can be related to the

activation energies required for oxygen ions to jump from one lattice site to another within a

grain and from one grain to another, respectively.
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2.7 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is an analytical method used for characterisation

of the surfaces of solids. It typically gives data from only the uppermost few atomic layers

(0 to 50 Å) of a surface. It is an analysis technique of fundamental importance for many

applications, for example in heterogeneous catalysis. In this field, as the surface of a catalyst is

in contact with a liquid or gaseous phase, it may differ significantly from the bulk. XPS

provides information on chemical composition and physical properties (e.g. oxidation state)

while a surface is irradiated with monochromatic X-radiation. X-ray photons form a primary

beam and its impact on the surface generates emission of a secondary beam, which is made up

of electrons. The kinetic energy (Ek) of the emitted electrons is recorded by a spectrometer. Ek

data is used to calculate the binding energy (Eb) of the electron according to Equation 2.19,

where hν represents the energy of the X-ray photon and w is a correction factor (work

function) associated with the spectrometer.

wEhE kb   (2.19)

The XPS spectrum consists of a plot of electron counts as a function of binding energy

(Eb). Eb is characteristic of the atom and orbital from which the electron is emitted. Therefore,

the elements contained in a sample surface can be identified and quantified. The energy

resolution of XPS is also often good enough to allow identification of different oxidation

states, or coordination environments of a particular element. This allows information on the

chemical environment of these atoms to be extracted from the XPS spectra.
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3. Experimental procedures

Information on the preparation of the materials studied in this work is presented in the

corresponding results chapter. Details of the preparation and investigation of materials based

on YSZ micro- and nanoscale powders is given in Chapter 4, on SDC nanopowders in

Chapter 5 and on Pd/SDC catalyst powders in Chapter 6.

3.1 X-ray Diffraction

In this work, the crystal structure of all samples was determined by room temperature

X-ray powder diffraction. A Philips (PW 1710) instrument operated in reflection mode at

40 kV and 40 mA with CuKα radiation was employed. A plate-type Aluminium sample holder

containing a sample powder layer of uniform thickness was used. No Al phase-related peaks

were detected in any pattern. High-grade silicon powder was used as an external standard to

allow correction for instrumental broadening.

In an XRD experiment typical for all materials, data acquisition in standard runs was

performed by scanning 2θ between 10° and 100° with a step length of 0.02° and at a rate of

1º∙min-1. In addition, more detailed information in the specific range of 2θ = 70–77° was

obtained only for YSZ samples by employing the same step, but a lower speed of 0.1°/min.

STOE WinXPOW software (v.1.04) was used to determine lattice parameters and crystal

structure of the samples investigated. Additionally, some XRD patterns were fitted using

Rietveld procedures using the FullProf programme.117

The determination of crystallite size from analysis of peak broadening was performed for

SDC electrolyte powders using the Scherrer equation (Eqn. 3.1). The main (most intense)

diffraction peak was used to calculate the average crystallite size.




cos
9.0



XRDD (3.1)

λ – the wavelength of the X-rays (nm),
θ – the diffraction angle,
β – the corrected full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity, where:

  2/122
sm   (3.2)

βm – the measured FWHM intensity of the main reflection,
βs – the measured FHWM intensity of the standard silicon sample (0.15º)

Full width at half maximum intensity calculations were performed using Origin software.
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3.2 Thermal methods

3.2.1 TG, DTA/DSC experiments

The thermal behaviour of all precursor gels was investigated by TG and DTA/DSC using

a Netzsch STA 449C Jupiter instrument, which is schematically presented in Figure 3.1. The

heat flow and weight change of samples placed in crucibles were measured in air (50 ml∙min-1)

from 25ºC to 800ºC at a heating rate of 5ºC∙min-1. In addition, these experiments were

repeated in flowing oxygen to allow simultaneous analysis of off-gases by mass spectrometry

(MS). A correction run with empty crucibles was performed before analysis of a sample. All

data was analysed using Netzsch Proteus-Thermal Analysis software package, version 4.8.5.

Figure 3.1 (a) Cross-section of the Netzsch STA 449C Jupiter, (b) TG and DTA crucibles.118

3.2.2 Dilatometry

The sintering properties of compacted samples were studied using a Netzsch DIL 402C

push-rod dilatometer, which is presented in Figure 3.2. Due to the different characteristics of

the materials tested – YSZ and SDC – different temperature programs were applied, the

details of which are provided in Sections 4.3.3 and 5.3.7, respectively. Air (50 ml/min) was

employed as the purge gas in all experiments.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of the DIL 402C dilatometer: (a) cross section and (b) sample holder.119

3.3 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis (BET) by nitrogen adsorption-desorption were

performed on powders using a Micrometrics ASAP 2020 instrument in order to obtain values

of specific surface area (SSA). All samples were pre-treated at 120°C for 6 h. The

Micrometrics TriStar software V1.01 was used to obtain automatically results of specific

surface area.

3.4 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy

Elemental analysis was performed for all materials investigated in this thesis using an

AGILENT 7500 Series ICP-MS instrument (New Wave Research Products), equipped with a

UP-213 Laser Ablation System. The powder samples were blended with a Teflon standard in

order to form a pellet prior to analysis supported by laser ablation. All sintered pellets were

analysed using this method without any additional preparation procedures.
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3.5 Electron microscopy

3.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy

SEM images, which are presented in this thesis, were obtained with two microscopes.

A Philips XL30 ESEM instrument with a field emission gun was employed for microstructure

studies of YSZ pellets and SDC nanopowders. The details of these analyses, including sputter

coating and thermal etching aspects of surface preparation of the samples, are specified in the

relevant results chapters. The other micrographs were obtained using a JEOL JSM-5600

instrument and this was intensively used for ceria samples. Conductive carbon sticky pads

were used to attach all specimens to the sample holder in both microscopes. Grain size

analyses were performed using either the Scion Image (version Alpha 4.0.3.2) or

ImageJ (v. 1.42d) software packages and further details are given in the respective results

sections.

3.5.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy

All materials investigated in this work were analysed in a JEOL JEM-2011 HRTEM

instrument operated at 200 kV. Elemental analysis was performed using an Oxford

Instruments X-ray analysis detector (ISIS 300 EDS) in order to obtain the chemical

composition of each sample and assess for potential impurities. The

DigitalMicrograph v.3.3.4 (Gatan Software Team, USA) and the ImageJ v.1.42d (National

Institutes of Health, USA) software packages were used for analysis of images and for Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) procedures. Grain size analyses were performed using the

ImageJ (v.1.42d) software package.

An increased dispersion of particles of each specimen was of interest in order to obtain

reliable TEM results. This was usually obtained by placing a small amount of each powder in

vials with n-hexane, which were subjected to 5 min ultrasonication. Differences in preparation

procedure were applied only for YSZ nanopowders and these details are provided in

Chapter 4. All samples were deposited on 3 mm Cu TEM grids coated with holey carbon film

by repeatedly dipping the grid into an ultrasonicated dispersion of the relevant sample powder.

The grids with deposited sample were dried overnight using a lamp as a heat source before

being loaded into the TEM instrument for study.
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3.6 Impedance Spectroscopy

All electrolyte materials in the form of sintered discs were analysed by two-electrode IS

conductivity measurements using a Solartron 1260 Frequency Response Analyser (FRA). The

main physical differences between the pellets were associated with the pellet thickness and the

area of the electrodes for each sample. These parameters were taken into account in

conductivity calculations, according to Equation 2.17. In addition, two different techniques of

electrodes preparation were employed in this experiment.

In order to prepare cells for impedance measurements, electrodes were deposited on both

sides of the YSZ pellets by sputtering from a platinum target onto the sample surface in areas

defined by aluminium foil templates. These were prepared with significantly smaller diameters

than the sintered pellets themselves in order to avoid transfer of electrons between the two

electrodes by surface conduction. The templates were also helpful to avoid displacing the

electrodes on the two opposing surfaces of the pellet with respect to each other. Each

exposed area on either side of the pellet was covered with a 120 nm layer using 0.1 mm Pt

targets mounted in a Cressington 208 HR Sputter Coater. A current of 80 mA and gas

pressure of 0.01 mbar were necessary to carry out this deposition process.

The surface of each SDC pellet was polished with a diamond paste prior to IS

measurements. An inorganic-free Pt ink (Engelhardt) was used to deposit electrodes on both

sides of the pellet using a screen printer. Special care was taken to apply a similar amount of

the Pt paint. It was thought that this technique would allow symmetrical electrodes of 12 mm

diameter with approximately the same thickness to be obtained. The position of a pellet in the

screen printer was fixed by a template, so that deposited electrodes were placed in the same

positions on both sides of each pellet.

Platinum wires (Alfa Aesar, 0.25 mm dia, 99.9%) in a spiral shape were attached to the

electrodes using the Engelhardt Pt ink. The paint was lightly dabbed onto the spiral, which

rested on the top of sputtered or screen-printed electrode. Due to the surface tension from

the paint, the wires were permanently bonded, when the whole assembly was exposed to

thermal treatment. In the first step, samples were heated at 2°C/min rate to 200°C and kept

for 2 h at this temperature. In the second step, the temperature was increased to 1000°C at

4°C/min and maintained at this temperature for 1 h. An example of an SDC sample used in

the IS measurements is presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 SDC pellet Pt electrodes with attached wires on representative.

The resulting pellets were placed onto the sample support inside the quartz reactor, which

is presented in Figure 3.4. Electrical connections between the Pt wires attached to the

electrodes and the Pt wires connected to the leads of the FRA were made by welding. The

resistance of the Pt wires (Rw), which varied in the range 2-5 Ω, was measured using a

multimeter (Metrix MX 56C) before each set of impedance measurements and was subtracted

from the impedance data.

All complex impedance measurements were carried out under an atmosphere of flowing

pre-dried, synthetic air (50 ml/min) at a number of temperatures over the range 150 – 800°C.

The rig including moisture trap, control valves and flow meter was built to ensure identical

conditions across all of the samples tested. The temperature of the furnace was controlled by a

chromel-alumel (Type K) thermocouple connected to a computer programme via a

PICO 8 channel Thermocouple Data Logger. An a.c. voltage of 0.1 V amplitude was applied

and the frequency was swept from 20 MHz to 1 Hz. At each test temperature, spectra were

recorded repeatedly until no change was noted between them. Once the final spectrum was

taken, the temperature of the furnace was increased to the next test temperature. Before

starting measurements at each temperature, the system was left for a period of at least 1 h in

order to allow the system to attain chemical and thermal equilibrium. All impedance spectra

recorded in order of increasing temperature were repeated over the same range of temperature

in decreasing order.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of a quartz reactor used in IS measurements.

The resistance, capacitance and inductance values were extracted from each spectrum

using ZView software (Scribner Associates, Inc). Each Nyquist plot was first examined with

reference to the number of processes occurring within the sample. Usually arcs were easy to

identify. Bulk and grain boundary contribution arcs were of interest in the studies of both

electrolyte materials. In some impedance plots, two small arcs were represented as one

elongated feature in the lower frequency range, therefore additional precautions had to be

taken to ensure that numerous minor processes were not overlooked. Inductive effects as a

result of the current and its magnetic field were taken into account by including a

corresponding inductance element in the equivalent electronic circuit. For example, the

proposed model at low temperatures included: Rw as the resistance of the wires, L as the

inductance, R1 and CPE1 for the bulk response, and R2 and CPE2 for the grain boundary
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contribution. Single out-lying points at 50 Hz were occasionally seen on some spectra. These

corresponded to interference from the mains power and were deleted as otherwise they would

affect the fitting procedure.

Care was taken to select appropriate points on the Nyquist plot in order to obtain

preliminary data values for each arc by using the ‘fit circle’ option. When the circle was fitted,

the program provided visual representation of the fitted circle and gave the estimated values

of the resistance (R) and (where possible) the capacitance (C). Next, these rough values were

entered into the equivalent circuit tool and a least squares fitting method was run to optimise

the results. The different circuit values were manipulated ensuring that the resistance and

capacitance data were realistic until the best fit model for the arcs of interest was obtained.

Additionally, it was ensured that the circuit values were only being fitted over the relevant

frequency range. This produced much more reliable values for the equivalent circuit than if all

the points were fitted simultaneously. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the final fitted impedance data

(green line) of the Nyquist plot for a representative YSZ sample.

Figure 3.5 Final fitting and experimental data in Nyquist plot for YSZ pellet recorded at 250°C
depicting bulk and grain boundary contributions.
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3.7 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

XPS measurements were carried out on SDC and Pd/SDC samples at the University

of Málaga (Spain) using a Physical Electronics 5700C Multitechnique spectrometer, which

operated with Mg K radiation (h = 1253.6 eV). In order to determine all the elements

present on the catalyst surface, general spectra were recorded for the samples by scanning up

to a binding energy (Eb) of 1200 eV. The Eb of the Pd 3d, Sm 3d, Ce 3d and O 1s core level

and full width at half maximum (FWHM) values were used to determine the chemical state of

the elements. Correction for binding energies due to sample charging was done by taking the

C 1s peak (284.6 eV) as an internal standard. The accuracy of the Eb scale was ±0.1 eV. The

data analysis procedure involved smoothing, a Shirley background subtraction and curve

fitting using mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian functions by a least-squares method. The atomic

ratios of the elements were calculated from the relative peak areas of the respective core level

lines using Wagner sensitivity factors.

3.8 Catalytic activity studies

Methanol steam reforming tests were carried out on SDC and Pd/SDC materials at the

University Rey Juan Carlos in Madrid (Spain) using a Microactivity-Pro unit (PID Eng&Tech.

S.L.). The equipment consisted of a stainless steel tubular reactor (9.2 mm i.d., length

300 mm) located inside an electric oven. The temperature in the catalytic bed was measured by

means of a thermocouple. A six-port VICI valve allowed the gas flow to be directed into the

reactor or to bypass it. These components were located inside a stainless steel hot box,

equipped with an air convector, to vaporise liquid reactants, preheat the carrier gas, and

prevent condensation of volatile products in the ducts. The mixture of liquid reactants

(methanol and water) was fed by means of a GILSON 307 piston pump. At the reactor outlet,

a thermoelectric unit was used to separate condensable vapors. The gaseous product stream

from the reactor was analysed online using a Varian CP-3380 gas chromatograph equipped

with a heated sampling valve, two columns (6 m Hayesep Q and 1 m Molecular Sieve 13X),

and a thermal conductivity detector. Helium was used as both the carrier gas and the reference

gas.

Catalyst (100 mg) was placed on a quartz wool plug inside the tube reactor and reduced

under a flow of 20 vol% H2/N2 (50 cm3∙min-1, STP) at 500°C for 1 h. The heating rate was

3°C/min. After this catalyst activation step, the reaction temperature was set to 400°C, and
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the catalytic test was performed isothermally at atmospheric pressure. The liquid

water/methanol mixture (1.2 molar ratio) was fed at 2 cm3∙h-1, vaporized at 160°C, and further

diluted by a flow of N2 (50 cm3∙min-1, STP).

Catalytic performance of synthesised Pd/SDC catalysts and SDC solid solutions was

assessed in terms of the methanol conversion (Eqn. 3.3), the yield to hydrogen (Eqn. 3.4) and

selectivities to product on carbon or hydrogen basis (Eqn. 3.5).
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XCH3OH – the methanol conversion (mol %),
FCH3OH, in – the methanol molar flow rate at the inlet of the reactor,
FCH3OH, out – the methanol molar flow rate at the outlet of the reactor.
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RH2 – the hydrogen yield (%),
FH2, out – the hydrogen molar flow rate at the outlet of the reactor.
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Si – the selectivity to the product i (%),
Ri – the yield to the product i,
i – the stoichiometric coefficient related to the transformation of CH3OH into the product i.
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4. Yttria-stabilised zirconia

4.1 Introduction

The main focus of this part of the work described in this thesis was to investigate the

relationship between the ionic conductivity of yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) as an electrolyte

material and its yttria (Y2O3) content and microstructure, with particular reference to the

particle size of the starting powders. This investigation was supported by X-ray powder

diffraction (XRD), electron microscopy (SEM, TEM/EDX), dilatometry, inductively coupled

plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) and impedance spectroscopy (IS) studies. All of the

analytical methods were applied for micro-scale and nano-scale powders with varying mol% of

yttria.

4.2 Sample information

The samples were analysed in five variants, i.e. 0, 3, 5, 8 and 10 mol% Y2O3, and were

labelled as presented in Table 4.1, to indicate composition, micro- or nano-scale starting

material and whether the sample was studied in the powder or the pellet form.

Table 4.1 The range of samples for YSZ studies.

Micro-scale samples Nano-scale samples
mol% Y2O3

Powder Pellet Powder Pellet

0 m0YSZ M0YSZ n0YSZ N0YSZ

3 m3YSZ M3YSZ n3YSZ N3YSZ

5 m5YSZ M5YSZ n5YSZ N5YSZ

8 m8YSZ M8YSZ n8YSZ N8YSZ

10 m10YSZ M10YSZ n10YSZ N10YSZ

All powders used in the project were produced by MEL Chemicals Ltd, UK and no

detailed information about their synthesis was provided. The micro-scale batch of samples was

supplied in the form of dry, commercial powders and these are named as micropowders in

this thesis. The nano-scale samples were delivered in aqueous suspensions. Therefore,

the nanopowders (as they will be named herein) had to be extracted via oven drying at 125°C

over a 24 h period. They were then milled for 1 h in 20 min intervals at 200 rpm in order to

remove agglomerates before their compaction to obtain dense green bodies.

The micropowders were synthesised by a solid state ceramic method, while a solution method

was applied to prepare the nanopowders. The properties of the resulting pellets for both
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batches are presented in Section 4.4. The sintered dense bodies were consequently named as

micropellets and nanopellets, respectively, after the powder batches they were descended

from. Two sets of sintered micropellets were also supplied by MEL Chemicals Ltd, but all

nanopellets were prepared at the University of St Andrews.

4.3 Powder characterisation

Micro-scale powders used as starting materials for SOFC electrolytes are of interest in

industry, because these might be produced in relatively quick, cheap and cost-effective

processes. However, it is common to believe that by using nanoparticles, improved grain

structure and grain size distribution might be obtained in the resulting dense bodies.

Additionally, the application of nanopowders may also have a positive impact on the

reduction of sintering time and temperature. If these parameters can be reduced, with the final

electrolyte still showing similar or improved conductivity, this would result in a significant

reduction of cost associated with the production of SOFCs.

In relation to these findings XRD, electron microscopy and dilatometry results for both

sets of powders are presented in the following sections.

4.3.1 X-ray Diffraction

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show diffractograms obtained from the micropowders. In the case of

unstabilised zirconia (m0YSZ), the material exhibited the monoclinic phase. Peaks

corresponding to this phase (marked with a purple letter “m”) are indicated in these figures.

As mol% of Y2O3 increased, the phase of the material changed from monoclinic (m) - for

pure zirconia, towards a mixture of monoclinic and tetragonal (t) - at low percentages - and

finally cubic (c) - at higher values. The intensity of the peaks corresponding to the monoclinic

phase (in the angular region of 2θ = 28-33o) decreased as the percentage of the dopant

increased and were not present above 5% yttria doping.

More detailed examination of the m3YSZ diffraction pattern in the range of 2Θ = 70-77°

(Figure 4.2), clearly showed that the peaks corresponding to the (004) and (400) reflections of

the tetragonal phase occur at different angles – i.e. they are split. This splitting is characteristic

of the tetragonal phase since the two corresponding reflections are equivalent in the cubic

structure. Analysis of the same region for the m5YSZ pattern showed a wide, uneven peak

with less separation, but also with two distinct peaks of the tetragonal phase.

These findings are consistent with a study by Chen et al, who observed similar peak

separation for 7.6 mol% YSZ.120 Their studies on 7.6YSZ coatings revealed that this effect was
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determined to be caused by the non-equilibrium tetragonal phase, identified as t’-ZrO2. They

suggested that destabilisation of this phase is more effective when an excess of yttria is used or

in the presence of an additional dopant such as Ca2+. They found that when the 7.6YSZ

sample was additionally stabilised with a smaller cation, the splitting between (004) and (400)

characteristic of the tetragonal phase was preserved even after long-term high temperature

treatment. In fact, their studies may suggest the presence of some impurities and will be

discussed in Section 4.4.4 with connection to ICP-MS results.

Figure 4.1 Effect of yttria content on the phase of (a) m0YSZ, (b) m3YSZ, (c) m5YSZ, (d) m8YSZ
and (e) m10YSZ in 2Θ = 10-100° region.

The XRD patterns observed for m8YSZ and m10YSZ were characteristic of the cubic

phase. There was no evidence of the monoclinic phase. However, a closer examination of the

region 2Θ = 70-77° was required in order to preclude the presence of the tetragonal phase.

Lamas et al in their work on nanocrystalline YSZ, observed a symmetrical single peak (above

9% Y2O3) at the (400) reflection which was consistent with the cubic phase.121 This peak was

present here in both the m8YSZ and m10YSZ patterns as an unsymmetric peak and a split

sharp peak, respectively. However, this splitting effect was an instrumental artefact caused by

the existence of two close CuKα radiation lines. As outlined by Weller, these two components

of the CuKα X-ray source may appear in the diffraction pattern especially when the

experimental peaks are narrow.122
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Figure 4.2 Diffraction patterns of (a) m0YSZ, (b) m3YSZ, (c) m5YSZ, (d) m8YSZ and (e) m10YSZ
in 2Θ = 70-77° region.

The XRD patterns of the nanopowders exhibited some significant differences from the

micropowder results. These are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

Figure 4.3 Effect of yttria content on the phase of (a) n0YSZ, (b) n3YSZ, (c) n5YSZ, (d) n8YSZ and
(e) n10YSZ in 2Θ = 10-100° region.
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The direct comparison between micropowder and nanopowder batches showed that all

peaks were significantly broader (and less intense) because of the much smaller particles in the

nanopowder material. In the n0YSZ and n3YSZ samples, the peaks corresponding to the

tetragonal phase were seen together with reflections of the monoclinic phase in the range of

2Θ = 28-33o. The tetragonal phase is clearly the majority phase in both these samples. This

shows a marked size effect when compared with the m0YSZ, which appeared to be purely

monoclinic. As the dopant level increased to 5 mol%, the peaks related to the monoclinic

phase disappeared and intense peaks, which could be assigned to either the stabilised

tetragonal or cubic phases, were observed. For example, the main (111) peak, normally

associated with tetragonal and cubic phases, was observed in all patterns.

To distinguish the cubic and tetragonal phases, the range of 2Θ = 70-77° was scanned

in more detail (Figure 4.4). The presence of separate peaks which could be assigned to the

(004) and (400) reflections of the tetragonal phase were observed in the undoped and lightly

doped YSZ nanopowders (n0YSZ and n3YSZ).

Figure 4.4 Diffraction patterns of (a) n0YSZ, (b) n3YSZ, (c) n5YSZ, (d) n8YSZ and (e) n10YSZ
in 2Θ = 70-77° region.

In Figure 4.4, the presence of peaks associated with the tetragonal phase was difficult to

distinguish in the cases of n3YSZ and especially n5YSZ samples. However, as the peak

appeared uneven and shifted towards the (400) reflection for n3YSZ, it is suggested that the
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two separate tetragonal peaks were present. The purple dot shows where the (004) peak of the

tetragonal phase could be located for both n3YSZ and n5YSZ samples. These compositions

therefore showed evidence of both cubic and tetragonal phases. In addition, a small

contribution from the monoclinic phase was noticed for n3YSZ as confirmed on

the diffraction pattern at the main (111) reflection in Figure 4.3. Closer inspection of the

2Θ = 70-77° region for n8YSZ and n10YSZ powders brought confirmation of these being of

purely cubic phase.

As reported by Lamas et al, the retention of the tetragonal phase is possible at room

temperature when pure and doped ZrO2 nanosamples are used and it was clearly seen in these

studies.123 The analysis of the diffraction patterns is also consistent with a study by Mayo et al,

who reported unusual phases when materials were fabricated in the nanocrystalline form.71

The authors reported that (pure) zirconia powders have been observed to possess peaks of the

tetragonal phase in the absence of stabilising dopants if the particles were refined to the

nanometre scale. In the current study, the diffractogram for the zirconia nanopowder showed

the same effect with the presence of the tetragonal reflections (111), (004) and (400) whereas

the micropowder pattern consisted solely of monoclinic peaks.

4.3.2 Electron microscopy

Five samples containing 0, 3, 5, 8 and 10 mol% Y2O3 in ZrO2 of both batches

(micropowders and nanopowders) were investigated by electron microscopy. Data on the

particle morphology, particle size distribution, chemical composition and crystal structure of

individual crystals were obtained and are presented here.

4.3.2.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy

A small amount of each of the micro- and nanopowders were separately deposited on

sticky carbon pads, which were mounted on a sample holder in a JEOL JSM-5600 instrument.

No conductive layer was applied to the powder surface. However, a general insight into the

morphology of the YSZ samples was easily obtained. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present micrographs

of the five YSZ compositions of the micro- and nanopowders, respectively. Identical images,

at low (x1000) and higher (x4000) magnification were recorded for quick and direct

comparison between sets of samples.

A tendency to form agglomerates was observed in both Figures 4.5 and 4.6 and slightly

bigger clusters of particles were found for the nanopowders. A significant difference in

morphology was observed for the m0YSZ as its particles formed individual clusters of more

than 5 μm, the biggest among these samples.
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Figure 4.5 SEM images of (A,B) m0YSZ, (C,D) m3YSZ, (E,F) m5YSZ, (G,H) m8YSZ and (I,J)
m10YSZ at low and higher magnification, respectively.
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Figure 4.6 SEM images of (A,B) n0YSZ, (C,D) n3YSZ, (E,F) n5YSZ, (G,H) n8YSZ and (I,J) n10YSZ
at low and higher magnification, respectively.
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Except for the pure zirconia, the micropowders possessed rather uniform microstructure,

independent of their chemical composition. Only a very slight trend in increase in cluster size

was observed from m3YSZ to m10YSZ. The more detailed inspection represented in images

B, D and F in Figure 4.6 showed also the variation in the size and shape of the clusters, which

appeared to be in a random arrangement. It might be suggested from Figures 4.5 and 4.6 that

two different synthetic methods were applied to prepare the micro and nanopowders, because

different forms of agglomerates were observed. It should be noted that immediately before

preparation of each specimen for SEM study, samples were additionally ground using a

planetary mill and zirconia balls as the grinding medium. This would form “soft”

agglomerates, which are loosely held together and should be easily separated. Efforts were

concentrated on retaining repeatability and uniformity of each sample during the preparation

method. However, the formation of agglomerates was unavoidable.

4.3.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy

About 50 mg of each micropowder was dispersed separately in n-hexane in order to

prepare sample for TEM studies. Nanoparticles were already supplied in the form of aqueous

suspensions and these had only to be diluted by a factor of approximately 100. YSZ samples

of both batches were separately placed in vials and were subjected to 5 min ultrasonication to

increase the dispersion of particles in the corresponding suspensions. The preparation

procedure then followed that described in Section 3.5.2 in the Experimental procedures chapter.

TEM images of relatively low, intermediate and high magnification were taken to provide clear

images of a sufficient number of particles to obtain representative information on both their

morphology and their particle size. These are presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for micro- and

nanopowders, respectively. The micrographs show that a minority of the mass of each

micropowder and nanopowder sample was present in the form of agglomerates of primary

particles. The left column in Figure 4.7 presents low magnification images of microparticle

clusters. These observations were consistent with findings from SEM studies and confirmed

the presence of agglomerates smaller than 1 µm. Images B, E, H, K and N in Figure 4.7 clearly

showed the morphologies of individual particles. These were found to be from oval (m0YSZ)

to spherical shapes (m3YSZ) and even sharp edged hexagonal particles (m8YSZ). The

interplanar spacings observed in some images were consistent with ZrO2 and YSZ crystal

structures.
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Figure 4.7 TEM images of (A,B,C) m0YSZ, (D,E,F) m3YSZ, (G,H,I) m5YSZ, (J,K,L) m8YSZ and
(M,N,O) m10YSZ at low, medium and high magnification, respectively.
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Figure 4.8 TEM images of (A,B,C) n0YSZ, (D,E,F) n3YSZ, (G,H,I) n5YSZ, (J,K,L) n8YSZ and
(M,N,O) n10YSZ at low, medium and high magnification, respectively.
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The micrographs of nanoparticles at the lowest magnification (Figure 4.8 A, D, G, J, M)

showed relatively even distribution of the material across the grids. Large dark spots in these

images (i.e. Figure 4.8D) indicated relatively large agglomerates. Their size often exceeded

200 nm. The intermediate magnification images revealed primary particle sizes, which were

similar for all five compositions of YSZ nanopowders. At higher magnification, the particles

appeared to be very largely well-ordered single crystals. Their form was quite rounded,

especially for the lower yttrium contents. On the other hand, some crystals exhibited some

rather unusual concave surfaces, e.g. n5YSZ. This could be a consequence of the low

temperature preparation method, in that no thermal sintering was undertaken and therefore

some high energy particle morphologies were seen. The particles of m5YSZ, m8YSZ and

m10YSZ samples appeared to be slightly more angular than those of lower yttrium content.

For more precise assessment of the YSZ samples, particle size distribution histograms

were prepared. These are presented in Figure 4.9. ImageJ software was used to obtain the size

information from the images. A particle counting technique was established, which gives

number-weighted distributions. For micropowders, only about 30-50 individual particles could

be distinguished from micrographs of each composition. It was believed that this number was

sufficient to obtain useful mean particle size data. In addition, nanoparticles were found to

overlap each other. However, it was possible to measure a representative number of particles

(~140-230) for this analysis.

A full set of data of number of particles measured (np), mean particle size (mp) and standard

deviation (S.D.) are given in Table 4.2. In the case of the micropowders, the narrowest particle

size distribution was found for pure zirconia. This sample also gave the lowest value of

average particle size of 81 nm. An increasing trend in mp and in the breadth of the size

distribution, were observed with increasing yttrium content for the micropowders.

There was a monotonic decrease in mean particle size for nanoparticles as mol% Y2O3

increased. However the differences between mp values were relatively small. This indicates that

changes in the concentration of Y in these samples had no major impact on final particle size

in the nanopowder preparation method. The particle size distributions of the nanopowder

samples were quite narrow; indicating that particle size could be quite well controlled using

this preparation method.
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Figure 4.9 Particle size distribution histograms for micropowders (a) m0YSZ, (b) m3YSZ, (c) m5YSZ,
(d) m8YSZ (e) m10YSZ and nanopowders (f) n0YSZ, (g) n3YSZ, (h) n5YSZ, (i) n8YSZ (j) n10YSZ.
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Table 4.2 Particle size analyses for both sets of YSZ powders.

Sample np mp /nm S.D. /nm

m0YSZ 51 81.0 23.3
m3YSZ 40 110 34.1
m5YSZ 32 155 31.1
m8YSZ 52 162 52.8
m10YSZ 51 251 54.1
n0YSZ 232 7.80 3.27
n3YSZ 169 7.21 2.67
n5YSZ 144 6.13 2.71
n8YSZ 184 6.04 3.02
n10YSZ 228 5.21 2.03

EDX spectra in the energy range 0-20 keV were obtained for all YSZ powder samples and

these are presented in Figure 4.10. Characteristic peaks of relevant elements (Y, Zr and O)

were identified for both sets of YSZ powders. Elements relating to the composition of the

TEM sample grids (Cu, C) were also evident in each spectrum. In the case of the

nanopowders, peaks of interest were marked in dark red (spectra f-j). The ratio between the

main peaks corresponding to Y (at 14.93 keV) and Zr (at 15.75 keV) increased with the

expected increase in the dopant concentration for both the micropowders (spectra a-e) and

the nanopowders (spectra f-j). In addition, quantitative data were retrieved from each

spectrum and results in molar ratios are summarized in Table 4.3. These indicate that the

samples had approximately the expected chemical compositions. The spectra of the

micropowders (a-e), which were obtained much later than those for the nanopowders, showed

some extra peaks in the 6-7 keV region. These were found to be caused by contamination of

the TEM instrument by Co compounds introduced by other users and should be ignored.

These Co peaks were confirmed to occur in several areas of the grid without sample, in a new

TEM grid and even when EDX measurements were performed without a grid in the

microscope. These blank experiments confirmed the presence of Co as instrument

contamination.
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Figure 4.10 EDX spectra of (a) m0YSZ, (b) m3YSZ, (c) m5YSZ, (d) m8YSZ, (e) m10YSZ and
(f) n0YSZ, (g) n3YSZ, (h) n5YSZ, (i) n8YSZ (j) n10YSZ.

Table 4.3 gives values for the nominal compositions of the samples and the values

obtained by EDX. It should be noted that, since standards for Y and Zr were not employed,

these values are more indicative than absolute. Nevertheless, there is reasonable agreement

between the target compositions and those measured by EDX. Relatively large areas (several

100 nm in diameter) of the samples were analysed. Background noise in the Y region appeared

to cause addition of 0.01-0.02 to the Y/Zr ratios in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 EDX results for both sets of YSZ powders.

Y/Zr (EDX)
mol% Y2O3 mol% Y Y/Zr (molar)

Micropowders Nanopowders

0 0 0 0.018 0.013

3 5.8 0.062 0.070 0.085

5 9.5 0.105 0.116 0.102

8 14.8 0.174 0.193 0.190

10 18.2 0.222 0.238 0.233
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High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM) images of the five

nanopowder compositions were recorded and examples of these are presented in

Figures 4.11-4.15. The crystal structures of the five nanoparticulate samples were indexed by

obtaining digital diffraction patterns (DDPs) from the images and comparing these to

diffraction patterns generated using crystallographic data from the Inorganic Crystal Structure

Database (ICSD)124 for cubic, tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2 using the on-line EMS

software.125

In certain orientations, the DDPs for more than one crystal phase are difficult to

distinguish. However, certain patterns are characteristic of either the tetragonal or the

monoclinic phase only, and these were important in this work. The pure ZrO2 (Figure 4.11)

appears to be a mixture of monoclinic and tetragonal phases. The assignment of a cubic phase

in Figure 4.11C is possible but unlikely. In the n3YSZ and n5YSZ samples (Figures 4.12 and

4.13, respectively), there is also unequivocal evidence for both tetragonal and monoclinic

phases, again with symptoms of a cubic phase. At higher Y contents (Figures 4.14 and 4.15)

no DDPs were obtained which could be indexed uniquely to the tetragonal or monoclinic

phases. It seems therefore, that these samples are largely cubic in structure, this phase being

stabilised by the presence of the significant quantities of Y. In many of the high resolution

images, the border of the crystal was seen clearly. The steps were often resolved at the

different crystal surfaces as well as the shapes of the particles, including concave surfaces in

some cases (e.g. Figure 4.12C).

Comparable studies on micropowder samples could not be performed due to the larger

size of the individual particles.
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Figure 4.11 HRTEM
images with DDPs inset
for n0YSZ sample.
Crystalline particles
indexed to (A) tetragonal
ZrO2 viewed in [100]
zone axis, (B) monoclinic
ZrO2 viewed in [112]
zone axis (C) either cubic
ZrO2 viewed down [211]
zone axis or tetragonal
ZrO2 viewed along either
[311] or [131] zone axis,
(D) monoclinic ZrO2

viewed along the [211]
zone axis.

Figure 4.12 HRTEM
images with DDPs inset
for n3YSZ sample.
Crystalline particles
indexed to (A) cubic or
tetragonal ZrO2 viewed in
three different
orientations with DDPs
adjacent (B) cubic ZrO2

viewed in [100] or
tetragonal ZrO2 along
either [001] or [110] zone
axis, respectively (C)
tetragonal ZrO2 viewed
along either [100] or [010]
zone axis (D) monoclinic
ZrO2 (at left) along [011].
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Figure 4.13 HRTEM
images with DDPs inset
for n5YSZ sample.
Crystalline particles
indexed to (A) cubic
ZrO2 viewed in [110] or
tetragonal ZrO2 viewed in
[111] (B) tetragonal ZrO2

viewed in [010] (C) two
crystals in [100] and [110]
(L & R, respectively)
orientations if cubic ZrO2

in [001] or [110], and
[111] (L & R) if tetragonal
ZrO2 (D) monoclinic
ZrO2 viewed in [011].

Figure 4.14 HRTEM
images with DDPs inset
for n8YSZ sample.
Crystalline particles
indexed to (A) and
(B) cubic ZrO2 viewed in
[110] or tetragonal ZrO2

viewed in [111] (C) cubic
ZrO2 viewed in [211] or
tetragonal ZrO2 viewed in
[131]or [311] (D) cubic
ZrO2 viewed in [100] or
tetragonal ZrO2 viewed in
[110] or [001].
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Figure 4.15 HRTEM images with DDPs inset for n10YSZ sample. Crystalline particles (A)&(B) cubic
ZrO2 viewed in [110] or tetragonal ZrO2 viewed in [111] (C) cubic ZrO2 viewed in [100] or tetragonal
ZrO2 viewed in [110] or [001] (D) cubic ZrO2 viewed in [110] or tetragonal ZrO2 viewed in [111].

4.3.3 Dilatometry

The sintering properties of compacted YSZ micro- and nanopowders in the five

compositional variants of each were investigated using dilatometry. In addition, two pressing

techniques – uniaxial and isostatic – were applied to all samples. Approximately 0.627 g of

each YSZ composition was weighed out and pressed using a 10 mm die. The pressures used

for the uniaxial and isostatic presses were 42 MPa and 207 MPa, respectively. After a

correction run with an alumina standard, each YSZ pellet was subjected to a standard

temperature programme. Synthetic air (50 ml/min) was used as the purge gas. A push-rod

type dilatometer (Netzsch DIL 402C) was employed and the temperature was ramped from

25°C to 1500°C and back to 25°C. Heating and cooling rates were both 3°C/min and the

duration of the isothermal part of the temperature programme at 1500°C was 4 h.

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show heating and cooling curves obtained from the micropowder

samples, while figures 4.18 and 4.19 represent their equivalents for nanopowders. In each, the

two plots, (a) and (b), relate to the two different pressing techniques. Table 4.4 includes
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quantitative data on total length change as well as the length changes during the heating,

isothermal and cooling phase of the temperature programme.

Figure 4.16 Heating phase curves for (a) uniaxially and (b) isostatically pressed micropowders.

In Figure 4.16, a certain thermal expansion was observed for all micropowder heating

curves, which progressed up to 850-1000°C, depending on sample composition. This is likely

to be caused by thermal expansion of individual microparticles before coalescence starts. It

was noticed that unstabilised zirconia (regardless of pressing technique) started to shrink a

little earlier, at ~950°C, than the substituted samples. According to the sintering information

presented in Table 4.5, the temperature of onset of sintering (Ti) for the uniaxially pressed
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micropowders followed the order: m0 < m3 < m5 < m8 < m10YSZ. That is, it corresponded

with increasing yttria content. It is relevant that, from the TEM results, average particle size of

the micropowders increased with increasing Y content. As particle size increases, surface

energy decreases so sintering becomes less favoured. In addition, compositions of lower Y

concentration could rearrange their smaller particles for contact growth stages much earlier, so

that the sintering process would start earlier for them. This initial order was not maintained till

the end of the sintering process, however, and resulted in the following order for the

temperature at which the main stage of the sintering process was completed:

m0 < m5 < m3 < m10 < m8YSZ. In addition, the total duration of sintering were found to

vary slightly among compositions. The order - from the longest to the shortest time - was:

m0 > m3 > m8 > m5 > m10YSZ, indicating an unusual behaviour for the m5YSZ sample.

The order of the temperature of onset of sintering for the isostatically pressed pellets was

m0 < m8 < m3 < m5 < m10YSZ. Interestingly, the lower initial sintering temperature for the

isostatically pressed m8YSZ did not match the order observed for the uniaxially pressed

samples. Again, quite unusual behaviour was also observed for the 5 mol% YSZ pellet, in

which sintering progressed at the lowest rates of any of these compositions. The temperature

of completion of the sintering process (according to Table 4.5) increased in the order

m0 < m3 < m8 < m5 < m10YSZ. The full sintering durations were found to decrease in the

order m0 > m8 > m3 > m5 > m10YSZ and were found to be slightly different to the results

from the uniaxially pressed micropowders.

In general, smaller length changes (shrinkage of up to ~20%) were observed for the

isostatically pressed samples than for the uniaxially pressed micropowders (shrinkage of up to

~25%). The quantitative shrinkage data for all YSZ samples is summarised in Table 4.4 and

shrinkage during the heating phase of the dilatometry measurements is represented by ΔLh/L.

Overall, a decreasing trend in ΔLh/L was observed with increasing Y content (except for

8 mol% YSZ samples), both for uniaxially and isostatically pressed YSZ micropellets. The

lowest value of ΔLh/L was observed for m10YSZ in the case of both compacting techniques.

Figure 4.17 shows the continuation of the decrease in volume (along with time) for the

doped zirconia pellets on cooling from 1500°C to room temperature. Length change on

cooling decreased with increasing yttria content, independently of pressing technique. As

expected, a discontinuity in the curve for unstabilised zirconia pellets took place at ~1050°C

because of the fracture of the pellet, which is related to a phase transformation in this material

and is discussed in Section 1.3.3.1. In addition, curves of uniaxially pressed m3 and m5YSZ

samples, exhibited less smooth shapes than the more heavily doped samples. For example, the
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uniaxially pressed m5YSZ sample even showed a certain expansion on cooling starting at

~600°C. After the dilatometry experiments were completed, these pellets showed evidence of

some cracking. It is suggested that this could be due to the fact that these samples with low

dopant values are only partially phase-stabilised. The overall length change for the isostatically

pressed samples was smaller than for those pressed uniaxially. The largest final shrinkage was

observed for both m3YSZ pellets and gradually decreased with increasing Y content for the

doped zirconia oxides. The curves for the isostatically pressed samples were more self-

consistent than those for the uniaxially pressed samples.

Figure 4.17 Cooling phase curves for (a) uniaxially and (b) isostatically pressed micropowders.
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Figure 4.18 Heating phase curves for (a) uniaxially and (b) isostatically pressed nanopowders.

Figure 4.18 shows heating phase curves for uniaxially (plot (a)) and isostatically (plot (b))

pressed nanopowders. All pellets exhibited significantly different curve shapes from those of

the micropowder samples. A gradual decrease in length was already observed at around

100°C. Isostatically pressed samples exhibited shorter sintering durations, as was also seen in

the case of the micropowder samples. The total dimensional change during the heating phase

was again larger than for the uniaxially pressed YSZ pellets and the highest shrinkage value of

24.2% was seen for the n3YSZ pellet (plot (a)). On the other hand, the isostatically pressed

n3YSZ pellet showed a contraction of only 20.1% (plot (b)). Ti increased in the order
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n0 < n3 < n8 < n10 < n5YSZ for uniaxially pressed nanopowders. The temperature at which

the main sintering process was completed (Tf) increased in the order

n10 > n0 > n5 > n8 > n3YSZ, as presented in Table 4.5. The undoped zirconia sample was

also characterised by an additional abrupt shrinkage step at ~1200°C, which was not observed

for the corresponding pressed micropowders in Figure 4.16. Unusually, both n10YSZ pellets

exhibited a small degree of expansion in the high temperature region, which might be

explained as thermal expansion of the pellet, assuming sintering was essentially complete.

The sintering process ended slightly earlier than for the micropellets, at 1317°C and 1251°C

for uniaxially and isostatically pressed 10 mol% YSZ nanopellets, respectively.

All of these findings suggest that nanopowders sintered more easily than micropowders

and that the actual sintering process for doped samples could start earlier because of the

presence of much smaller particles. These observations were consistent with a study by

Zhu et al, who noticed a similar sintering behaviour for nanostructured 8 mol% YSZ prepared

by a hydrothermal route, although they employed a higher heating rate of 5°C/min.126

The authors pointed out that the early shrinkage could be related to a condensation of surface

hydroxyl groups as specific production techniques of nanopowders, which sometimes result in

a high quantity of hydroxyl groups being attached on the surface of the sample. As they

condense during heating they drag adjacent particles closer, causing early shrinkage of the

sample. By comparing the sintering information of samples with and without hydroxyl groups,

the authors partially confirmed this theory as such rapid densification did not occur in the

samples without surface hydroxyl groups.

Cooling phase results for nanopowders are presented in Figure 4.19. They also showed

that smaller total dimensional change values were obtained for the isostatically pressed

samples than for those prepared uniaxially. The largest final length change (26.5%) was found

for n3YSZ, while the smallest value of 22.8% among uniaxially pressed pellets was for

n10YSZ. The results for the isostatically and uniaxially pressed samples during the cooling

phase were generally qualitatively similar. The only small difference was observed at ~500°C,

when the traces for isostatically pressed n3YSZ and n8YSZ pellets crossed over. Both pure

zirconia nanopowder samples exhibited the expected cracking on cooling at above 1000°C

and further assessment of the final length change was not performed. Isostatically pressed

n10YSZ samples shrunk by 19.8% during the whole dilatometry experiment. The n5YSZ

sample decreased in length by 20.5%. Finally, both n3YSZ and n8YSZ ended contraction with

a 21.2% dimensional change.
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Figure 4.19 Cooling phase curves for (a) uniaxially and (b) isostatically pressed nanopowders.

Data of the total length change (ΔLT/L) for all YSZ pellets are given in Table 4.4. In

addition, length changes during the heating (ΔLh/L), isothermal (ΔLi/L) and cooling (ΔLc/L)

phases were extracted and included in this table. Data for the zirconia pellets are marked with

an asterisk for ΔLT/L and ΔLc/L as these values are indicative of being affected by mechanical

failure of the sample and are therefore not reliable. Each of the pure zirconia samples

increased suddenly in length during the cooling phase, while all of the other samples shrank
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during this period. It was confirmed after the measurements that the ZrO2 samples had

cracked. The isostatically pressed nanopowders exhibited the most consistent and the smallest

length change among the doped zirconia pellets for the isothermal and cooling phases of the

temperature programme for all compositions, shrinking by 1.0-1.5%.

Table 4.4 Information on length change for all YSZ samples.

Pressing method Sample ΔLT /L ΔLh /L ΔLi /L ΔLc /L

m0YSZ -0.205* -0.249 -0.006 0.050*
m3YSZ -0.253 -0.236 -0.003 -0.014
m5YSZ -0.243 -0.216 -0.020 -0.007
m8YSZ -0.231 -0.217 -0.001 -0.013

uniaxial

m10YSZ -0.227 -0.203 -0.008 -0.016
m0YSZ -0.182* -0.206 -0.003 0.027*
m3YSZ -0.224 -0.206 -0.002 -0.016
m5YSZ -0.219 -0.194 -0.010 -0.015
m8YSZ -0.212 -0.196 -0.003 -0.013

isostatic

m10YSZ -0.207 -0.184 -0.009 -0.014
n0YSZ -0.209* -0.231 -0.010 0.032*
n3YSZ -0.266 -0.242 -0.013 -0.011
n5YSZ -0.239 -0.211 -0.016 -0.012
n8YSZ -0.255 -0.233 -0.009 -0.013

uniaxial

n10YSZ -0.229 -0.215 -0.001 -0.013
n0YSZ -0.168* -0.211 -0.001 0.045*
n3YSZ -0.212 -0.201 -0.001 -0.010
n5YSZ -0.205 -0.186 -0.004 -0.015
n8YSZ -0.212 -0.196 -0.001 -0.015

isostatic

n10YSZ -0.198 -0.186 -0.001 -0.011

ΔLT/L – total length change during the whole temperature programme,
ΔLh/L – length change during the heating phase,
ΔLi/L – length change during the isothermal phase,
ΔLc/L – length change during the cooling phase,
* – data affected by mechanical failure of the sample.
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The sintering information from the heating phase of the temperature programme for all

YSZ samples is summarized in Table 4.5. The initial (Ti) and final (Tf) temperatures were

identified from each curve. Part of this range was selected and was used to determine values

for the maximum sintering rate (SRmax) by fitting the near-linear section of each curve to

a straight line in order to obtain the gradient.

Table 4.5 Sintering information for all YSZ samples.

Pressing method Sample Ti /°C Tf /°C T/°C SRmax×10 -4/K-1

m0YSZ 939 1484 545 20.4
m3YSZ 989 1494 505 12.8

uniaxial m5YSZ 1030 1485 455 9.71
m8YSZ 1036 1500 464 11.9
m10YSZ 1082 1497 415 12.1
m0YSZ 966 1456 490 19.6
m3YSZ 1002 1472 470 12.2

isostatic m5YSZ 1047 1487 440 9.78
m8YSZ 993 1478 485 9.98
m10YSZ 1078 1488 410 12.9
n0YSZ 652 1477 825 4.84
n3YSZ 773 1488 715 8.18

uniaxial n5YSZ 809 1479 670 6.60
n8YSZ 790 1480 690 7.56
n10YSZ 792 1317 525 10.1
n0YSZ 660 1210 550 4.51
n3YSZ 789 1294 505 8.63

isostatic n5YSZ 770 1480 710 6.51
n8YSZ 837 1392 555 7.31
n10YSZ 821 1251 430 10.2

The SRmax values showed a significant difference in sintering kinetics between the two sets

of YSZ samples. SRmax values were much greater for the micropowders. This may be because

the micropowders showed much broader particle size distributions across the whole

compositional range, which in turn might be expected to affect their sintering behaviour.

Figure 4.20 illustrates variations in the maximum sintering rates among all YSZ

compositions. The pressing technique was found to possess a negligible impact on SRmax

values, except for the 8 and 10 mol% YSZ samples. The highest values of SRmax were

calculated for both pure zirconia micropellets and this may be explained by its phase
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transformation from monoclinic to tetragonal as the temperature increased. The lowest SRmax

values were observed for m5YSZ. In contrast, both pure zirconia compositions exhibited the

smallest SRmax values among the nanopellet samples. This corresponds to the XRD results

(Figure 4.4), which showed that nanozirconia powder is already (partly) stabilised in tetragonal

form. As a result, such a sample showed much slower sintering kinetics than the micropowder

equivalents. A smooth increase in SRmax values was observed from 5 to 10 mol% YSZ, for

both sets of pellets, regardless of the pressing technique.

Figure 4.20 Maximum sintering rates for all YSZ pellets.

The fact that nanopowders started sintering at much lower temperatures than the

micropowders is in agreement with a study by Han et al, who observed that the start of

sintering is related to the grain diameter.127 They stated that the smaller the grain size, the

lower the temperature of onset of sintering. The information provided by these authors on the

final sintering temperatures and rates is consistent with results obtained in the current work.

However, since they applied more complex sintering regimes, the results can not be compared

directly.
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The data from the cooling curve of each YSZ sample was also used to obtain an

approximation of the thermal expansion coefficient (α) - one of the most important

thermodynamic properties. These were calculated for three different temperature ranges and

are summarised in Table 4.6. The thermal expansion coefficient (α) was calculated from the

ratio of length change difference (ΔL/L) to temperature difference (ΔT). α1 refers to the total

temperature range (temperature difference, ΔT1) during the cooling phase for each pellet. The

thermal expansion coefficient for the pure zirconia samples (marked with an asterisk) was

taken from the data in the high temperature range, before the sample cracked, (α2 and ΔT2)

and corresponding values of α2 were calculated for the other compositions, to allow direct

comparison with the pure zirconia samples. Values of α2 are the most reliable for comparing

across the samples. All α2 values fell in the range of 13.8 – 17.1×10-6 °C -1 and were generally

higher for the isostatically than the uniaxially pressed samples. The temperature difference,

ΔT3, related to the low temperature range, thus after the tetragonal to monoclinic phase

transformation of pure zirconia. According to Figure 4.19a this change took place over a

longer time period for uniaxially pressed nanozirconia than for the other samples. Due to this

uncertainty, the temperature interval, ΔT3, was set at slightly lower temperatures for the

nanopellets. The expected discrepancies were found for α3 for the lightly doped micropellets

and were found to be similar to the α1 results. In the case of the nanopellets, a smooth

increasing trend for α3 was observed with increasing Y content.

The thermal expansion coefficients were found to be in the same range as for YSZ

samples reported in the literature.57, 128, 129 The isostatically pressed nanopowders possessed

larger thermal expansion coefficients than the uniaxially pressed nanopowders. The

nanopowders exhibited a clear trend in which α increased as mol% Y2O3 increased. No such

monotonic trend was seen for the micropowders. The trend in α for the nanopowder samples

might be attributed to the weakening of the dopant-oxide binding energy resulting from the

increase in oxygen vacancy concentration. Arachi et al suggested that the difference in the

lattice binding energy in ZrO2-Ln2O3 systems is related to the difference in thermal expansion

coefficients among samples.62 Hayashi et al reported a gentle decrease in α with increasing

Y2O3 content.129 This is partly preserved here for the 3, 5 and 8 mol% YSZ isostatically

pressed micropowder samples. It should be noted that differences among α values for

different YSZ compositions are relatively small, both in reported α results and those obtained

in this work. However, the unusual behaviour of some samples will be further examined with

reference to elemental analysis results.
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Table 4.6 Thermal expansion coefficients for all YSZ samples.

Pressing
method Sample T1 /°C

 ×10 -6

/ °C -1 T2 /°C
 ×10 -6

/ °C -1 T3 /°C
 ×10 -6

/ °C -1

m0YSZ -1440 4.79* -438 15.4 -980 2.71
m3YSZ -1445 8.94 -448 14.6 -977 6.21
m5YSZ -1435 4.75 -433 14.3 -981 0.43
m8YSZ -1444 9.05 -447 14.5 -976 6.50

uniaxial

m10YSZ -1445 10.7 -446 16.0 -978 8.30
m0YSZ -1435 4.77* -434 15.3 -968 4.70
m3YSZ -1430 11.0 -429 16.4 -968 8.58
m5YSZ -1434 10.3 -435 16.1 -964 7.66
m8YSZ -1430 8.96 -429 15.8 -968 5.93

isostatic

m10YSZ -1434 9.85 -433 16.3 -969 6.80
n0YSZ -1439 4.31* -437 13.8 -890 2.46
n3YSZ -1434 7.00 -434 14.2 -889 3.29
n5YSZ -1430 8.35 -429 15.7 -893 4.71
n8YSZ -1429 8.68 -429 14.8 -892 5.69

uniaxial

n10YSZ -1434 8.98 -443 15.1 -891 5.77
n0YSZ -1430 4.57* -429 14.2 -893 4.44
n3YSZ -1430 9.34 -428 15.1 -894 6.41
n5YSZ -1430 10.5 -428 17.1 -894 7.34
n8YSZ -1428 10.7 -429 15.5 -891 8.26

isostatic

n10YSZ -1430 10.8 -428 15.7 -894 8.25

ΔT1 – total temperature difference during the whole cooling phase,
ΔT2 – the temperature difference between the start of the cooling phase and up to 1050°C (due to

ZrO2 cracking, so that verified consequently for all remaining samples),
ΔT3 – the temperature difference between the end of ZrO2 cracking and room temperature.
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4.4 Pellet characterisation

As seen in the dilatometry results, further studies of the dense, pure zirconia samples had

to be limited to XRD studies because of the pellets cracking under sintering. Initially, four

compositions of YSZ pellets derived from the micropowders were provided in duplicate by

MEL. For consistency, nanopellets were prepared following the same pressing and sintering

regime. Approximately 4.7 g of each nanopowder was pressed uniaxially into 25 mm pellets

under 41 MPa. These green bodies were placed in a tube furnace and fired in static air at

1450°C for 4 h to allow sintering to occur. More details of the two-step sintering process are

presented in Figure 4.21. The resulting discs were ground flat and polished to a 1 μm finish in

order to obtain a smooth surface using diamond paste. The resulting nanopellets, and the

micropellets supplied by MEL, were prepared for SEM and IS studies separately because each

technique required different procedures of surface preparation. Detailed information is

provided in the corresponding sections.

Figure 4.21 Thermal cycle for sintering of YSZ pellets.

4.4.1 X-ray Diffraction

XRD studies were performed in order to compare crystallographic data before and after

the sintering process, according to the procedures described in Section 4.3.1. Figure 4.22

shows diffractograms of the micropellets, while Figure 4.23 presents data for the nanopellets.

Individual compositions of both sets of YSZ pellets resulted in similar XRD patterns. All

micropellet peaks occurred in the same 2θ region as for nanopellets. Peaks corresponding to

monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phases are indicated with m, t and c letters, respectively.

Intensities of the peaks obtained were clearly much higher than those for either of the powder

sets, and all diffraction peaks were much narrower, because of the bigger crystallite sizes

expected after sintering at the high temperature used.
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Figure 4.22 (A) Full diffraction patterns (A) and detailed of 2Θ = 70–77° region (B) for (a) M0YSZ,
(b) M3YSZ, (c) M5YSZ, (d) M8YSZ and (e) M10YSZ.

All pellet samples exhibited the phases already observed for the micro- and nanopowders.

However, in this study these could be confirmed more precisely. Figures 4.22b and 4.23b

show a triplet of peaks for the 5 mol% YSZ pellets in the range of 2θ = 70–77°, indicating a

mixture of the tetragonal and cubic phases. The peaks corresponding to the tetragonal phase

appear to be smaller relative to those of the cubic phase than in the corresponding

diffractograms of the 3 mol% YSZ. Doublets characteristic of the two very close X-ray source
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frequencies are seen clearly in Figures 4.22b and 4.23b for 8 mol% YSZ, while in the

nanopowder material only one broad peak was seen and the splitting effect was deduced by

comparison with the relevant micropowder sample (see Figures 4.2 and 4.4). The peaks

corresponding to the monoclinic phase for the pure zirconia pellets, when compared in detail

in Figures 4.22b and 4.23b, and with those of the nanopowders, show that sintering the

nanopowder causes a phase change from largely tetragonal to monoclinic.

Figure 4.23 Full diffraction patterns (A) and detail of 2Θ = 70–77° region (B) for (a) N0YSZ,
(b) N3YSZ, (c) N5YSZ, (d) N8YSZ and (e) N10YSZ.
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The results obtained from XRD experiments on the sintered YSZ pellets clearly confirmed

that the sintering process led to retention of the phases observed in the powder forms of both

batches of raw materials. This thermal treatment revealed, however, the notable exception that

the metastable tetragonal phase was stabilised in the nanopowder (Figure 4.4), but it reverted

to the thermodynamically preferred monoclinic phase on sintering (Figure 4.23).

4.4.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

All pellets analysed in SEM experiments were wet ground with SiC paper and then

polished using a polishing wheel with diamond paste. In order to obtain high quality images of

pellet microstructure, two additional steps were required. First, all pellets were thermally

etched by an additional sintering process. This step was performed by employing the same

conditions as presented in Figure 4.21, but in which the final isothermal treatment was

performed at 1400°C and for only 1 min. The purpose of this step was to cause slight swelling

of the grains from the polished surface so as to allow their imaging in the SEM. Since these

conditions were less severe than those used to sinter the pellets, the previously established

microstructure should essentially be retained. In the second surface preparation step, a 30 nm

conducting layer of Au/Pd was deposited by sputtering using a Sputter Coater (Cressington

208 HR). All pellets for SEM studies were mounted using sticky carbon pads as usual. All

images were obtained using a Philips XL30 ESEM (Environmental SEM) equipped with a

field emission gun. Approximately 20 images were collected for each sample and grain sizes

were measured using Scion Image freeware (version Alpha 4.0.3.2).

Figure 4.24 and 4.25 present micrographs of pellets derived from the micropowder and

the nanopowder, respectively, and with the four YSZ compositions, at low and high

magnifications and accompanied by their corresponding grain size distributions. A dense

microstructure was confirmed for all YSZ pellets. Pores were only observed for the 10 mol%

YSZ pellets for both sets of samples. All SEM images clearly show how strongly a

microstructure is affected by doping of ZrO2 with different amounts of yttria. Values of

average grain size calculated from a representative number of approximately 130 grains for

each pellet are presented in Table 4.7. An exponential increase in the grain size with increasing

mol% of yttria was observed for both sets of pellets. A significant growth was observed when

yttria content increased from 5 to 8 mol%, and then to 10 mol% in both sets of pellets. Mean

grain size values for N8YSZ and N10YSZ were significantly lower than for the micropellets of

the same compositions. Only a very negligible difference was noticed in mean grain size

between the micropellets and the nanopellets for the 3 mol% and for the 5 mol% YSZ
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samples. Moreover, only the N3YSZ sample possessed a higher average grain size value than

the corresponding M3YSZ sample.

Table 4.7 Mean grain size data for micro- and nanopellets.

Mean grain size/nm
mol% Y2O3

Micropellets Nanopellets

3 380.0 384.0
5 447.0 442.0
8 1422 1188
10 4438 3379

Figure 4.24 SEM images of micropellets and their corresponding grain size distributions for
(a) M3YSZ, (b) M5YSZ, (c) M8YSZ and (d) M10YSZ.

The grain size distributions presented in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 confirmed that

smaller grains were observed for the nanopellets than for the micropellets for samples with
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the higher yttria contents. It was rather unusual, because better sintering characteristics were

noticed for nanosamples in the dilatometry results and so larger grains were expected. In

general, the increasing trend in the grain size was observed with increasing Y content in both

figures. A narrow grain size distribution was observed for 3 and 5 mol% YSZ samples, for

both the micro- and nanopellets. A bimodal grain size distribution is suggested for the

10 mol% micropellet, but this is probably an artefact caused by the broad distribution and

relatively small number of particles counted.

Figure 4.25 SEM images of nanopellets and their corresponding grain size distributions for
(a) N3YSZ, (b) N5YSZ, (c) N8YSZ and (d) N10YSZ.
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4.4.3 Impedance Spectroscopy

The sintered pellets derived from micro- and nanopowder sets were analysed by IS

according to the procedures and experimental set-up described in Section 3.6. Beside the

varying percentage of yttria and the variations in microstructure, the main differences between

the two batches of YSZ were associated with the thickness of each sample and its electrode

surface area. These parameters were taken into account in conductivity calculations, according

to Equation 2.17. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show Nyquist plots of all compositions obtained at

selected temperatures of 250, 300, 400, 500, 600 and 800°C. Data collected at other

temperatures were included in Arrhenius plots presented in Figures 4.28-4.30 and these are

discussed below.

The complex impedance spectra of micro- and nanopellets recorded at 250°C (Fig. 26a

and Fig. 27a) exhibited an increase in the relative size of bulk arc and a decrease in the relative

size of the grain boundary arc with increasing yttria percentage. The ionic conductivity

associated with the grain boundary arc therefore became dominant (as its resistance decreased)

compared to the conductivity of the bulk process.

Similar observations on the relative size of the bulk and grain boundary arcs as for 250°C

were noticed at 300°C (Fig. 26b and Fig. 27b). Electrode contributions were also observed at

low frequencies. These were included during a fitting procedure in equivalent circuit model as

a parallel arrangement of a resistor and a constant phase element. The bulk arc was lost from

the spectra at 500°C due to the inductive effects between electromagnetic field and wires,

which occurred at high frequencies. The complete full arcs due to diffusion processes at

electrodes were observed at high frequencies above 500°C.
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Figure 4.26 Nyquist plots for micropellets obtained in synthetic air at: (a) 250°C, (b) 300°C, (c) 400°C,
(d) 500°C, (e) 600°C and (f) 800°C.
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Figure 4.27 Nyquist plots for nanopellets obtained in synthetic air at: (a) 250°C, (b) 300°C, (c) 400°C,
(d) 500°C, (e) 600°C and (f) 800°C.
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Arrhenius plots were found to be useful for comparing the conductivity data as they

include sample geometry. In addition, these were used to understand better the conductivity

data in relation to the temperature. The bulk and grain boundary contributions as well as total

ionic conductivity for each doped zirconia pellet are presented separately in Figures 4.28-4.30

by plotting data for micro- and nanopellets in the same figure (plot a and b, respectively).

As presented in Figure 4.28a, the bulk conductivity at temperatures up to 400°C decreased

with increasing yttria content in the micropellets. The highest values were found for the least

doped zirconia, while the lowest conductivities data were for M10YSZ. This order changed to

M8YSZ > M10YSZ > M5YSZ > M3YSZ at about 400°C, which was identified as a key

temperature in the interpretation of a conduction mechanism on the basis of the Nyquist

plots. Conductivity data were also collected at 350°C for both M8YSZ and M10YSZ in order

to confirm this significant change. Figure 4.28b shows that the bulk conductivity of the

nanopellets decreased in the order: N3YSZ > N5YSZ > N8YSZ > N10YSZ at temperatures

up to about 350°C, a slightly lower temperature than for the micropellets. At higher

temperatures, the trend changed to N8YSZ > N5YSZ > N3YSZ > N10YSZ and finally to

N8YSZ > N10YSZ > N5YSZ > N3YSZ at 500°C.

The grain boundary contribution is compared in Figure 4.29 for micropellets in plot (a)

and nanopellets in plot (b). The highest grain boundary conductivity values were confirmed

for M8YSZ and the order M8YSZ > M10YSZ > M5YSZ > M3YSZ was maintained

throughout the temperature range. In the case of nanopellets, the grain boundary conductivity

order of N8YSZ > N10YSZ > N5YSZ > N3YSZ was maintained in the 200-500°C

temperature range. For spectra recorded at 150°C and 200°C it was difficult to obtain

accurate values for the grain boundary arc, especially for heavily doped zirconia nanopellets.

This experimental limitation may explain why the order changed to

N8YSZ > N5YSZ > N10YSZ > N3YSZ at these low temperatures.
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Figure 4.28 Arrhenius-type plots of bulk conductivity of (a) micropellets – M3YSZ(■), M5YSZ(●),
M8YSZ(♦), M10YSZ(▲) and (b) nanopellets – N3YSZ(□), N5YSZ(○), N8YSZ(◊), N10YSZ(Δ).
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Figure 4.29 Arrhenius-type plots of grain boundary conductivity of (a) micropellets – M3YSZ(■),
M5YSZ(●), M8YSZ(♦), M10YSZ(▲) and (b) nanopellets – N3YSZ(□), N5YSZ(○), N8YSZ(◊),
N10YSZ(Δ).

Finally, the total electrolyte conductivity data were plotted for the experimental

temperature range of 150-800°C as presented in Figure 4.30 for both sets of pellets. It was

observed that up to about 250°C, the order of increasing conductivity was

M5YSZ > M3YSZ > M8YSZ > M10YSZ. Several changes occurred at around 500°C and the
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final order of M10YSZ ≈ M8YSZ > M3YSZ > M5YSZ was established. Figure 4.30b shows

that the order of increasing conductivity was N5YSZ > N3YSZ > N8YSZ > N10YSZ until

around 450°C. Above this temperature, the order became well-defined and was

N8YSZ > N10YSZ > N5YSZ > N3YSZ.

Figure 4.30 Arrhenius-type plots of total electrolyte conductivity of (a) micropellets – M3YSZ(■),
M5YSZ(●), M8YSZ(♦), M10YSZ(▲) and (b) nanopellets – N3YSZ(□), N5YSZ(○), N8YSZ(◊),
N10YSZ(Δ).
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The impedance spectroscopy results are in agreement with the study of Badwal et al, who

observed a peak in ionic conductivity for 8 mol% YSZ when they studied the compositional

range of 2-16 mol% yttria.130 According to their work, the bulk conductivity was

approximately constant over the range 2-8 mol% Y2O3 and fell for higher yttria levels. This

agrees again with the results for both sets of samples in this work at 400°C as presented in

Figure 4.31, where the bulk conductivity for 10 mol% Y2O3 is lower than the other, quite

closely grouped compositions of both micro- and nanopellets. A similar trend was seen for

grain boundary and total electrolyte conductivities at 400°C. Badwal et al, did not present

results taken at temperatures below 400°C.130

Figure 4.31 Conductivity data measured at 400°C as a function of dopant concentration in
microsamples (M closed symbols) and nanosamples (N open symbols) for bulk (b), grain boundary
(gb) and total electrolyte (t) contributions, respectively.

The conductivity data measured at 600 and 700°C for both sets of YSZ pellets is presented

in Figure 4.32 on plots (a) and (b), respectively. Slightly higher conductivity values were clearly

seen for nanopellets (grey line) than for micropellets (black) at both temperatures for all YSZ

compositions. The highest conductivity was found for 8 mol% YSZ nanopellets. The

differences in conductivity data between the two sets of sintered YSZ material were relatively

small, with the largest observed for 5 mol% YSZ pellets measured at 600°C.
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Figure 4.32 Conductivity data measured at (a) 600°C and (b) 700°C as a function of dopant
concentration in microsamples (closed symbols) and nanosamples (open symbols) for total electrolyte
contribution.
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The conductivity results are also compared directly between two compositions of the same

yttria content, but derived from different starting materials. These are presented in Arrhenius

plots in Figure 4.33. The data for 3 mol% and 5 mol% yttria are plotted in the left column

(A,C,E), while 8 mol% and 10 mol% yttria were plotted in the right column (B,D,F).

The following summary can be made for the conductivity of the micropellets and

nanopellets. Bulk conductivities were slightly higher for M3 and M10YSZ compositions in

comparison to the corresponding nanopellets. However, the N5YSZ sample exhibited

a higher bulk conductivity than its equivalent micropellet at lower temperatures. The N8YSZ

possessed the highest value of bulk conductivity only at 500°C, it being lower than for

M8YSZ below that temperature. Grain boundary conductivities were lower in the case of N3

and N10YSZ than for corresponding micropellets. The N5YSZ possessed higher grain

boundary conductivity than its equivalent micropellet below 300°C, but lower values above

this temperature. However, the N8YSZ sample exhibited lower grain boundary conductivity

than M8YSZ below 300°C, and higher values above this temperature. Slightly lower values of

total electrolyte conductivities were obtained for N3 and N10YSZ samples than for the

micropellet equivalents when trendlines were plotted. Very similar results were obtained for

N5YSZ and M5YSZ as the trendlines overlapped at 500°C. However, the value of the slope

for N5YSZ was higher than that for M5YSZ. All conductivity data was in a good agreement

with the literature values.

Activation energies for the bulk, grain boundary and total electrolyte of both YSZ batches

were calculated from the slope of the corresponding Arrhenius plots. The results are

presented in Table 4.8. These were found to correspond to literature data.131

Table 4.8 Activation energies of bulk (Eb), grain boundary (Egb) and total electrolyte (Et) for micro-
and nanopellets.

Micropellets Nanopelletsmol%
Y2O3 Eb/kJ∙mol-1 Egb/kJ∙mol-1 Et/kJ∙mol-1 Eb/kJ∙mol-1 Egb/kJ∙mol-1 Et/kJ∙mol-1

3 86 107 97 89 108 95
5 94 108 96 93 107 96
8 106 109 104 107 113 102
10 113 117 110 114 116 107
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Figure 4.33 Arrhenius-type plots of bulk (A,B), grain boundary (C,D) and total electrolyte
conductivity (E,F) for micropellets – M3YSZ(■), M5YSZ(●), M8YSZ(♦), M10YSZ(▲) and
nanopellets – N3YSZ(□), N5YSZ(○), N8YSZ(◊), N10YSZ(Δ).

The values of activation energies for the bulk and grain boundary electrolyte conductivities

generally increase in the order 3 > 5 > 8 > 10 mol% Y2O3. This fact suggests that the energy

barrier to the bulk conduction process increases as mol% of Y2O3 increases. This is in

agreement with a study done by Gibson et al, in which the authors stated that bulk and grain

boundary activation energies increased with increasing mol% Y2O3.131

The evolution of grain boundary conductivity with composition for the nano- and

micropellets can be related to the SEM results. In both sets of materials grain size increased

with %Y, causing the number of grain boundaries impeding the ionic current to decrease.

Grain boundary conductivity would therefore be expected to rise with increasing %Y, and this

is largely the case. However, grain boundary conductivity was seen to fall from the 8 to

the 10 mol% YSZ sample. This may be explained by the association of defects, including
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oxygen ion vacancies – which is more marked as dopant concentration increases, and causes

ionic conductivity to fall. Defect association is reported to have a major impact on the bulk

conduction mechanism and is responsible for the maximum in bulk conductivity in Figures

3.31 and 4.31. Bulk conductivity increases at first with increasing %Y because aliovalent

substitution of Zr by Y introduces oxygen ion vacancies, which provide a mechanism for

oxygen ionic conductivity. However, at high Y contents, association of these oxygen ion

vacancies with the Y species becomes significant and these complexes hinder the ionic

conductivity by increasing the energy barrier to occupation of an associated oxygen vacancy by

an oxygen ion. Dissociation of such complexes, releasing the oxygen ions for use in the

conduction mechanism, is thermally activated. Released oxygen vacancies may thus contribute

to the ionic conductivity at high temperatures. The activation energy values in Table 4.8 are

consistent with these processes: Eb increases monotonically with increasing %Y for both sets

of pellets whilst Egb is initially roughly constant but increases at the high Y contents, perhaps

when defect association begins to have a significant deleterious effect on grain boundary

conductivity.

In the present study, the activation energy values were found to be higher for the grain

boundary processes than for the bulk processes, both for the micro- and the nanopellets. The

values for grain boundary activation energies were almost the same for the micro and

nanopellets of each composition. However, a small difference from 109 kJ/mol (M8YSZ) to

113 kJ/mol (N8YSZ) was observed. The direct comparison of the results for both sets of

samples indicated that nanopellets exhibited slightly lower activation energies for total

electrolyte conductivity.

The data presented in Figure 4.34 show the values of the capacitance for the bulk

contribution. These were found to be very similar and grouped together for each set of pellets.

They were generally slightly lower for nanopellets, but all values fell within the same order of

magnitude as the micropellets. This data also indicates that no significant change in the bulk

conduction process of nanopellets occurred as the yttria content increased. However, slightly

higher values of capacitance can be distinguished for M8YSZ and M10YSZ from the group of

micropellets. In addition, a tiny decreasing trend of capacitance was observed for the

micropellet set with increase in temperature.
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Figure 4.34 Capacitance data of bulk contribution for micropellets (closed symbols) and nanopellets
(open symbols).

The results of the grain boundary contribution are presented in Figure 4.35. The

capacitance decreases in the order 10 > 8 > 5 > 3 mol% Y2O3, for both micro- and

nanopellets. This is likely to be due to the increasing grain size with increasing mol% of Y.

Figure 4.35 Capacitance data of grain boundary contribution for micropellets (closed symbols) and
nanopellets (open symbols).
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As the effect of having larger grains logically results in less grain boundaries within the

sample, the capacitance of a number of grain boundaries can be represented by a number of

capacitors in series. If it is assumed that all the grain boundaries within the sample are

equivalent, then total capacitance is inversely proportional to the total number of grain

boundaries across a sample. This theory is consistent with current capacitance studies on YSZ

samples. More grain boundaries were revealed for samples with low mol% Y2O3 in the

microstructure studies. Therefore, the capacitance was at its lowest value for such

compositions. As mol% Y2O3 increased, the number of grain boundaries decreased as a result

of the presence of larger grains, as observed in SEM. The capacitance related to the grain

boundary contribution was found to be the highest for the M10YSZ pellet. Surprisingly, the

lowest capacitance data of grain boundary contribution was noticed for N5YSZ pellets.

The inductance data was also presented in Figure 4.36. These results varied slightly among

YSZ compositions. Inductive effects were likely to be caused by the changing effect of the

electromagnetic field experienced by the conducting components of the impedance

spectroscopy rig on going from experiment to experiment. At the highest experimental

temperature, the inductance points were quite closely grouped among all compositions. This

indicates that the inductive effect was rather consistent and confirmed it to be likely caused by

the experimental set-up.

Figure 4.36 Inductance data for micropellets (closed symbols) and nanopellets (open symbols).
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4.4.4 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy

ICP-MS analysis on both batches of YSZ pellets was performed in order to confirm the

expected chemical composition of the samples provided by the industrial partner,

MEL Chemicals, as well as to assess levels of impurities and to enable interpretation of results

collected by other methods. Average concentrations of relevant elements were calculated in

terms of the Y/Zr molar ratio and compared with the expected nominal values. ICP-MS data

for the main two elements, Zr and Y, is presented in Table 4.9 for all YSZ pellets.

Measurements from 3 to 5 points on the pellet surface were made.

Table 4.9 ICP-MS results on molar basis for all stabilized zirconia pellets.

Y/Zr (ICP-MS)
mol% Y2O3 Y/Zr (theor.)

Micropellets Nanopellets

0 0 0.000100 0.00100

3 0.062 0.0720 0.0700

5 0.105 0.117 0.105

8 0.174 0.198 0.192

10 0.222 0.253 0.261

The amounts of Y and Zr expected from their nominal stoichiometries were calculated for

all YSZ samples and these corresponded well with the EDX data presented in Table 4.3. Small

discrepancies only were observed for pellets with the higher Y concentrations. It should be

remembered that the ICP-MS method, when it is performed on solid samples, is often treated

as a semi-quantitative analysis.

The concentration of Al and especially Si are of particular interest for electrolyte materials

because they may adversely affect the conductivity. Hearing et al reported a decrease in oxygen

ion conductivity of ScSZ with the increase in concentration of dopant, such as Al2O3 and

TiO2, from 1 to 5.5 mol%.132 However, they found this degradation effect to be negligible at

the smallest concentration of Al. Choi et al observed an increase in density and grain growth of

sintered 1 mol% Al2O3-doped 20SDC. However, this effect was found to decrease when

2 mol% of dopant concentration was employed.133 Similar disadvantageous results were

obtained by Lee et al for 20GDC co-doped with alumina, when 2 mol% doping was

reached.134 Colomer et al, in their studies on 10 mol% TiO2 doped YSZ (as a potential anode
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material), observed a significant electronic conductivity contribution at high temperatures as a

result of Ti enrichment at grain boundaries.135

All these three elements were detected by ICP-MS in the present studies. Although their

concentrations were much smaller than those reported above, it is possible that they could

have had an effect on the IS results.

Only 0.003 wt% of Si was found in M0YSZ among samples of this batch. All nanopellets

showed a significant concentration of Si, however the smallest value of 0.0014 wt% among

both sets of pellets was found for N3YSZ. N5YSZ possessed 0.50 wt% of Si, while N8YSZ

had 0.16 wt% and N10YSZ 0.12 wt%. This could have caused slightly lower than expected

ionic conductivities for this batch of YSZ samples. As shown in Table 4.10, Al contamination

was seen in all pellets. The N0YSZ pellet exhibited the lowest concentration of Al. Aluminium

concentrations for the remaining compositions varied from 0.04 to 0.40 wt%. Surprisingly,

certain amounts of Sc, Ti and Hf were detected in the ICP-MS measurements. The roughly

constant Sc concentration of 0.06 wt% was found throughout the set of micropellets. Sc was

also found in all nanopellets to be slightly higher at ~0.10 wt%. In addition, a constant Ti

concentration of 0.30 wt% was detected in the microsamples, with slightly higher values of up

to 0.6 wt% observed for the nanopellets. A significant level of Hf in the range of 2.0-2.4 wt%

was only found in the micropellets.

Table 4.10 ICP-MS results in wt% for the most abundant elements, except for Y and Zr.

Sample Al Si Sc Ti Hf

M0YSZ 0.40 0.0031 0.055 0.27 2.1
M3YSZ 0.38 0 0.058 0.32 2.4
M5YSZ 0.027 0.030 0.056 0.27 2.2
M8YSZ 0.35 0 0.055 0.26 2.4
M10YSZ 0.24 0 0.054 0.27 2.0
N0YSZ 0.0086 0.13 0.10 0.48 0
N3YSZ 0.40 0.0014 0.11 0.53 0
N5YSZ 0.037 0.50 0.12 0.65 0
N8YSZ 0.065 0.16 0.082 0.31 0
N10YSZ 0.32 0.12 0.076 0.29 0

It is speculated how these 5 additional elements could be introduced into the YSZ pellets.

As the two sets of YSZ starting materials were prepared by two different methods, some

impurities were probably present in the starting materials and could have reached different
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levels in the micro- and nanopellets. Good examples are Hf and Si. As Sc, Ti and Hf are

located within the same groups of the Periodic Table as Y and Zr, respectively, they could

have been introduced as impurities in the yttria or zirconia starting materials in the solid state

synthetic preparation method used to prepare the YSZ micropellets. Hf is likely to have been

introduced in the solid state synthesis of the micropowders since it was not found in the

nanopellets. On the other hand, the fact that relatively constant quantities of Sc and Ti were

measured for both sets of YSZ samples suggests a different source of contamination. One

possibility is cross-contamination in the ICP-MS column from the samples of other users.

This is more likely than their being introduced during materials processing since Sc and Ti

compounds were never used in the Baker laboratory during the author’s research project. One

other possibility, however, is that doubly charged Zr ions were detected as Ti and Sc in the

ICP-MS instrument. 90Zr2+ (isotopic abundance, 51%) could appear as 45Sc+ (isotopic

abundance, 100%) while 94Zr2+ (isotopic abundance, 17%) could appear as 47Ti+ (isotopic

abundance, 7%, and the mass used to measure Ti in these experiments). The latter explanation

seems the more likely. The potential sources of Al and Si could be assigned also to cross-

contamination in the ICP-MS or to processing of the YSZ materials by the author. The high

temperature furnaces were equipped with alumina tubes and boats. Therefore contamination

is a possibility here through high temperature diffusion processes. A similar explanation can

be given for the Si content since some glassware was used in the muffle furnace up to 120°C

in long-term drying processing of the nanopowders. It should also be mentioned that Si is

difficult to exclude from the ICP-MS experiment. The effect of Hf on ionic conductivity of

YSZ was reported by Zhuiykov, who compared hafnia-based and zirconia-based systems

doped with 10 mol% Y2O3.136 He found the HfO2-ZrO2-Y2O3 system had the advantages of

higher thermal shock stability and chemical resistivity at above 1300°C than the ZrO2-Y2O3

electrolytes. Therefore a certain improvement in these respects may be expected in the

micropellets due to their Hf content.

4.5 Summary

The effect of yttria content and powder particle size on phase, microstructure and ionic

conductivity of YSZ samples was investigated using a range of analytical methods. Two sets of

delivered materials were analysed, both in five variants, i.e. 0, 3, 5, 8 and 10 mol% Y2O3. These

were named and categorised due to the starting particle size as micro- and nanopowders.
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The dense pellets of these powders were either supplied by MEL Chemicals Ltd or prepared

by the author, strictly with the same pressing and sintering conditions.

XRD experiments revealed a significant difference between the powder forms of pure and

stabilised zirconia with respect to the starting particle size. The diffraction patterns of

nanopowders possessed much broader and lower intensity peaks due to smaller crystallites.

The peaks associated with monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phase of all zirconia samples

corresponded favourably with the data reported in the literature. Importantly, there was a clear

particle size effect in the nanopowders whereby the tetragonal phase was stabilised in pure

ZrO2 when the monoclinic phase is thermodynamically expected. The monoclinic, tetragonal

and cubic phases were also observed for sintered, dense YSZ bodies obtained from

corresponding YSZ powders. Due to a bigger crystallite size in pellets of both batches, the

diffraction patterns were characterised by higher intensity, sharper peaks. Therefore, for

example 5 mol% YSZ samples could be assessed as a mixture of tetragonal and cubic phase

with more precision. On sintering, the nanopellets of pure ZrO2 reverted to the monoclinic

phase. No additional impurity phases were detected in the XRD patterns.

Electron microscopy studies confirmed that the two synthetic methods used to obtain the

starting YSZ materials gave rise to different forms of soft agglomerates in the loosely bound

powders. TEM images showed a variety in the shapes and sizes of individual YSZ particles.

Hard agglomerates were observed for both the micropowders and the nanopowders. The

mean particle size increased from 81 to 251 nm for the micropowders, while a subtle decrease

from 7.8 to 5.2 nm was observed for nanopowders, with increasing yttria content. The crystal

structure was indexed only for nanopowders by reference to DDPs using crystallographic

database. These findings were consistent with the XRD results and confirmed the evidence of

three zirconia polymorphs in corresponding YSZ compositions. In addition, EDX results

showed Y/Zr molar ratios to be close to the expected nominal values for all samples. The

presence of any impurities in significant concentrations in the raw YSZ materials was also

excluded in these studies.

The dilatometry data showed nanoparticles to be more active during the sintering process.

They exhibited a lower temperature initial shrinkage than the micropowders. This could be

explained largely by the higher surface energy of the smaller nanoparticles as well as the fact

that, after pressing, the nanosized particles were more closely packed and the resulting green

bodies were less porous. Therefore, the orientation of particles and contact growth stages
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would have started at much lower temperature.127 As a result, the nanopowders began to sinter

much earlier than the micropowders. Another possible explanation is that thermal removal of

surface hydroxyl groups occurred at low temperatures.137 However, this is unlikely in this case,

because of the extended drying procedure used. More varied sintering rates were noticed for

the micropowders, which is consistent with their quite broad particle size range. The sintering

rates of all nanopowders exhibited much less variation. Thermal expansion coefficients of all

YSZ samples were analysed in three different temperature regions using the cooling phase of

the temperature programme. These were found to be in a good agreement with reported data.

A very small dimensional change was observed during the 4-hour isothermal part of the

dilatometry programme for all YSZ samples. However, pure zirconia samples cracked during

the cooling step as the result of a tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation. Although

YSZ micropellets were provided by the supplier together with the pressing and sintering

conditions, the dilatometry results were useful for further assessment of the YSZ dense

bodies. In addition, the results were divided into two sets – made by isostatic or uniaxial

pressing. As expected, the uniaxially pressed pellets shrank more than the isostatically pressed

pellets. This can be explained by the much lower pressure used in the compacting process in

the former. These pressing parameters were set by the supplier and the delivered materials

already possessed these characteristics. The isostatically pressed pellets showed slightly better

sintering characteristics.

SEM studies confirmed a dense microstructure for all YSZ samples with well-established

grains and grain boundaries. A representative number of about 130 grains was used to

calculate an average grain size for each composition. Grain size increased with increasing yttria

content. While micro- and nanopellets had similar grain size for the 3 and 5 mol% YSZ

compositions, smaller grains were observed for heavily doped nanopowders than for the

corresponding micropowders.

The IS results were found to be in agreement with literature data, ionic conductivity values

peaking for 8 mol% YSZ samples. A small improvement in ionic conductivity values was

found for the nanopellets over the micropellets. The grain boundary contribution was found

to dominate the overall conductivity of these materials because it was generally significantly

higher than bulk conductivity. The total conductivity was a little higher for the nanopellets and

the application of nanopowders as starting materials, especially using lower sintering

temperatures, should be the priority for further research on such electrolyte-related materials.
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The ICP-MS results confirmed the presence of the elements Al and Si in all YSZ samples.

The presence of Si and Al may result in a decrease of the ionic conductivity of the materials.

Nanopellets appeared to have higher Si and Al concentrations than the micropellets. Small

amounts of Ti and Sc were detected by ICP-MS but are explained as instrumental artifacts due

to doubly charged Zr2+ ions. Hf was detected in relatively high amounts of 2.0-2.4 wt%, but

only in the micropellets. The incorporation of small amounts of Hf have been reported to

improve thermal and chemical stability.136

To summarise, a more significant improvement was expected to be achieved on the ionic

conductivity and microstructure of YSZ electrolyte material by application of nanoparticles

instead of coarser-sized equivalents as the starting powder. As some of the properties of the

delivered materials were controlled by the industrial partner, it was of interest to maintain

consistency in the systematic studies of both sets of YSZ powders and resulting pellets by

keeping them unchanged. These included pressing and sintering conditions of the delivered

YSZ pellets, which were replicated in the group lab. It is thought that these complementary,

comparative studies on different sets of YSZ materials have given some insight into the

assessment of crystallographic phases, microstructure, sintering process and ionic conductivity

of yttria-stabilised zirconia, even though this is a well-known system.
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5. Samarium-doped ceria

5.1 Introduction

A systematic study of SDC solid solutions of three compositions is presented in this

chapter. Mixed oxides were obtained using a low temperature, citrate complexation method,

which yields high purity nanoparticulate powders. These are of interest for obtaining good

electrolyte densities at relatively low sintering temperatures without any sintering promoters.

In this contribution, the results are presented and divided into powder and pellet sections. The

major part of these results was published elsewhere.138

5.2 Synthetic method

Three compositions of SmxCe1-xO2-x/2 were prepared with x = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 and these

were named 10SDC, 20SDC and 30SDC, respectively as presented in detail in Table 5.1.

Similar procedures were used in the group to those developed for the preparation and study of

GDC.34, 86 In this project, more complex studies with a larger number of SDC compositions

and some modifications to their synthesis were applied.

Table 5.1 Compositions of prepared SDC powders.

mol% Sm2O3 mol% Sm Formula Notation

5 10 Sm0.1Ce0.9O1.95 10SDC

10 20 Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.90 20SDC

15 30 Sm0.3Ce0.7O1.85 30SDC

Stoichiometric amounts of metal nitrate hexahydrates, Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O and

Sm(NO3)3∙6H2O (Acros Organics, 99.5%), were dissolved in deionized water separately to

make 0.1 M solutions. These were stirred to homogenise and combined. Anhydrous citric acid

(Alfa Aesar, 99.5%) was dissolved in water (0.2 M) and this solution was added to the cation

solution in the ratio of two moles citrate per mole of total metal cations. After

homogenisation of the solution, the temperature was increased to 80ºC and maintained under

stirring for 12 h. Simultaneous elimination of water and gas caused an increase in the viscosity

of the mixture. The resulting gel became transparent, then increasingly viscous with formation

of yellow foam and dark brown bubbles. The initial thermal decomposition of the gel was

carried out in a muffle furnace at 250ºC for 2 h. The resulting, ash-like materials were calcined
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in static air in a tube furnace at 500ºC for 2 h. In both steps, heating and cooling rates were

2.5ºC∙min-1 and 5ºC∙min-1, respectively.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the procedure of the citrate complexation method employed in this

work. After calcination, each powder was placed in 50 cm3 Nylon jars and dry ground for 1 h

using a planetary ball mill (Fritsch Pulverisette 7) operated at 400 rpm. Zirconia balls of

10 mm diameter were used as the grinding medium with a ball to powder weight ratio of 10:1.

The milling process was interrupted every 15 min to dislodge the powder from the walls of

the container. The three resulting nanopowder compositions were characterised in detail and

were used to make the sintered electrolyte pellets.

Figure 5.1 Experimental flow chart for the synthesis of SDC powders.

5.3 Powder characterisation

The initial synthesis of the SDC powders was studied using thermal analysis and X-ray

diffraction. The resulting powders were further characterised structurally and chemically by

elemental analysis, BET, electron microscopy and dilatometry. These data are presented in

the following sections.
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5.3.1 Thermal analysis methods

Plots of TG/DTA experiments, performed on gel precursors either in air or oxygen

environment for all three SDC compositions are presented in Figure 5.2.

In each case, total weight loss was about 67% and occurred in three main steps in the

approximate mass ratio 3:1:2 with increasing temperature. Each of these steps corresponded

to a peak representing an exothermic process in the DTA trace. At temperatures higher than

500ºC, the TG curve showed no change, implying that no further mass loss occurred.

The peak positions (pn) and associated enthalpy changes (ΔHn) of the three exothermic

peaks (n = 1-3) are presented in Table 5.2. ΔH values were calculated by integrating the 

associated peak in the DTA graph, calibrating for the final sample mass and expressing the

result per mole of final product. Some care is necessary in the interpretation of these values

but they are of some use, in conjunction with the other thermochemical results, in assigning

chemical processes to the three exothermic peaks. The DTA traces of all three precursor gels

exhibited two large (p1 and p3) and one small exothermic peak (p2). These were shifted

towards higher temperatures with increasing Sm content. In addition, one small endothermic

peak (p0) was seen at ~107ºC for all samples and can be assigned to the evaporation of

physically adsorbed water. Apparent changes in heat flow in the form of a drift and some

sharp fluctuations were observed in all samples at temperatures from 400ºC to 800ºC. It is

believed that these were instrumental artefacts. First derivative curves of the TG and DTA

(DTG and DDTA, respectively) data are presented in Figure 5.3 for a representative 10SDC

sample. These represent the rate of mass loss vs. temperature.139 DTG and DDTA curves

showed no change in the high temperature range.

Table 5.2 Summary of DTA plots for SDC gel precursors run in air.

Sample p0 / ºC p1 / ºC ΔH1 /
kJ∙mol-1 p2 / ºC ΔH2 /

kJ∙mol-1 p3 / ºC ΔH3 /
kJ∙mol-1

10SDC 107 125 -137 203 -11.7 284 -920
20SDC 109 126 -132 212 -8.63 288 -772
30SDC 107 127 -95.3 225 -18.0 297 -836

ΔHn values expressed per mole of final product

The TG/DTA experiments were repeated for all three precursor gels in a flow of pure

oxygen. A representative example (for 30SDC) is presented in Figure 5.2(d), while plots of

other compositions are attached in Figure 5.4. Analysis of off-gases was carried out using a

quadruple mass spectrometer. Pure O2 was used to avoid masking CO and N2 (both

mass/charge ratio, m/q=28) released by the sample with the large concentration of N2 in air.
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Figure 5.2 Plots of TG and DTA experiments run in air on precursor gels of (a) 10SDC, (b) 20SDC
and (c) 30SDC. (d) TG plot run in O2 for 30SDC including mass spectrometry data. Mass to charge
(m/q) ratios are indicated. Note the log scale for ion current.
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Figure 5.3 TG (a) and DTA (b) plots with their corresponding first derivatives curves (black lines) run
in air for representative 10SDC sample.

Figure 5.4 TG plots run in O2 for (a) 10SDC and (b) 20SDC including mass spectrometry data. Mass
to charge (m/q) ratios are indicated. Note the log scale for ion current.
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It was found that H2O (m/q=18) was the main product liberated in the first peak - starting

at ~110oC with its maximum at 126ºC - together with large amounts of CO and CO2 (28, 44)

and small amounts of NO and NO2 (30, 46). The associated ΔH1 value was around

-100 kJ∙mol-1, depending on sample composition. This peak is thought to relate to the

polymerisation reactions accompanying the completion of gel formation. The presence of the

second exothermic peak, at 175-230ºC, was also reflected in the MS data. Here, small peaks

could be assigned to release of CO, CO2 and H2O with a small amount of NO and negligible

NO2. The matching peaks in the C trace (m/q=12) confirmed the CO2 and CO peaks. This

peak can be assigned to breakdown of the citrate species by dehydration and loss of

carboxylate groups as CO2. The temperature at which this peak occurs matches well with the

initial decomposition temperature of citric acid (~175ºC), bearing in mind that this is a

transient experiment and so processes will be shifted to slightly higher temperatures than

would pertain at steady state.140 The small value of ΔH2 supports the assignment of this peak

as a decomposition rather than a combustion, which would be more exothermic. The third

peak starting at 265ºC corresponded to the final release of large amounts of CO2, CO and

H2O with only very small amounts of NOx. This was attributed to the final complete burn out

of the remaining organic matter to leave only oxide material. This assignment is supported by

the large value of ΔH3 – around -800 kJ∙mol-1 – which is consistent with an energetic

combustion reaction. The NOx peaks were generally small and decreased in size, relative to

those for water and carbon oxides, as temperature increased in the TG/DTA experiment.

This indicates that most of the nitrogen was liberated during the gel formation step at 80ºC.

This is confirmed by the observation of the evolution of large amounts of brown gas during

the preparation step.

It should be noted that due to the availability and specification of the TA instrument,

slightly different experimental conditions were applied in contrast to those in the synthesis.

The higher heating rate of 5°C/min and flowing gas of 50 ml/min had to be employed. It was

thought that it would still allow for reasonable interpretation of physical and chemical changes

of SDC precursors during their thermal treatment. The influence of various heating rates

during decomposition of anhydrous citric acid was studied by Barbooti et al, who performed

their thermal measurements in flowing N2 at the rate of 25 ml/min.140 The drop of initial

decomposition temperature from 168 to 165°C was observed with the increase of the heating

rate from 5 to 10°C/min, while the maximum of the decomposition peak was shifted from

208 to 225°C. According to their studies, the changes in heat flow were not affected and

resulted only in the shifting in position of the peaks towards higher temperature.
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A multi-step decomposition behaviour of SDC precursor synthesised via citrate route was

reported by Chung et al, which is in good agreement with these studies.141 The authors

observed two exothermic peaks at ~204 and 272°C. They also stated the presence of

endothermic peak below ~170°C as the loss of initial moisture and additional dehydration

process. However, an oxidant to fuel ratio of unity was employed. This could have affected

the initial decomposition process of SDC compounds in comparison to the results presented

in this thesis.

5.3.2 X-ray Diffraction

Figure 5.5 presents XRD patterns of the three SDC compositions calcined at 500ºC for

2 h. All peaks were assigned to the cubic fluorite crystal structure, typical of ceria powders.

There was no evidence of any other phases. Small shifts of the diffraction peaks to lower 2θ 

were noticed as Sm content increased. This corresponded to a smooth expansion of the ceria

unit cell dimension from 5.4229 to 5.4431 Å on going from 10SDC to 30SDC. The lattice

parameters and the average crystallite size of the three SDC compositions are summarised in

Table 5.3. The values presented are means from patterns obtained for six different batches of

each composition for SDC samples calcined at 500oC for 2 h. These results are consistent with

crystallographic data from ICDD for these compositions.114, 142-144

Figure 5.5 XRD patterns of (a) 10SDC, (b) 20SDC and (c) 30SDC powders calcined at 500ºC for 2 h.
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Average crystallite size (DXRD) was calculated from the degree of line broadening in the

main (111) diffraction peak using the Scherrer equation (Eqn. 3.1).

Table 5.3 Lattice parameters and average crystallite size for SDC powders calcined at 500ºC for 2 h.

Sample ICDD ath /Å a /Å V /Å3 DXRD /nm

10SDC 01-075-1757 5.4230 5.4229(4) 159.48(3) 11.3(4)
20SDC 01-075-1758 5.4330 5.4332(2) 160.38(1) 9.1(3)
30SDC 01-075-1759 5.4430 5.4431(4) 161.26(4) 7.8(5)

Average crystallite size decreased as Sm content increased, the smallest value being 7.8 nm

for 30SDC. Therefore, the XRD data confirmed that SDC nanopowders of ~10 nm mean

crystallite size had been successfully prepared via the citrate complexation route followed by

calcination at 500ºC for 2 h.

More detailed XRD studies were presented in Figure 5.6 for a representative 10SDC

sample after calcination at different temperatures for 2 h, starting with the precursor gel. As

seen, diffraction patterns taken after treatment at 100 and 200ºC showed that the material was

amorphous to the X-rays. After treatment at 300ºC, however, the expected diffraction pattern

is clear, even though the peaks are very broad. Therefore, initial crystallisation of the product

must have taken place between 200ºC and 300ºC. This is consistent with thermal analysis data

in which the final burn out of organics, which would leave only inorganic oxide material,

peaked just below 300ºC. As treatment temperature increased further, the peaks became

gradually narrower, indicating increasing mean crystallite size with increasing temperature.
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Figure 5.6 XRD patterns of the 10SDC samples calcined for 2 h at (a) 100ºC, (b) 200ºC, (c) 300ºC,
(d) 500ºC, (e) 700ºC and (f) 900ºC.

Qualitative analysis of all XRD patterns for 10SDC indicated only reflections relevant to

the cubic phase of samarium-doped ceria.142 Identical thermal evolution studies were

performed for the two remaining SDC compositions and results are summarised in Table 5.4.

The Scherrer equation (Eqn. 3.1) was again used to obtain values for mean crystallite size,

while lattice parameters and resulting volume of the unit cell were obtained using

crystallographic software.

Table 5.4 Lattice parameters, volume of the unit cell and crystallite size of SDC powders calcined at
different temperatures.

10SDC 20SDC 30SDC
T/°C

a/ Å V/ Å3 DXRD/nm a/ Å V/ Å3 DXRD/nm a/ Å V/ Å3 DXRD/nm

250 5.4228 159.47 5.54 5.4329 160.36 4.83 5.4428 161.24 4.34
300 5.4229 159.48 5.87 5.4330 160.37 5.10 5.4434 161.29 4.77
500 5.4228 159.47 10.95 5.4328 160.35 9.23 5.4438 161.33 8.22
700 5.4229 159.48 25.15 5.4332 160.39 21.98 5.4435 161.30 19.51
900 5.4230 159.48 44.32 5.4335 160.41 40.92 5.4426 161.22 32.19

The increasing trend of average crystallite size was retained for 20SDC and 30SDC with

the increase of calcination temperature. In addition, a decrease in DXRD values was observed

with the increase of Sm content for all thermal treatments.
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5.3.3 Elemental analysis

Elemental analysis was performed to obtain values of residual carbon content in the three

SDC compositions calcined for 2 h at temperatures from 250 to 900ºC using a

Carlo Erba 1110 CHNS analyser. The data are presented in Table 5.5 and show that carbon

content was low even after calcination at just 250ºC and that it fell to very low values after

calcination at 500ºC. The amount of residual carbon at 500ºC was considered to have

negligible impact on processing of these materials. This calcination treatment was employed

for further studies on the SDC solid solutions. Carbon content increased slightly with

increasing Sm content.

Table 5.5 Carbon content (wt%) in SDC powders calcined at different conditions.

T / ºC t / h 10SDC 20SDC 30SDC
250 2 0.85 0.96 1.51
300 2 0.45 0.62 1.01
500 2 0.19 0.23 0.44
700 2 0.07 0.08 0.19
900 2 0.03 0.04 0.09

5.3.4 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method

BET studies by nitrogen adsorption were performed on SDC nanopowders using a

Micrometrics ASAP 2020 instrument in order to obtain values of specific surface area (SSA).

All samples were pre-treated at 120°C for 6 h.

As reported in the literature by Fuentes et al, the SSAs for doped ceria powders prepared

by the citrate method could be significantly increased by subjecting them to a dry milling

step.86 Table 5.6 shows the values of SSA of SDC powders calcined at different temperatures

for 2 h and then milled using a planetary ball mill with zirconia balls at 400 rpm for 1 h.

Values of SSA were converted to equivalent particle diameters (DBET) using Eqn. 5.1,

assuming spherical particle shape. In Table 5.6, values of DBET are compared with values of

average crystallite size calculated from the XRD patterns (DXRD) using the Scherrer equation

(Eqn. 3.1).

SSA
D

XRD
BET 





3106 (5.1)

A – the specific surface area (m2∙g-1),
ρXRD – the theoretical density calculated from crystallographic data (g∙cm-3) according to Equation 5.2.
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Table 5.6 Specific surface area (SSA), and average particle size (DBET) of SDC powders after different
treatments.

T/oC Sample SSA/m2∙g-1 DBET/nm DXRD/nm DBET/DXRD

10SDC 58.8 14.2 5.5 2.6
20SDC 57.6 14.6 4.8 3.0250
30SDC 45.4 18.6 4.3 4.3
10SDC 52.6 15.9 5.9 2.7
20SDC 49.2 17.1 5.1 3.3300
30SDC 37.9 22.3 4.8 4.6
10SDC 30.2 27.7 10.9 2.5
20SDC 32.7 25.7 9.2 2.8500
30SDC 21.8 38.7 8.2 4.7
10SDC 12.9 64.8 25.2 2.6
20SDC 15.5 54.2 22.0 2.5700
30SDC 10.2 82.7 19.5 4.2
10SDC 7.0 119.4 44.3 2.7
20SDC 7.0 120.0 40.9 2.9900
30SDC 6.3 133.8 32.2 4.2

The SSA of the SDC powders significantly decreased, and particle size (DBET)

correspondingly increased as the calcination temperature increased, for all compositions. The

highest values of SSA were found for 10SDC up to 500ºC. Above that temperature, 20SDC

had the highest SSA until 900ºC, when the values for 10SDC and 20SDC were equal. The

average particle size (DBET) also showed a general tendency to increase with increasing Sm

content at a particular calcination temperature, although there were exceptions to this at 500ºC

and 700ºC. For any particular sample, the values of average particle size (DBET) and average

crystallite size (DXRD) were not in agreement, even at low temperatures. This disagreement

could be caused by the occurrence of crystalline nanodomains within individual nanocrystals.

These nanodomains would register in XRD as individual crystals while the BET technique

would measure the surface area of the parent nanocrystal only. Highly defective crystals may

also give rise to line-broadening in XRD. However, another explanation is that the

nanocrystals clustered together to form agglomerates of crystalline nanoparticles. If this is the

explanation, the DBET/DXRD ratio is an index of extent of agglomeration. Curiously, these

ratios appeared to be independent of temperature, even though the SSA and particle sizes

were changing considerably. For each calcination temperature, therefore, the relationship

between these ratios for the three compositions is essentially the same. Values for 10SDC and

20SDC are very similar while that for 30SDC is clearly higher.
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5.3.5 Electron microscopy

The SDC nanopowders were analyzed by means of electron microscopy to study the

morphology of the SDC nanopowders. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) equipped with EDX detector were used as a very

powerful tool for these observations.

5.3.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy

SEM images were obtained using a Philips XL30 ESEM instrument equipped with a field

emission gun and EDX detector. Samples were coated with 30 nm of Au/Pd to reduce

charging and allow better surface conductivity. In addition, a JEOL JSM-5600 was employed

for elemental analysis experiments as well as to observe elemental distribution via the EDX

mapping technique.

Figure 5.7 shows the microstructure of as-calcined powders before milling. Sponge-like,

shell-like and branched structures were observed for all compositions after calcination at

500ºC for 2 h. The highly porous morphology of this as-prepared material is very likely to be

caused by the large volumes of gas produced in the preparation methods, which have been

discussed above in connection with the thermochemical analysis of the synthesis step. Equally,

the presence of very small pores and their wide distribution is likely to relate to the intimate

mixing of reactants achieved in the citrate complexation method. On the macroscale, these

powders consisted of papery, fragile structures and were very voluminous. To break down the

material, release the nanoparticles and increase the SSA, the materials were milled at 400 rpm

for 1 h.
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Figure 5.7 Low and high magnification SEM images of unmilled SDC powders calcined at 500ºC for
2 h. (A, B) 10SDC; (C, D) 20SDC; (E, F) 30SDC.

Figure 5.8 presents SEM images of the resulting milled SDC nanopowders in the left

column. All three compositions appeared to consist of open structures of roughly spherical

clusters made up of a relatively small number of clearly distinguishable primary particles. The

spherical shape of these clusters may be advantageous in the preparation of dense pellets in

the sintering step. The observation of clustering of the primary particles would tend to

support the assignment of the DBET/DXRD ratio as an index of agglomeration.

The column on the right side contains EDX spectra of corresponding areas of SDC

samples. Au and Pd peaks were indicated and should be ignored as all specimens were

previously coated with these metals. However, no major impurities were noticed from any of

these spectra. Elemental analysis data from EDX results are summarised in Table 5.7 to

confirm Sm content in each sample. These were calculated as averages with errors quoted to

two standard deviations.

Table 5.7 Results of elemental analysis for SDC powders calcined at 500ºC for 2 h.

Sample SmxCe1-xO2-x/2 x

10SDC Sm0.1Ce0.9O1.95 0.098 ± 0.015
20SDC Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.90 0.195 ± 0.005
30SDC Sm0.3Ce0.7O1.85 0.307 ± 0.014
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Figure 5.8 SEM images of SDC powders calcined at 500ºC for 2 h and milled at 400 rpm for 1 h,
(A) 10SDC, (B) 20SDC and (C) 30SDC with corresponding EDX spectra.

Elemental maps of Sm, Ce and O are shown in Figure 5.9 for a representative 30SDC

sample. The individual elements were also found to be evenly distributed in the other two

nanoparticulate samples. Therefore no segregation of these elements within any form of

agglomerates was observed at this stage of synthesis.
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Figure 5.9 EDX map of 30SDC powder calcined at 500ºC for 2 h and milled at 400 rpm for 1 h
showing distribution of (B) Sm, (C) Ce and (D) O elements within image (A).

5.3.5.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy

TEM images of all SDC powder samples at low, medium and high magnification are

shown in Figure 5.10. All compositions consisted of loosely-agglomerated sheets and clusters,

which were composed of individual crystallites of diameter ~10 nm.

The internal crystal structure of individual nanoparticles was observed using high

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM). These crystallites showed good

crystallinity and there was no evidence for widespread defective crystal structures or for

crystallites containing several nanodomains. In the absence of these phenomena, therefore, the

TEM data confirmed the validity of using the ratio DBET/DXRD as an index of agglomeration.

Digital Diffraction Patterns (DDPs) were obtained by processing specific areas of HR-TEM

images using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine. Examples are inset in the

corresponding images in Figure 5.10(C), (F) and (I). These represent three different

crystallographic orientations and were indexed to the fluorite structure viewed in the [001],

[011] and [112] zone axes, respectively. These patterns, and the interplanar spacings measured
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from them, were consistent with substituted ceria. EDX analysis was performed in the TEM

on several areas of each sample after calcination at 500ºC and confirmed x in SmxCe1-xO2-x/2 to

be 0.094 ± 0.004, 0.202 ± 0.004 and 0.300 ± 0.002 (errors are two standard deviations) for

10SDC, 20SDC and 30SDC, respectively.

Figure 5.10 Low, medium and high magnification TEM images of nanopowders calcined at 500oC for
2 h. (A, B, C) 10SDC; (D, E, F) 20SDC; (G, H, I) 30SDC. Digital Diffraction Patterns are inset in the
high resolution images.
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5.3.6 Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy

More detailed elemental analysis was performed using the ICP-MS technique in order to

find potential impurities, which could have been introduced during processing of synthesised

materials, for example, in the milling step (using zirconia balls as grinding media). The ICP-MS

results of the impurities detected are presented in Table 5.8 to a precision of two significant

figures. These were calculated as an average of 5 measurements obtained from different points

in each specimen. Their values were recalculated as wt% standardised with respect to Sm and

Ce overall. They all were found to be relatively low, peaking for 20SDC with 0.16 wt% of Si

and 0.20 wt% of As. This sample was found to be the most contaminated, because of

additional Ca and Gd concentrations of 0.13 and 0.11 wt%, respectively. The highest amount

of Gd was found in the 10SDC sample, at 0.15 wt%. Zr was not detected in any samples. Less

than 0.05 wt% of Pr was present in all SDC compositions.

It is speculated whether the Gd could have been introduced from other experiments using

this element, which were concurrently run in the same research lab. Such cross-contamination

effects are difficult to avoid via shared equipment, especially high temperature furnaces. It

should be noted, however, that because of the position of Gd and Pr in the periodic table,

these elements could have been introduced from the starting Sm and Ce nitrates, respectively,

even though these were of 99.5% purity. Elements such as Gd and Pr (when co-doped with

SDC) were recently reported to have a positive impact on the conductive properties of ceria-

based electrolytes.88 On one hand, a small increase of porosity was reported by Ji et al for

5 mol% Sm2O3-doped ceria by co-doping of 2 mol% of Pr3+. On the other hand, it resulted in

an increase in the total ionic conductivity of the electrolyte.75 There is no evidence of As usage

in the group, so it may also have come from the staring materials. The possibility of some

interference among elements introduced into the Ar environment in the ICP-MS instrument

may be a source of other unexpected elements. The 42Ca isotope was used to analyse for Ca to

avoid the 40Ar peak.

Table 5.8 ICP-MS results for SDC powders calcined at 500ºC for 2 h in wt%.

Sample Si Ca As Zr Pr Gd

10SDC 0.067 0.022 0.056 0 0.047 0.15
20SDC 0.16 0.13 0.20 0 0.045 0.11
30SDC 0 0 0.15 0 0.024 0.065
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5.3.7 Dilatometry

The SDC powders calcined at 500°C for 2 h were uniaxially pressed at 200 MPa in a

10 mm diameter die. In order to assess their sintering properties, these SDC green bodies

were subjected to a temperature program, which consisted of heating from ambient to 1470ºC

at a rate of 2ºC/min followed by an isothermal dwell at 1470ºC for 6 h. Air (50 ml/min) was

employed as the purge gas.

Figure 5.11 presents the % change in length, dL/Lo, for each sample and the temperature

profile applied. For all three samples, a total dimensional change of 16-18% took place. All

three curves had broadly similar shapes. In all cases, the sintering or compaction process

started gradually at temperatures as low as 200ºC, but the shrinkage process was relatively slow

up to about 500ºC. This is logical since the powders had already been calcined at 500ºC for

2 h during their preparation. From 500 to 600ºC, sample volume decreased rapidly, for 10SDC

at an approximately constant rate, but for 20SDC and 30SDC, in what appeared to be a two-

stage process, with the higher rates at the higher temperatures. Sintering of the 10SDC was

essentially complete by about 1350ºC. However, for the 20SDC and 30SDC, some sintering

clearly continued - although at a low rate - after the samples had reached the maximum

temperature of 1470ºC. After 6 h at 1470ºC sintering in all samples did appear to be essentially

complete since the rate of dimensional change was negligible by this point.

Figure 5.11 Linear dilatometry plots of relative length change against time and temperature for
compacted nanopowders: (a) 10SDC, (b) 20SDC and (c) 30SDC.
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5.4 Pellet characterisation

Electrolytes were prepared from SDC nanopowders under six different sintering regimes.

The grain structure of the resulting SDC ceramics was studied and related to their ionic

conductivity as determined by impedance spectroscopy.

The dilatometry results were used to set the conditions of the six sintering regimes to be

used in further study of the microstructure and conductivity of the sintered SDC pellets.

Three temperatures spanning the range over which sintering finished its rapid phase - 1300ºC,

1400ºC and 1450ºC - and two sintering times - 4 and 6 h - were applied to each of the three

SDC compositions. This gave a total of 18 distinct pellet samples.

5.4.1 Density and XRD studies

Dense electrolyte pellets were prepared from the nanopowders calcined at 500oC for 2 h

by uniaxial pressing at 200 MPa in a 13 mm diameter cylindrical die and firing in static air

under six different sintering regimes. Heating and cooling rates were 2ºC∙min-1 and 4ºC∙min-1,

respectively.

XRD studies on the SDC pellets sintered at 1450ºC for 6 h – the most severe conditions –

were consistent with a single phase of fluorite structure. Figure 5.12 shows XRD patterns of

the three SDC compositions. These contained no evidence of impurity peaks and since the

nanopowders after calcination at 500ºC also appeared to be phase-pure (Figure 5.5), it can

reasonably be assumed that the five less severe sintering regimes also gave rise to high purity

pellets. The peaks in Figure 5.12 are much sharper than those presented in Figure 5.5 for the

nanopowders, because of the significant growth in crystallite size during sintering.

The theoretical densities of the SDC crystal structures were calculated according to

Equation 5.2 from the crystallographic information obtained by XRD.145
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M – the atomic weight (g∙mol-1),
x – the dopant mole fraction,
a – the lattice parameter (Å),
NAv – the Avogadro’s constant (6.022∙1023 mol-1),
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Figure 5.12 XRD patterns of SDC pellets after sintering at 1450ºC for 6 h (a) 10SDC, (b) 20SDC,
(c) 30SDC.

The densities of all sintered pellets were obtained from their masses and dimensions.

These density values were divided by the corresponding theoretical density to obtain the

relative densities (ρr) of the fired SDC pellets, which are presented in Table 5.9. The highest

relative density - 97% of theoretical - was obtained for 10SDC when the highest sintering

temperature and the longest sintering time (1450°C/6 h) were employed. This is consistent

with the dilatometry results, which showed that sintering of 10SDC was essentially complete

at the lowest temperature of the three compositions.

In all cases, extension of the sintering time from 4 to 6 h gave rise only to a very small

improvement in density. For all three compositions, relative densities of more than 95% were

achieved at sintering temperatures of both 1400ºC and 1450ºC, and times of either 4 or 6 h.

There was also a slight, but general decrease in pellet density with increasing Sm content.
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Table 5.9 Sintering temperature (Ts), sintering time (ts), relative densities (r) and average grain size (ga)
of SDC pellets.

Sample Ts / ºC ts / h ρr / % ga / μm
10SDC 93.1 0.48
20SDC 92.1 0.52
30SDC

1300 4
91.3 0.45

10SDC 96.0 0.75
20SDC 95.2 0.81
30SDC

1400 4
95.0 0.73

10SDC 96.5 0.99
20SDC 95.6 1.07
30SDC

1450 4
95.1 0.91

10SDC 93.7 0.55
20SDC 93.0 0.54
30SDC

1300 6
92.5 0.46

10SDC 96.7 0.77
20SDC 95.8 0.88
30SDC

1400 6
95.3 0.75

10SDC 97.1 1.06
20SDC 96.7 1.12
30SDC

1450 6
96.5 0.94

5.4.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

SDC pellets were polished and thermally etched for examination of their microstructure

using SEM. The essential etching process was carried out at a temperature 50°C lower than

the corresponding sintering temperature, employing a short dwell time of 1 min but identical

ramp rates. Pellets were coated with a 15 nm layer of Au-Pd and SEM images were obtained

using a JEOL JSM-5600 instrument. Statistical grain size analyses were carried out for each

sample using these images.

Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show SEM images of all SDC samples. In order

to quantify differences in microstructure caused by the different sintering regimes, many

grains were measured from the micrographs of each pellet type using ImageJ software. The

resulting data are presented as grain size distribution histograms in corresponding figures. In

the SEM images, well-developed, interlocking, roughly hexagonal grains were observed in all

samples. Significant porosity was seen in the SDC sample prepared under the mildest sintering

regime (1300°C/4 h) and also, to much lesser extent, in the next-mildest (1400°C/4 h).
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For 20SDC, the images in Figure 5.14(d) and (e), as well as the relative density values in

Table 5.9 indicate that there was a clear reduction in porosity and increase in relative density

on sintering at these two temperatures for 2 h longer. The samples sintered at 1400°C for 6 h

and at 1450°C for 4 h had excellent microstructure, with very low porosity and large grains.

Surprisingly, some pores were observed after sintering at the highest temperature for the

longer time (1450°C/6 h, Figure 5.14(f)). This phenomenon is known as an oversintering and

has been reported to cause a drop in ionic conductivity in Ce0.8Sm0.1Nd0.1O1.9.90 Grain size

distributions for samples sintered at both 4 h and 6 h showed the expected marked increase in

mean grain size and broadening of the distribution, which would be expected as sintering

temperature increased. However, increasing sintering time at the same temperature from 4 to

6 h had only a small effect on the grain size distributions. Overall, the same trends were seen

in the 10SDC and 30SDC samples (Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.15), although porosity was a

more marked problem in these two compositions. For example, the 1300°C/6 h samples both

showed significant porosity. However, as for 10SDC, the samples prepared at 1400°C for 6 h

and at 1450°C for 4 h had very good microstructure. In 10SDC there is some evidence for a

bimodal grain size distribution after sintering at 1450°C for 6 h (Figure 5.13). For all

compositions, some porosity was observed in the 1450°C/6 h samples. The effect of Sm

content on grain size can most easily be seen in Table 5.9. In general, 20SDC had the largest

mean grain size and 30SDC the smallest. Indeed, 30SDC was found to be the most

difficult to sinter as these pellets often cracked during sintering. The data in Table 5.9 also

confirm that changing the sintering time from 4 to 6 h resulted in only small increase in mean

grain size.
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Figure 5.13 Low and high magnification SEM images and associated grain size distribution histograms
for 10SDC pellets after sintering as follows: (a) 1300ºC/4h, (b) 1400ºC/4h, (c) 1450ºC/4h,
(d) 1300ºC/6h, (e) 1400ºC/6h and (f) 1450ºC/6h.
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Figure 5.14 Low and high magnification SEM images and associated grain size distribution histograms
for 20SDC pellets after sintering as follows: (a) 1300ºC/4h, (b) 1400ºC/4h, (c) 1450ºC/4h,
(d) 1300ºC/6h, (e) 1400ºC/6h and (f) 1450ºC/6h.
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Figure 5.15 Low and high magnification SEM images and associated grain size distribution histograms
for 30SDC pellets after sintering as follows: (a) 1300ºC/4h, (b) 1400ºC/4h, (c) 1450ºC/4h,
(d) 1300ºC/6h, (e) 1400ºC/6h and (f) 1450ºC/6h.
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5.4.3 Impedance Spectroscopy

Twelve samples were chosen for impedance studies in light of density and SEM studies

discussed above. Pellets of all three SDC compositions sintered at 1400°C for 4 h and sintered

at 1300°C, 1400°C and 1450°C, each for 6 h, were investigated. The SDC nanopowders

calcined at 500ºC for 2 h were used to prepare their green bodies. These were pressed

uniaxially at 200 MPa in a 25 mm diameter cylindrical, stainless steel die. The sintering process

was performed using identical conditions and ramp rates to those applied for the SEM studies.

The impact of electronic conductivity was not considered to be a contributor to the overall

conductivity value, as for SDC and related doped ceria materials it is reported to be very low

under the oxidising conditions employed in these studies.146, 147 In addition, SDC has ionic

transport numbers very close to unity under such conditions, a value that results in good fuel

cell efficiency.148

Example impedance spectra (Nyquist plots) are presented in Figure 5.16 together with the

equivalent electronic circuit, which was used to fit the impedance data. The spectra are all for

pellets of 10SDC and vary only in terms of the sintering regime used to prepare them. All

spectra contained two arcs, which could be confidently assigned as the bulk and grain

boundary responses. Numeric labels indicate the decimal log of the frequency of the applied

voltage signal. The bulk arc occurred at the higher frequency. This figure illustrates that

changing the sintering regime had very little effect on the bulk arc whereas the grain boundary

arc decreased in size (corresponding to a decrease in grain boundary resistance) as the severity

of the sintering regime increased from 1300°C/4 h to 1450°C/6 h. This is as expected since

the grain boundary arc is dependent on the microstructure of the pellet, particularly on the

grain size. It has already been shown above that grain size and grain size distribution changed

considerably between the different sintering regimes. The spectra in Figure 5.16 are consistent

with a decrease in grain boundary resistance as mean grain size increased.
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Figure 5.16 (a) Impedance spectra of 10SDC pellets prepared under different sintering regimes,
recorded at 200°C. (b) the corresponding equivalent circuit model.

Figure 5.17 illustrates the effect of sample composition on the impedance spectra. In this

case, all samples were prepared using the same sintering regime: 1400ºC/6 h. In the

impedance spectra recorded at 250°C in Figure 5.17(a) and (b) it can be seen that increasing

Sm content caused a marked increase in bulk resistance since the corresponding bulk arc

increased in size. Overall electrolyte resistance (bulk plus grain boundary) also increased with

increasing Sm content. The grain boundary contribution for 30SDC was very small compared

to the corresponding bulk arc. In the spectra obtained at 500ºC in Figure 5.17(c), the arcs were

lost because of a large inductive effect in the apparatus. However, the total electrolyte

resistance can be obtained from the intercept of the spectra with the Z’ axis. The electrolyte

resistances of 10SDC and 20SDC were very similar at this temperature but 30SDC still had

the highest value.
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Figure 5.17 Impedance spectra of SDC pellets sintered at 1400ºC for 6 h. (a) recorded at 250ºC;
(b) recorded at 250ºC, detail showing spectra for 10SDC and 20SDC; (c) recorded at 500ºC.
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Conductivity values for bulk and grain boundary contributions were calculated from the

corresponding resistances obtained by fitting the impedance spectra, the thickness of the

SDC electrolyte pellets and the geometric area of the Pt electrodes. Arrhenius-type plots of

bulk and grain boundary contributions were constructed using these data and are presented in

Figure 5.18 for all three SDC compositions and for four sintering regimes.

Figure 5.18 Arrhenius–type plots of (a-d) bulk and (e-h) grain boundary conductivity of (■) 10SDC,
(●) 20SDC and (♦) 30SDC samples sintered at (a,e) 1300°C/6 h; (b,f) 1400°C/4 h; (c,g) 1400°C/6 h;
(d,h) 1450°C/6 h.

Grain boundary conductivity was found to be higher than bulk conductivity for all

compositions. In all cases, bulk conductivity increased with decreasing Sm content, in the

temperature range presented in the figure, and the bulk conductivity of 30SDC was

considerably lower than for the other two compositions. However, the traces tend to converge

as measurement temperature increased. The individual sintering regime used to prepare the

pellets appeared to have little effect on these bulk conductivity plots. This is confirmed in

Figure 5.19(a) where bulk conductivity measured at 300ºC is plotted against Sm content for

the four sintering regimes. For each composition, the data points are closely grouped.

However, there does seem to be a trend: bulk conductivity increased with the severity of the
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sintering regime from 1300ºC/6 h to 1400ºC/4 h and to 1400ºC/6 h, but then dropped on

going to 1450ºC/6 h for all three compositions. Turning to the grain boundary plots in

Figure 5.19, it is seen that the chemical composition of the electrolyte had much less effect

than on bulk conductivity. There is a general, small increase in grain boundary conductivity

with decreasing Sm content, a trend which mirrors that seen for the bulk conductivity,

although it is much less marked. Indeed, in Figure 5.18(f) and (g), the traces for 20SDC and

30SDC are essentially coincident. Changing sintering regime had a generally more significant

effect on grain boundary than on bulk conductivity as is seen in Figure 5.19(b). For each

composition, there is a wider spread in the data points than for the bulk data in Figure 5.19(a).

With the exception of some close and overlapping points, the general trend is of increasing

grain boundary conductivity with increasing severity of sintering regime. Grain boundary

conductivities were higher than some of those reported by Zhan et al, in studies of similar

compositions prepared by conventional ceramic routes.149 This indicates that the materials

obtained in this contribution had low impurity levels.

Figure 5.19 (a) bulk and (b) grain boundary conductivity measured at 300ºC for SDC pellets prepared
following different sintering treatments as a function of Sm content.
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Apparent activation energies were obtained from the slopes of the Arrhenius-type plots in

Figure 5.18 and these are presented in Table 5.10. For bulk conductivity, the activation

energies were almost exactly the same for each SDC composition, independent of sintering

regime. There were quite large differences between compositions, however. Activation energy

increased markedly with increasing Sm content. Turning to the activation energies for the

grain boundary conductivity, again there was little change between sintering regimes for each

individual composition and there was a small general increase in activation energy with

increasing Sm content.

Table 5.10 Activation energies (Ea) of bulk and grain boundary conductivity for SDC pellets prepared
following different sintering treatments.

Ea / eV
Sample Ts / ºC ts / h

bulk grain boundary

10SDC 0.72 0.92
20SDC 0.90 0.92
30SDC

1300 6
1.12 1.04

10SDC 0.73 0.91
20SDC 0.91 0.97
30SDC

1400 4
1.13 0.99

10SDC 0.72 0.90
20SDC 0.90 1.00
30SDC

1400 6
1.13 1.04

10SDC 0.72 0.91
20SDC 0.91 0.99
30SDC

1450 6
1.14 1.02

While bulk and grain boundary conductivities give useful insight into the composition-

microstructure-conductivity relationship, total electrolyte conductivity is an important

parameter for the comparison of electrolyte materials. The total electrolyte conductivity values

in this work compared favourably with those quoted in the literature for materials of similar

composition.32, 78 To provide a convenient comparison between all SDC samples, the total

conductivity data recorded at 500°C and at 600°C are presented in Figure 5.20.

At 500°C, it is clear that total conductivity increased as Sm content decreased. However,

starting at about 600°C, the 20SDC samples begin to overtake 10SDC to attain the highest

total conductivity values. This is clear by 700°C. These total conductivity values, including
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those at 700°C, as well as the activation energies for total conductivity in low and high

measurement temperature regions, are summarized in Table 5.11.

Figure 5.20 Total conductivity of SDC pellets prepared following different sintering treatments as a
function of Sm content. Measured at (a) 500°C and (b) 600°C.

There was a clear general increase in total conductivity with increasing sintering time (at

the same sintering temperature) and with increasing sintering temperature (for 6 h). This can

be attributed to increases in grain boundary conductivity related to an increase in sample

density and in grain size as the severity of the sintering regime increased. However, there was

an exception to this general trend. Surprisingly, on going from the 1400°C/6 h regime to the

1450°C/6 h regime, most of the total conductivity values for 20SDC and 30SDC stayed about

the same and those for 10SDC decreased.
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Table 5.11 Total conductivity data (σ), Activation Energies (Ea) and association enthalpies (Ha) for
SDC pellets prepared following different sintering treatments.

σ /× 10-2 S∙cm-1 Ea /eV
Sample Ts/ºC ts/h

500°C 600°C 700°C < 500°C > 500°C Ha /eV

10SDC 0.64 1.41 2.02 0.76 0.38 0.38
20SDC 0.50 1.43 2.20 0.88 0.47 0.41
30SDC

1300 6
0.20 0.82 1.68 1.12 0.66 0.46

10SDC 0.76 1.60 2.56 0.75 0.42 0.33
20SDC 0.59 1.61 2.67 0.91 0.50 0.41
30SDC

1400 4
0.20 0.89 2.08 1.12 0.73 0.39

10SDC 0.78 1.68 2.69 0.75 0.43 0.32
20SDC 0.65 1.73 3.08 0.92 0.49 0.43
30SDC

1400 6
0.23 0.99 2.27 1.13 0.71 0.42

10SDC 0.74 1.61 2.56 0.74 0.42 0.32
20SDC 0.63 1.81 3.07 0.89 0.50 0.39
30SDC

1450 6
0.24 1.00 2.27 1.13 0.71 0.42

Since mean grain size and density increased on going from the 1400°C/6 h regime to the

1450°C/6 h regime, it seems that these changes in conductivity must be related to some other

change in the samples prepared at 1450°C for 6 h. Indeed the evidence from Figure 5.19 is

that grain boundary conductivity increased with increasing sintering temperature, while the

bulk conductivity showed a drop between 1400°C/6 h and 1450°C/6 h. Although this

decrease was relatively small, it appeared to dominate the total conductivity because bulk

conductivity was significantly lower than grain boundary conductivity in all cases in these

materials. Liu et al observed a similar oversintering effect – re-emergence of pore formation

and decrease in total ionic conductivity at high sintering temperatures - in Sm- and Nd- co-

doped ceria electrolytes sintered at temperatures from 1400°C to 1600°C.90 Sha et al prepared

electrolyte pellets of Ce0.8Sm0.1Y0.1O1.9 by sintering at temperatures of 1300 to 1600°C.92 They

obtained total, bulk and grain boundary conductivity values at measurement temperatures

from 300 to 600°C and observed a decrease in total conductivity with increasing sintering

temperature, which also coincided with the emergence of porosity in the samples. Grain

boundary conductivity decreased as sintering temperature was increased from 1300 to 1500°C,

but then remained approximately constant on going from 1500 to 1600°C. Bulk conductivity,

however, showed clear general decreases from 1400 to 1500°C and from 1500 to 1600°C.

Therefore, it appears that oversintering caused changes, which had (at least partly)

independent effects on grain boundary and on bulk conductivity. The changes in grain
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boundary conductivity can be explained by the competing effects of increasing grain size and

increasing porosity. The decrease in bulk conductivity would normally be expected to be

caused by a chemical or phase change within the bulk material, although no evidence for the

latter is seen in the accompanying XRD patterns. In the SDC samples of the current

contribution, a similar decrease in bulk conductivity accompanied by emergence of porosity at

the highest sintering temperature was observed, most markedly for 10SDC. It is not possible

to attribute this effect definitively. The only process which might affect bulk conductivity

without affecting the XRD patterns noticeably would be low level diffusion of Sm ions within

the individual grains of the material, giving rise to small domains with slightly differing Sm

concentrations - and therefore differing conductivities - but retaining the original crystal

structure. However, detailed high temperature studies would be required to investigate this

possibility further.

The activation energies of total conductivity are presented in Table 5.11 for the

temperature regions below 500°C and above 500°C. This is because there was a clear change

of gradient at around this temperature. This can be seen for all SDC compositions after the

same sintering regime in Figure 5.21 and was found to be a completely general effect across all

samples studied.

Figure 5.21 Arrhenius–type plots of total electrolyte conductivity of (■) 10SDC, (●) 20SDC and
(♦) 30SDC. Samples sintered at 1400°C for 6 h.
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In Table 5.11 it is clear that the effect of sintering regime on these values was again

minimal: neither the values above nor those below 500°C changed significantly between

different sintering regimes for the same SDC composition. However, as was seen for the bulk

and grain boundary activation energies, SDC composition had a strong effect on activation

energy, which increased with increasing Sm content in all cases. For all SDC compositions and

all sintering regimes, the activation energies of total conductivity at measurement temperatures

above 500°C were significantly smaller than those pertaining below 500°C. The difference

ranged from 0.32 to 0.46 eV and showed a tendency to increase with increasing Sm content,

particularly from 10SDC to 20SDC. Qualitatively similar effects have been reported for similar

materials. Zhan et al observed a curvature in Arrhenius-type conductivity plots for a range of

SDC samples prepared by solid state reaction.149 Arachi et al reported similar behaviour for

YSZ and scandia-stabilised zirconia systems and explained it as an effect related to the

dissociation energy required to separate an oxide ion vacancy from a dopant ion site.62

Piñol et al observed a distinct slope change at 700°C for GDC and suggested that this was

caused by increasing interactions between the dopant species and the charge carriers with

decreasing temperature.74 Steele discussed such a change in the activation energy of

conductivity in GDC in terms of the migration enthalpy of oxygen ion vacancies (Hm) and

the association enthalpy (Ha) between Gd sites and oxygen ion vacancies (Gd’Ce-Vo
), which

must be overcome to free vacancies so that they may become involved in conduction.78 In

high purity Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.9, Steele obtained values of Hm = 0.64 eV and Ha = 0.13 eV with an

inflection in the Arrhenius-type conductivity plot at around 400ºC. In the current

contribution, the activation energy of the electrolyte contribution at temperatures above 500ºC

can be equated to the migration enthalpy, with average values of Hm = 0.41 eV for 10SDC,

0.49 eV for 20SDC and 0.70 eV for 30SDC. If we assume the difference between the

activation energies in the high and low temperature regimes equates to the association

enthalpy of Sm’Ce-Vo
 species,150 we obtain average values of Ha = 0.34 eV for 10SDC,

0.41 eV for 20SDC and 0.42 eV for 30SDC. Clearly, Hm was the more sensitive of these two

enthalpies to Sm content and was particularly high for 30SDC.

The activation energies below 500ºC for total electrolyte conductivity (Table 5.11) match

very closely with those for bulk conductivity, but not with those for grain boundary

conductivity (Table 5.10). This indicates that the bulk contribution was dominant over the

grain boundary contribution in these materials. This is in agreement with the data of

Figure 5.18, in which bulk conductivity was lower in all cases than grain boundary

conductivity. In addition, the activation energies for grain boundary contribution are in the
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range 0.90 – 1.04 eV, and so are broadly in the same range as the values for bulk conductivity.

Both these factors indicate that the change in gradient in the Arrhenius-type plot (Figure 5.21)

is not due to a dominant grain boundary effect in the low temperature region, since grain

boundary conductivities would have to be lower and the activation energies for grain

boundary conductivity would have to be significantly higher than those for bulk conductivity.

This allows some confidence in the values attributed to Hm and Ha.

The work of Faber et al is relevant to the increase in Hm observed with increasing Sm

content.151 These authors studied the oxygen ion conductivities of ceria doped with Nd, La,

Gd, Y and Yb. They extracted overall activation energies - i.e. Ha+Hm - and found a general

trend for all dopants: activation energies fell to a minimum at dopant concentrations of

around 2-5 mol% and then increased sharply on going to higher dopant concentrations. The

authors also cite a value of Hm = 0.49 eV obtained for lightly Y-doped CeO2 from an earlier
17O NMR study.152 More specifically, in a recent paper, Omar et al obtained activation energy

values for bulk ionic conductivity in Smx/2Ndx/2O2-δ (x = 0 – 0.18) at temperatures above and

below 475ºC.47 Applying the procedure described above, they obtained values for Hm which

showed a minimum at a dopant concentration of about 5 mol%, but then increased with

increasing dopant concentration. They obtained Hm = 0.65 eV for x = 0.10 and

Hm = 0.80 eV for x = 0.18, the highest value used. A similar increase in Hm with increasing

Sm dopant content was observed in the SDC samples described in the present contribution,

although the actual values were significantly lower than for the Nd and Sm co-doped

materials. This may be related to the different chemical environments – with or without Nd -

of the oxygen ions and the oxygen vacancies in these two sets of materials. Turning to the

values of Ha, the association enthalpy of Sm’Ce-Vo
 species, Omar et al obtained a very low

and approximately constant value of Ha ~ 0.05 eV for Smx/2Ndx/2O2-δ in the range, x = 0.08 -

0.18.47 Kilner reviewed Ha data for CeO2 doped with trivalent cations, although not Sm3+.150

However, Gd3+ is only slightly smaller (107.8 pm) than Sm3+ (109.8 pm) and Kilner did refer

to calculated and experimental Ha values of 0.13 eV and 0.17 eV, respectively, for GDC. The

former matches the value given by Steele, also for GDC.78 These values are considerably lower

than those obtained for SDC in the present study. However, this review also cited the

calculations of Minervini et al,153 who did not consider Sm but gave a value of about 0.38 eV

for GDC in which the oxygen vacancy (Vo
) is either a nearest or next nearest neighbour to

the Gd’Ce species (Ha falls to 0.21 eV if the Vo
 is a third nearest neighbour). Also,

Faber et al,151 obtained Ha values by extrapolating their data to infinite dopant dilution for
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a number of dopants, assuming Hm = 0.5 eV (see above). They obtained Ha = 0.23, 0.29,

0.32, 0.40 and 0.67 eV for Nd, La, Gd, Y and Yb dopants, respectively. These last calculated

and experimental values for GDC are close to that obtained in the present study,

Ha = 0.38 eV, for the sample with the closest dopant concentration, 10SDC.

It is clear that poorly conducting grain boundaries would strongly affect plots of total

conductivity and may therefore cause inaccuracies in Ha and Hm values obtained from

them. However, this does not seem to apply to the present work since the grain boundary

conductivity, unusually, was always higher than that of the bulk. This appears to be a

consequence of reducing the incorporation of impurities by using nitrate precursors in the low

temperature citrate synthesis route rather than a high temperature ceramic route from the

simple oxides, for example.

It is interesting to speculate on the possible effects of preparation route on the

mechanisms of ion migration and defect trapping. For example, ideally, the citrate route gives

rise to atomic mixing of the dopant (Sm) and host (Ce) cations. The ceramic route relies on

inter-diffusion of the starting oxides at high temperature to form the product. Under certain

circumstances, this may lead to a product containing nanodomains, too small to detect by

XRD, but with differing dopant concentrations. It would be interesting to model such a

heterogeneous structure to study how the phenomena of oxygen ion migration, oxygen

vacancy trapping and the formation of clusters of more than two defects, and therefore, Ha

and Hm, would be affected.

5.5 Summary

A compositional series of high purity, nanoparticulate SDC materials were successfully

prepared by a low temperature, inexpensive citrate complexation method.

Crystallization of the SDC product occurred via three exothermic processes and the final

crystal structure first formed from the gel at a temperature below 300ºC. After calcination at

500ºC, electron microscopy and XRD revealed that the products were foam-like, single-phase

materials with high porosity and consisted of primary crystalline particles of about 10 nm

diameter present in small clusters. These materials were milled and the resulting nanopowders

were used in a detailed study of the effect of chemical composition, sintering temperature and

sintering time on their densification, and on the grain structure and ionic conductivity of the

resulting dense pellets.
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Elemental analysis data, either obtained from EDX or ICP-MS results confirmed

the stoichiometric composition of each SDC powder. More accurate ICP-MS data revealed

the presence of additional elements such as Si, Ca, As, Pr and Gd. The potential source of this

contamination was considered and estimated to have a negligible impact for the further

studies of the SDC materials.

Densities of over 95% of theoretical were achieved for all three compositions after

sintering at 1400ºC or higher for 4 h or longer and both density and average grain size

increased with increasing sintering temperature and sintering time, although the effect of the

former was much more marked. Samples sintered at 1400ºC for 6 h or 1450ºC for 4 h showed

excellent microstructure for all compositions. However, some porosity was observed after

sintering at 1450ºC for 6 h and this oversintering process had a deleterious effect on the

overall conductivity, especially of the 10SDC.

Arrhenius-type plots of electrolyte conductivity showed an inflection at around 500ºC and

this was interpreted in terms of a defect association enthalpy (Ha) and an oxygen migration

enthalpy (Hm), both having been important at low temperatures while the latter became

dominant at high temperatures. Ha was less sensitive to Sm content and had values of

around 0.4 eV. Hm increased significantly with %Sm and had values of 0.4 – 0.7 eV. At

600ºC, the highest total conductivity was 1.81×10-2 S∙cm-1 for the 20SDC sample sintered at

1450ºC for 6 h.
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6. Palladium supported on samarium-doped ceria

6.1 Introduction

The results presented in Chapter 5 provided an incentive for the preparation of

compounds containing palladium supported on samarium-doped ceria powders with a view to

their application as catalysts. The citrate complexation method, previously developed in the

group was also employed in this project. The aim was to obtain a good dispersion of Pd

particles in ceria powders, where the final phases are in nanoparticulate form. To this end,

three compositions of previously synthesised SDC nanopowders were used as a support for

impregnation of 2 wt% of palladium.

6.2 Synthetic methods

Three synthetic methods were employed and these are denoted with capitals A, B and C as

presented in Table 6.1. The first technique was based on direct, one-step preparation of a Pd,

Sm and Ce-containing mixed oxide using a modified citrate complexation method

(method A). The other two methods were based on a two-step process in which SDC

powders synthesised as described in Chapter 5 were impregnated with Pd precursors using the

incipient wetness impregnation technique (methods B and C). Table 6.1 contains information

of the nine catalysts prepared using these three methods. These were labelled according to

their composition and the synthetic method used.

Table 6.1 Compositions of prepared Pd/SDC catalysts.

Method A Method B Method C
wt% Pd mol% Sm

Direct Impregnation Incipient Wetness Impregnation

2 10 Pd10SDC-A Pd10SDC-B Pd10SDC-C

2 20 Pd20SDC-A Pd20SDC-B Pd20SDC-C

2 30 Pd30SDC-A Pd30SDC-B Pd30SDC-C

6.2.1 Direct technique

Figure 6.1 shows images taken at different points during the direct impregnation technique

(Method A). At first, stoichiometric amounts of Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O, Sm(NO3)3∙6H2O (both

Acros Organics, 99.5%) and palladium nitrate dihydrate Pd(NO3)2∙2H2O (Aldrich,
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~40% Pd basis) were dissolved in deionised water separately to make 0.1 M solutions. These

were stirred, then combined resulting in a light orange mixture. Anhydrous citric acid (Alfa

Aesar, 99.5%) was dissolved in water (0.3 M) and this solution was added to the cation

solution in the ratio of four moles citrate per mole of total metal cations. The molar ratio had

to be doubled in comparison to SDC synthetic method because attempts at applying a similar

procedure were not successful. This was because the gel step was not established due to the

low pH. It was found that additional HNO3 (analytical reagent grade) had to be introduced to

dissolve a brown sediment which formed when the ratio of citrate to metal ions was only 2:1.

Initially, the mixture of metal nitrates and citric acid in the 4:1 ratio was turbid, but with no

precipitate, at room temperature. However, no brown sediment was formed and, therefore, no

additional HNO3 was needed to dissolve it. It was observed that increasing the temperature

caused the solution to become transparent with a light orange colour (Figure 6.1A). The

temperature was increased to 80ºC and maintained under stirring for 12 h. As water was

eliminated and some gases were released, the mixture became non-transparent and bright

orange in colour (Figure 6.2B). Further evaporation caused an increase in the viscosity of the

mixture. A yellow gel was created which transformed into yellow foam with simultaneous

release of brown bubbles. The subsequent calcination and milling procedures were the same

as for the preparation of the SDC materials, as described in Section 5.2. These points in the

preparation are shown in Figure 6.1 in images E and F, respectively.

The final catalyst powder possessed much darker brown colour than the previously

synthesised bare oxides. The residual carbon content was checked for the three final catalysts

obtained via the direct technique. These were found to be higher than the values for the SDC

powders given in Table 5.5, probably because of the increase in the amount of citric acid used.

However, they were still relatively low at 0.39 wt% for Pd10SDC-A, 0.63 wt% for Pd20SDC-

A and 0.70 wt% for Pd30SDC-A.
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Figure 6.1 Images depicting the sample after each stage of the direct method for preparation of
Pd/SDC powders: (A) mixing, (B) evaporation, (C,D) gelation, (E) calcination at 250ºC and (F) milling
after final calcination at 500ºC.

6.2.2 Incipient wetness impregnation technique with Pd(NO3)2

The three compositions of SDC nanopowders, as prepared in Chapter 5, were used as

supports for Pd dispersion via incipient wetness impregnation (Method B) using

Pd(NO3)2∙2H2O (Aldrich, ~40% Pd basis) as the Pd precursor. An equivalent of 2 wt% of Pd

was dissolved in ~3 cm3 of acetone (Fisher Scientific, laboratory reagent grade) giving a

transparent brown solution. This was slowly added from a burette to the SDC powder while

the mixture was manually ground in an agate mortar to ensure uniform mixing until the

solvent evaporated. Any remaining solution inside the burette was removed by addition of a

volume of solvent equivalent to the retention volume of the sample as calculated from BET

results (see Table 5.6). Special care was taken in order to fill all spaces between the SDC
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nanoparticles with the Pd compound. The powders were manually milled for a further

10-15 min after addition of all of the solution. After the impregnation, the colour of all SDC

supports changed from yellow to light brown. Samples were dried for 2 h at 100°C before the

final calcination step. This involved heating the sample in a tube furnace at 500°C for 2 h in

static air.

6.2.3 Incipient wetness impregnation technique with H2PdCl4

This impregnation technique (method C) employed aqueous tetrachloropalladic acid as the

Pd medium for dispersion over the SDC supports. H2PdCl4 was obtained in situ from PdCl2
(Aldrich, 99.9 %) and concentrated HCl (Fisher Scientific, analytical reagent grade). The

required amount of PdCl2 was placed in a vial with 1.5 cm3 of deionised water and stirred on

the hot plate. Concentrated HCl was carefully added dropwise to the solution. Some heating

was necessary to fully dissolve the PdCl2. The impregnation procedure was similar to that of

method B. However, since the aqueous solution evaporated more slowly than the acetone

solution of method B, after each addition of solution, each sample was left for 1-2 h to allow

penetration of the liquid, and was manually milled until it appeared to be dry. In addition, the

samples were dried overnight at room temperature after the impregnation step.

Figure 6.2 is relevant to both incipient wetness impregnation techniques (method B and C)

and shows how the Pd solutions were added (image A) as well as the final product (image B)

after the calcination step. A much lighter brown colour was observed for the final catalysts

obtained via both incipient wetness impregnation techniques than in Method A.

Figure 6.2 Images depicting the incipient wetness technique for Pd impregnation of previously
prepared SDC supports in both methods B and C.
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6.3 Characterisation of unreduced powders

This section outlines characterisation of the unreduced catalyst samples. It includes

thermal analysis results on the catalyst precursor prepared by the direct method (A).

In addition, XRD, BET, SEM/EDX and XPS studies were performed.

6.3.1 Thermal analysis

Thermal analysis studies of gel precursors of the Pd/SDC catalysts were performed in the

same way as for the precursors of the bare SDC oxides (Section 5.3.1). Three Pd/SDC catalyst

precursors were individually investigated using the same instrument and applying similar

experimental conditions.

Figure 6.3 shows TG and DTA plots for Pd10SDC-A, Pd20SDC-A and Pd30SDC-A

samples run in flowing air (50 ml/min). From all TG curves, it can be seen that the total mass

loss occurred gradually in three steps. The total mass change reached almost 79% of the

precursor starting mass for each sample and was the highest for Pd20SDC-A. In Table 6.2, the

total mass change was divided into three individual mass losses (Δmn), which corresponded to

three steps. The approximate mass ratio of 1:4:2 was assigned to the steps, indicating a

dramatic mass change for the second step with a relatively small change for the first step and

moderate for the last. The smallest mass loss was observed for the Pd10SDC-A precursor in

the first and in the third steps among the three compositions. However, this composition

showed the largest mass loss of the three samples during the second step. After each sample

reached 500°C, no further mass loss was observed.

Table 6.2 Summary of TG and DTA plots for Pd/SDC gel precursors in air.

TG DTA
Sample

Δm1/% Δm2/% Δm3/% p0/ºC p1/ºC ΔH1 p2/ºC ΔH2

Pd10SDC-A 7.94 48.0 21.3 114 132 -15.53 320 -1405
Pd20SDC-A 10.7 43.8 24.3 111 131 -47.14 316 -1606
Pd30SDC-A 10.6 43.6 24.2 112 133 -35.95 316 -1310
ΔHn values expressed per mole of final product (kJ∙mol-1)
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Figure 6.3 Plots of TG and DTA experiments run in air on precursor gels of (a) Pd10SDC-A,
(b) Pd20SDC-A and (c) Pd30SDC-A.
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Analysis of the DTA peaks showed a certain correlation of enthalpy changes (ΔHn) to the

mass changes in the individual steps. It should be noted that a small endothermic effect

occurred at ~110°C in each TG curve. As in the thermal analysis experiments performed on

SDC, it occurs a result of the release of physically absorbed water as a consequence of the

synthetic route used. The first step in the TG curve corresponded to a very small exothermic

effect. Its characteristic peak maximum (p1) in the DTA curves of all three samples was at

around 130°C and was marked with care for Pd10SDC-A. The highest value for the enthalpy

change, ΔH1, was found for Pd20SDC-A. The second step (p2) appeared as a broad shoulder

on each DTA curve and no indicative peak area was identified to allow calculation of the

enthalpy change. The last DTA peak (p3) fell in the range 316 - 320°C and exhibited the

strongest exothermic effect. Each DTA plot showed a drift in the heat flow trace during the

experiments. In the high temperature region the corresponding first derivative curves (not

shown) of TG and DTA were not indicative of any changes and an instrumental artefact was

assumed.

Mass spectrometry (MS) data on TG/DTA experiments run in a flow of O2 were obtained

for all precursor catalysts in order to understand the chemical processes occurring during

thermal treatment. These are presented in Figure 6.4 as plots of log ion current versus

temperature, recorded by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) as mass to charge ratios

(m/q) and corresponding to the chemical compounds released. A multi-step decomposition

behaviour of the precursor catalysts was observed on each plot. The data show a good

agreement with those from the experiments run in air. Only a negligible shift towards lower

temperature was noticed in the case of the oxygen environment. Oxygen was employed

because of the large concentration of N2 in air, which could affect the QMS results by

masking CO and N2 released from the gel precursors, which were synthesised from starting

nitrates and citric acid. The possibility of using Ar was rejected, because it would result in

different chemical processes.

The endothermic liberation of H2O (m/q = 18) during the first step was confirmed by the

presence of a peak with its onset around 100°C. Carbon dioxide (m/q=44) was released as a

major product for all catalysts up to 500°C, peaking at about 300°C, as a result of the final

burnout of the organic matter. The sharp peak at around 130°C is consistent with the

decomposition of the carboxylate groups relating to the mildly exothermic process, p1. A

marked drop in CO2 concentration was observed at 160°C. In addition, a strong signal from C

(m/q=12) and CO (m/q=28) matched the CO2 traces at this temperature in contrast to the

relatively smooth release of NO2 and NO up to 200°C.
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Figure 6.4 TG plots run in O2 for (a) Pd10SDC-A, (b) Pd20SDC-A and (c) Pd30SDC-A including
mass spectrometry data. Mass to charge (m/q) ratios are indicated.

Compared to the analogous experiments carried out on the precursors of the SDC

support, the impact of the modified synthetic method as well as addition of 2 wt% of Pd on

the synthesis of on the Pd/SDC catalysts were significant. It should be emphasised again that

double the amount of the citric acid had to be used in the preparation of the Pd/SDC

materials. This modification of the synthetic process resulted in more dramatic changes of

heat flow throughout the experiment than in the synthesis of SDC supports.
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6.3.2 X-ray Diffraction

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of the nine Pd/SDC catalysts are presented in

Figure 6.5 in three charts, according to the three different synthetic methods used. All

investigated Pd/SDC powders were previously calcined at 500°C for 2h. Phase identification

was accomplished by comparing peak positions and their intensities with data provided by the

ICDD for SDC mixed oxides as well as for PdO and metallic Pd.142-144, 154, 155

XRD patterns were characteristic of peaks related to the cubic phase of ceria. A certain

shift towards lower values of 2Θ was observed in the patterns with increasing Sm content.

This is consistent with the expansion of the unit cell as Sm is introduced. The broadest peaks

were noticed in the diffractograms of Method A and the smallest average crystallite sizes were

calculated for these catalysts by means of the Scherrer relationship (Eqn. 3.1). These were in

the range from 6.7 to 8.3 nm. Crystallite size decreased with increase of Sm content for each

preparation method. The results of these calculations are summarised in Table 6.3. Similar

results of average crystallite size were found for catalysts produced by method B and C,

because both employed the same SDC supports prepared previously. These also matched very

well with the particle sizes obtained for the supports (Table 5.3) the values in fact being very

slightly smaller for the Pd/SDC samples. If this is a significant effect, it could be a result of

the Pd impregnation processes. No Pd containing phases were detected by XRD over the

characteristic 2Θ range (35-45°), which might be explained in terms of either the small

concentration of Pd introduced or a very small size of the resulting Pd-containing particles, or

both effects.

Table 6.3 Lattice parameters (a ), cell volume (V ) and average crystallite size (DXRD ) for catalysts
calcined at 500°C for 2 h.

Sample a /Å V /Å3 DXRD /nm

Pd10SDC-A 5.4237(5) 159.55(5) 8.3
Pd20SDC-A 5.4346(3) 160.51(2) 7.8
Pd30SDC-A 5.4437(2) 161.32(9) 6.7
Pd10SDC-B 5.4223(1) 159.42(6) 10.8
Pd20SDC-B 5.4327(4) 160.34(2) 8.7
Pd30SDC-B 5.4439(2) 161.34(7) 7.4
Pd10SDC-C 5.4231(2) 159.49(7) 10.4
Pd20SDC-C 5.4334(1) 160.40(5) 9.0
Pd30SDC-C 5.4438(3) 161.33(1) 7.6
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Figure 6.5 XRD patterns of all catalysts prepared using (a) method A, (b) method B and (c) method C.
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Figure 6.6 shows the comparison of the main diffraction peak (111) for all catalysts. The

data are grouped by composition. It is clear that there was no peak displacement for the

catalysts of the same composition obtained with the different methods (each of plots (a), (b)

and (c)). However, a (111) peak shift could be confirmed by comparison of catalysts with

varying Sm content, as expected.

Figure 6.6 Comparison of (111) peak for catalysts obtained by different synthetic methods for
(a) Pd10SDC, (b) Pd20SDC and (c) Pd30SDC.

6.3.3 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller method

All powders were prepared with the standard procedure for BET studies, described in

Section 3.3. Table 6.4 shows SSA results for the synthesised catalysts calcined at 500°C for

2 h. The SSAs of equivalent SDC supports are also provided here for comparison.

A significant increase in SSAs was achieved for catalysts obtained by method A, when the

results were compared with those of the bare SDC oxides. These catalysts possessed more

than twice the SSAs of the corresponding SDC supports. The highest value was found for the

Pd10SDC-A powder. Methods B and C exhibited smaller increases in SSA and the highest

values were obtained for Pd10SDC-B and Pd10SDC-C catalysts. The values obtained by these

two impregnation methods were comparable. The SSA decreased with increasing Sm content

for each impregnation method.

It should be noted that the marked increase in SSA in method A could be the result of

smaller particles obtained due to the higher amount of heat released in the final phase of the

combustion step, as confirmed in the thermal analysis studies. An alternative, or additional

explanation, is that incorporation of the Pd into a Pd-Ce-Sm mixed oxide served to destabilise

and break up the nanoparticles.
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Table 6.4 Specific surface area (SSA) of all catalysts after their calcination at 500°C for 2 h.

Synthetic method Sample SSA /m2∙g-1

Pd10SDC-A 69.4
Pd20SDC-A 66.5Direct method
Pd30SDC-A 54.1
Pd10SDC-B 42.2
Pd20SDC-B 35.3Incipient wetness

Pd(NO3)2
Pd30SDC-B 26.7
Pd10SDC-C 48.3
Pd20SDC-C 30.6Incipient wetness

H2PdCl4
Pd30SDC-C 22.4

10SDC 30.2
20SDC 32.7Citrate method
30SDC 21.8

6.3.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy

The microstructure of as-prepared catalysts of method A is presented in Figure 6.7. Egg-

shell-like structures (e.g. image F) were observed for all compositions. These were an effect of

the preparation method, which is characterised by strong, exothermic release of NOx, CO2

and CO gases. A closer examination showed also some branched structures (e.g. image D),

similar to those observed in the bare SDC oxides.

Figure 6.7 Low (A, C, E) and high (B, D, F) magnification micrographs of unmilled Pd/SDC powders
calcined at 250ºC for 2 h. (A, B) Pd10SDC-A, (C, D) Pd20SDC-A and (E, F) Pd30SDC-A.
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The Pd/SDC-A samples were ground using the standard procedure (400 rpm, 1 h,

zirconia balls) in a planetary mill and their microstructure is presented in Figure 6.8 with

corresponding EDX spectra. Moreover, an additional milling step was performed on the

catalysts obtained by methods B and C, since these catalysts had made use of SDC supports

which had been ground in the same way before the Pd impregnation step. The micrographs of

these sample groups at the same magnifications are presented in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.

All catalyst samples were examined by EDX in order to investigate their stoichiometry and

Pd content. Figure 6.8 shows the microstructure of the ground catalysts obtained by the direct

method (A) with their corresponding EDX spectra.

Figure 6.8 SEM images of ground (A) Pd10SDC-A, (B) Pd20SDC-A and (C) Pd30SDC-A powders
calcined at 500ºC for 2 h with their corresponding EDX spectra.

EDX spectra obtained for catalysts prepared by method A showed only the expected

elements, apart from small peaks for Cu and Zn (not labelled) which come from the SEM
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sample holder and should be ignored. Figure 6.9 shows spectra of catalysts prepared by

method B. For Pd20SDC-B sample, a Gd content of 1.08 wt% was detected. This is an

evident effect of cross-contamination among projects running in the group at the same time.

This value was the highest observed.

Figure 6.9 SEM images of ground (A) Pd10SDC-B, (B) Pd20SDC-B and (C) Pd30SDC-B powders
calcined at 500ºC for 2 h with their corresponding EDX spectra.

Figure 6.10 presents SEM images with corresponding EDX spectra for the catalysts

prepared by the incipient wetness technique with H2PdCl4 as the palladium dispersion

medium. Apart from the expected peaks of C, Ce, Sm, O and Pd, additional peaks for Cl were

seen. Clearly, there was some retention of Cl from the H2PdCl4, despite the calcination step.

1.42 wt% of chlorine was detected for Pd10SDC-C, while smaller concentrations of Cl were

found for Pd20SDC-C and Pd30SDC-C of 0.82 wt% and 0.63 wt%, respectively.
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Figure 6.10 SEM images of ground (A) Pd10SDC-C, (B) Pd20SDC-C and (C) Pd30SDC-C powders
calcined at 500ºC for 2 h with their corresponding EDX spectra.

Quantitative data from EDX spectra were used to calculate the atomic ratio of Sm/Ce for

all catalysts prepared by the three methods. These were found to be close to the expected

theoretical values and confirmed the desired stoichiometry of each catalyst. These are

displayed in Table 6.5 along with the Pd contents. Although there was slight variation between

catalysts, Pd contents were all close to the desired 2 wt% value.
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Table 6.5 Sm/Ce atomic ratio and Pd content for all catalysts.

Sample Sm/Ce (at.) Pd/(at%) Pd/(wt%)

Pd10SDC-A 0.117 1.03 2.12
Pd20SDC-A 0.208 0.81 1.67
Pd30SDC-A 0.407 0.94 1.94
Pd10SDC-B 0.114 0.76 1.65
Pd20SDC-B 0.241 0.81 1.77
Pd30SDC-B 0.409 0.93 2.04
Pd10SDC-C 0.116 0.84 1.77
Pd20SDC-C 0.221 1.03 2.35
Pd30SDC-C 0.410 0.88 1.95

6.3.5 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The XPS measurements were performed in order to obtain compositional information on

all Pd/SDC catalysts. In particular, these studies allowed the determination of the

concentrations and oxidation states of the relevant elements at the sample surface, which is of

interest in the characterisation of catalytic materials. These quantitative data are summarised in

Tables 6.6 and 6.7. Figures 6.11–6.14 contain spectra of Ce, Sm, O and Pd, respectively, for all

catalysts. Again, for comparison, XPS spectra of the SDC solid solutions – the bare oxides

without Pd – are presented in the last row of Figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13. In these figures the

colour code assigned to all samples in this thesis is used. All materials were examined by XPS

as prepared.

Ce 3d core level XPS spectra of all nine catalysts (plots a-i) and the three SDC supports

(plots j-l) are given in Figure 6.11. The first column represents the 10 mol% SDC samples

impregnated with 2 wt% Pd (except the last plot for all columns), the second, the 20 mol%

SDC samples, and the third, the 30 mol% SDC samples. The top row corresponds to

method A, the middle row to method B, the third to method C and the bottom row includes

plots (j-l) of the bare SDC oxides. This arrangement is followed in all XPS plots in this

section.
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Figure 6.11 Ce 3d core level XPS spectra of all Pd/SDC catalysts (a-i) and SDC supports (j-l).

In general, all Ce 3d core level spectra presented in Figure 6.11 exhibited similar shapes

and showed several clear peaks. The three main features at binding energies of around 882,

888 and 897 eV correspond to the Ce 3d5/2 state of Ce4+, while those peaks at about 900, 907

and 916 eV correspond to the Ce 3d3/2 state of Ce4+.156 These peaks indicated that Ce4+ is

present in each sample. The small features indicated in some spectra at about 885 and 903 eV

relate to the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 states, respectively, of Ce3+.156 The Ce is therefore present mainly

in the most oxidised form, with varying but small amounts of Ce3+ also indicated. The bare

SDC oxide supports and the catalysts made by method A (both one-step citrate preparations)

appeared to be more reduced than catalysts made by methods B and C.

The peak positions in the spectra of the SDC supports and samples of Series A and B

generally matched closely. However, the spectra of the three catalysts of method C showed a

shift (of a few eV) towards higher binding energy, causing overlap of the two peaks at about

900 eV. This could be an effect of the synthetic method used, as the presence of some

chlorine was observed by EDX in samples of method C (see Figure 6.10). The presence
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of electronegative Cl – remaining from the H2PdCl4 precursor – at the catalyst surface would

tend to increase Ce and other binding energies.

Samarium XPS spectra are presented in Figure 6.12. These exhibited two main peaks at

about 1082 eV and ~1109 eV, which can be assigned to the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 states, respectively,

of Sm3+.157, 158 Some variation in peak areas is seen in Figure 6.12. These were quantified for all

elements studied and are presented in Table 6.7. A certain shift to higher values of binding

energies (Eb) was again observed in the case of the Series C catalysts, with respect to the other

catalysts and the bare oxides, which showed matching peak positions. These shifts could be

explained, as for the corresponding behaviour in the Ce peak positions, on the presence of

some Cl on the surface of the Series C catalysts.

Figure 6.12 Sm 3d core level XPS spectra of catalysts (a-i) and supports (j-l).

The XPS spectra of oxygen 1s core level, are presented in Figure 6.13. As for the other

elements, the spectra of the supports and catalysts of Series A and B are very similar and

contain two main peaks at consistent binding energies. The peak of lower binding energy

(about 528.5 eV) has been reported to represent lattice oxygen, and that of higher Eb to relate
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to chemisorbed oxygen or OH species in ceria-based solid solutions.159 Peak area generally

increases with %Sm in the sample. In Series C, the peaks are less intense, the smaller of the

two is not distinguishable and the position of the larger peak is shifted to higher binding

energy. This peak shift could again be attributed to the presence of electronegative Cl at the

surface, as could the lower intensities. The fact that the smaller O 1s peak cannot be seen may

be explained either by the lower signal to noise ratio in these spectra or, more tentatively, to

the replacement of chemisorbed O and OH species by Cl in the Series C samples.

Figure 6.13 O 1s core level XPS spectra of catalysts (a-i) and supports (j-l).

Pd 3d core level XPS spectra are given in Figure 6.14. The two main peaks in each

spectrum centred at roughly 337 to 342 eV relate to the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 states of Pd,

respectively. However, differences in binding energy as well as other smaller peaks were

observed among the catalysts prepared by the three different methods. A peak at 337 eV is

characteristic of Pd2+ and a peak at around 335 eV is characteristic of (elemental) Pd0. Values

between these are assigned to ‘electrodeficient’ Pd, Pdn+, where 0 < n < +2.160-163 On this

basis, the Series C catalyst surfaces contained mainly Pd2+, those of the Series B catalysts
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contained mainly Pd2+ with some Pd0 – indicated by the shoulder at 335.5 eV – and the

surfaces of the samples of Series A contained Pdn+. These peaks were deconvoluted and their

areas measured to quantify the percentage of Pd0 (Table 6.6). For all three compositions, the

least reduced catalyst surfaces were those of Series A.

Figure 6.14 Pd 3d core level XPS spectra of catalysts (a-i).
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Table 6.6 Concentrations of Pd species for all unreduced catalysts.

Sample Pd0/ % Pd2++Pdn+/ %

Pd10SDC-A 12.8 87.2

Pd20SDC-A 13.4 86.6

Pd30SDC-A 15.6 84.4

Pd10SDC-B 19.3 80.7

Pd20SDC-B 23.7 76.3

Pd30SDC-B 17.1 82.9

Pd10SDC-C 16.1 83.9

Pd20SDC-C 15.1 84.9

Pd30SDC-C 22.9 77.1

Atomic concentrations of the elements of interest in the Pd/SDC catalysts and SDC

supports as determined from the XPS spectra are presented in Table 6.7. Surface Sm/Ce

ratios are approximately as expected from the bulk concentrations except for Pd10SDC-A and

Pd30SDC-A (Sm deficient) and Pd30SDC-C (Sm rich). The large differences in apparent

surface Pd concentration - which increased in the order Series A <<< Series C < Series B -

are important to understand the catalytic activity of these samples.

Table 6.7 Atomic concentrations for all catalysts samples and SDC supports.

Sample Total %O(1s) %Ce(3d) %Sm(3d) %Pd(3d) Sm/Ce Pd/Ce Pd/Sm Sm/Pd

Pd10SDC-A 75.0 70.6 25.5 3.6 0.29 0.140 0.01 0.0715 14.0

Pd20SDC-A 73.4 72.1 22.0 5.6 0.27 0.256 0.01 0.0390 25.6

Pd30SDC-A 71.4 74.3 18.1 7.5 0.13 0.412 0.01 0.0243 41.2

Pd10SDC-B 69.0 74.1 21.6 1.3 2.97 0.058 0.14 2.4025 0.4

Pd20SDC-B 68.8 73.1 19.4 4.9 2.72 0.252 0.14 0.5562 1.8

Pd30SDC-B 66.4 75.4 16.4 5.6 2.62 0.340 0.16 0.4709 2.1

Pd10SDC-C 76.4 65.6 29.6 3.1 1.73 0.103 0.06 0.5803 1.7

Pd20SDC-C 78.6 64.9 26.3 6.8 1.93 0.260 0.07 0.2689 3.7

Pd30SDC-C 83.0 61.0 22.6 14.9 1.58 0.659 0.07 0.1063 9.4

10SDC 71.1 73.4 22.8 3.7 0.162

20SDC 68.1 73.7 21.0 5.4 0.257

30SDC 67.4 73.6 18.3 8.1 0.443
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6.4 Characterisation of reduced powders

All samples were investigated after having been reduced at 500°C in hydrogen for 1 h.

These studies were based on XRD, XPS and catalytic activity experiments and are presented

in this section.

6.4.1 X-ray Diffraction

Figure 6.15 shows XRD patterns of all nine catalysts after reduction. Qualitative analysis

of these diffractograms showed evidence of Pd peaks (marked with reversed triangles) only

for samples prepared using method A. These were seen at about 2Θ = 40° in plot (a). This

suggests that only the Series A samples contained Pd particles large enough and numerous

enough to be detected in XRD. The incipient wetness impregnation techniques (plots (b) and

(c)) were therefore found to produce a different kind of Pd dispersion on the SDC supports.

Further insight can be gained from XPS of the reduced catalysts.
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Figure 6.15 XRD patterns of reduced catalysts prepared by (a) method A, (b) method B and
(c) method C.
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6.4.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

XPS measurements were performed for representative Pd20SDC catalysts prepared by the

three impregnation methods, A, B and C. These studies were carried out using samples

reduced under similar conditions as for the catalytic activity tests (Section 3.8). The peak

positions corresponding to the Eb were compared with spectra of unreduced samples

(Figures 6.11–6.14).

Ce 3d core level XPS spectra of the three reduced Pd20SDC catalysts are presented in

Figure 6.16. Capitals A, B and C indicate the relevant preparation method. The spectra are

surprisingly similar to those of the unreduced samples in Figure 6.11. Ce4+ is still clearly the

main oxidation state and peaks corresponding to Ce3+ (at 886 and 904 eV) are small. As for

the as-prepared samples, the spectrum for method C is shifted to higher binding energy, but

the shift for the reduced sample is very small. This suggests some loss of Cl from the surface

during the reduction process.

Figure 6.16 Ce 3d core level XPS spectra of reduced Pd20SDC catalysts prepared by method A, B
and C.

Figure 6.17 shows Sm 3d core level XPS spectra for the three reduced Pd20SDC catalysts.

These spectra are very similar to each other and to those for the as-prepared samples.

However, in the reduced samples, there is no visible shift to higher binding energies for

the Series C sample. This again suggests Cl was removed from the catalyst surface during

reduction.
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Figure 6.17 Sm 3d core level XPS spectra of reduced Pd20SDC catalysts prepared by method A, B
and C.

The oxygen 1s core level XPS spectra are presented in Figure 6.18 for the three reduced

catalysts and show two peaks: one at around 528.5 eV which was assigned to lattice oxygen

and a smaller feature at 531.5 eV which was assigned as chemisorbed O or OH species.159

After reduction, the latter are more likely to be OH species. The spectra and peak positions

are more similar to each other than before reduction. However, for the Series C catalyst, the

main peak is still at slightly higher binding energies than for the other two samples. In

addition, the smaller, higher energy feature is much broader for the Series C sample. This

indicates a wider range of surface O environments in this sample.

Figure 6.18 O 1s core level XPS spectra of reduced Pd20SDC catalysts prepared by method A, B
and C.
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Figure 6.19 shows Pd 3d core level XPS spectra for the reduced samples. Concentrating

on the region from about 335 eV (corresponding to Pd0) to about 338 eV (oxidised Pd, Pd2+)

it can be seen that there is considerable variation between the spectra. The Series A and B

samples appear to have mainly metallic Pd at their surfaces, although the peaks for the former

are very low in intensity. The Pd at the surface of the Series C sample was mainly oxidised,

with contributions from Pd2+ and Pdn+ but much less from Pdo. This difference is likely to be

caused by the highly acidic (oxidising) conditions of the impregnation step in method C.

Figure 6.19 Pd 3d core level XPS spectra of reduced Pd20SDC catalysts prepared by method A, B
and C.

6.4.3 Catalytic activity

Pd/SDC catalysts and SDC supports were investigated in the light of catalytic activity

using various reaction parameters. The methanol conversion and hydrogen yield results are

presented in Figure 6.20 and 6.21, respectively. In addition, the selectivities to different

products are showed in Table 6.8 and 6.9, after 1 h and 3 h reaction time, respectively.

6.4.3.1. Methanol conversion

As can be seen in Figure 6.20, the materials giving the lowest methanol conversions are the

SDC supports, as would be expected since they contain no Pd, the catalytically active phase.

For all supports, methanol conversion is below 30 mol%. The fact that the supports show
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some conversion may be explained by some non-catalytic reaction and the possible role of the

support oxides in the decomposition of methanol and/or water, processes that represent the

first steps of the steam reforming of methanol.164

Figure 6.20 Evolution of methanol conversion with time on stream catalysts and supports.

The 20SDC support shows the highest conversion values over the whole of the time on

stream. This may be because this sample has the highest SSA among the supports. However,

this requires closer study because it has been reported that the decomposition of methanol

over CeO2 is sensitive to the structure.165 The lowest value of conversion was shown by the

30SDC, again perhaps because of its low SSA.165 Conversion falls by about 10-30% for the

three supports during the catalytic tests and this may be a sign of relatively low thermal

stability.

Incorporation of Pd into the samples gives rise to a very marked rise in conversion, which

confirms that Pd is a very active metal for the steam reforming of methanol. Considering the

three series of Pd/SDC catalysts studied, which were prepared in three different ways, it is

clear that the samples of Series B showed the highest conversions, the catalysts of Series A

showed the lowest conversions and those of Series C were slightly lower than for Series B.

This general trend may be related to the surface compositions obtained by XPS in which

catalysts of Series B and C showed much higher surface concentration of Pd than those of
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Series A, and values for Series B were slightly higher than for Series C. This trend can be

related to the preparation methods. Samples of Series A were prepared in a one-step process,

which would lead to the approximately homogeneous incorporation of Pd throughout the

bulk of the SDC supports. Series B and C were prepared by impregnation of previously

prepared SDC supports with Pd-containing precursor solutions, and so it would be expected

that surface concentration of Pd would be high, with no Pd expected in the interior of the

SDC support particles. The Series C samples were prepared from a very acidic solution of

H2PdCl4, unlike those of series B, and there is evidence from previous studies on Pd/CeO2-

Sm2O3 that this causes dissolution of the Sm oxide which is then reprecipitated as an

amorphous layer containing Sm, O and Pd.112 During subsequent heat treatment, Pd

nanoparticles and samaria crystallites were reprecipitated. This process, if it occurred in these

samples, may have resulted in a proportion of the Pd particles being covered by the

amorphous layer, reducing the access of the gas-phase reactants to the Pd, so giving rise to the

slightly lower conversions seen for Series C as well as to the lower surface concentrations of

Pd observed by XPS. In fact, the Sm/Ce ratios calculated from the XPS data are slightly

higher for Series C than for the Series B.

The results in Figure 6.20 show that, over the period of the catalytic test, the samples of

Series A show a fall in conversion of about 20% while the catalysts of Series B and C exhibit

only a much smaller decrease, implying that the latter catalysts are more stable under reaction

conditions.

Within each of the three series, there is a tendency for methanol conversion to increase as

the Sm content of the support increased. This can be seen most clearly for Series A. This may

be explained by the idea that Sm2O3 is able to provide basic active sites in the vicinity of the

Pd particles which in turn facilitates the adsorption of the reactant species and favours the

surface diffusion of the reaction intermediates.112 It is reasonable to expect this effect to occur

also in mixed oxides of Sm and Ce and to increase in importance the higher the concentration

of Sm. In each of the Series B and C, the conversions for the 20SDC and 30SDC samples are

very similar, but those for 10SDC are clearly lowest in each case. Several changes occur

concurrently in the Pd/SDC catalysts as %Sm is increased in these samples: SSA decreases

and surface concentration in Pd tends to decrease but the concentration in active basic sites is

expected to increase sharply. The conversion results obtained can be considered as the

consequence of the sum of these overlapping effects.
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6.4.3.2. Hydrogen yield

As for the methanol conversion results, it is clear from Figure 6.21 that the lowest

hydrogen yields - below 100% - are given by the bare SDC supports, 20SDC giving the

highest values and 30SDC the lowest. This trend can be explained by the increase in SSA in

the order 30SDC < 10SDC < 20SDC. It may be relevant that as SSA increases, the

accessibility of the surface of CeO2-based supports for storage (and release) of oxygen, which

may promote the WGS reaction, would also increase.

Figure 6.21 Evolution of hydrogen yield with time on stream for Pd/SDC catalysts and bare SDC
supports.

The addition of Pd to the catalysts causes a very significant increase in hydrogen yield and

in all cases selectivities to H2 approaching 100% (hydrogen basis) are obtained for all samples.

The only other hydrogen-containing product is CH4, selectivities to which are almost always

below 0.5% and never rise above 1.1%. Given the very high selectivities to H2, the trends

observed in H2 yield are very similar to those already observed for methanol conversion. That

is, H2 yield increases in the order: Series A < C < B. The Series A catalysts suffer a more
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marked fall in H2 yield over the course of the time on stream than the other two series, in

which only small falls in yield are seen.

As in the methanol conversion results, as Sm content in the support increased, H2 yield

clearly increases in Series A. For Series B and C, as Sm content increased, the decrease in SSA

and the tendency of surface concentration of Pd to decrease, together with the expected

increase in the availability of active basic sites appear to cause H2 yield to be very close for all

three compositions in Series C and to show a tendency to increase with increasing Sm content

in Series B.

It is interesting to consider the selectivities to carbon-containing compounds and to relate

these to the three expected processes, which include the steam reforming in principal reaction

(Eqn. 6.1), the decomposition of methanol (Eqn. 6.2) and the WGS reaction (Eqn. 6.3).

CH3OH + H2O = 3H2 + CO2 (6.1)

CH3OH = 2H2 + CO (6.2)

CO + H2O = CO2 + H2 (6.3)

High methanol conversion and high selectivity to H2 (hydrogen basis) contribute to a high

overall yield of H2. However, there is a further factor which has a multiplicative effect. This is

related to the reaction pathway followed from methanol to H2 and is indicated by the ratio of

the selectivity to CO2 to that of CO (carbon basis). Production of CO2 implies, on the basis of

the above chemical reactions, the conversion of the same number of moles of methanol to

CO2 either by steam reforming or by methanol decomposition followed by WGS, converting

CO to CO2. In both cases, 3 moles of H2 are produced per mole of methanol (300% yield in

notation). On the contrary, production of one mole of CO implies decomposition of one

mole of methanol, yielding only 2 moles of H2 (only 200% yield). Examining the selectivities

to CO to CO2 with this in mind, it is seen that in general, Series C presented the lowest values

of SCO2/SCO. This means that the maximum possible yield of H2 is displaced away from 300%

and towards 200%, and gives rise to the lowest experimental values of the three series of

catalysts. Thus, relatively low conversions are exacerbated by high SCO to give even lower

overall yields of H2. The highest selectivity to CO2 is observed for Series B, which also gave

the highest methanol conversions. These two beneficial factors multiply to give even higher

yields of H2. Therefore, the superiority of Series B over Series C in Figure 6.21 is more marked

than in Figure 6.20. Series B catalysts are best at promoting the complete oxidation of the

carbon from methanol, rather than the decomposition reaction leading to CO.
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Applying the same considerations to the bare supports shows that SCO2/SCO increases in

the order: 30SDC > 10SDC > 20SDC. The latter exhibits both the highest methanol

conversion values and the highest yields of H2 – by a clearer margin – among the supports.

The values of SCH4 are all very low, but the highest values are observed for the bare supports.

This indicates that unwanted side reactions – such as the production of methane by

fragmentation of methanol and the hydrogenation of CO and CO2 – occur more when the

active Pd phase is absent.

Table 6.8 Catalytic activity, reaction time 60 min.

Sample X (%) SCO2 (%) SCO (%) SCH4 (%) SH2 (%) H2 yield /%

Pd10SDC-A 68.9 21.9 77.3 0.82 99.2 150.6

Pd20SDC-A 83.6 23.9 75.6 0.48 99.5 185.5

Pd30SDC-A 91.0 34.9 64.8 0.25 99.7 212.9

Pd10SDC-B 98.2 47.4 50.2 2.48 97.5 233.2

Pd20SDC-B 98.0 36.6 62.4 1.05 98.9 227.7

Pd30SDC-B 99.1 55.3 44.7 0.00 100 253.0

Pd10SDC-C 94.2 21.3 78.2 0.48 99.5 206.7

Pd20SDC-C 96.7 14.7 85.3 0.00 100 207.6

Pd30SDC-C 95.3 12.4 87.4 0.24 99.8 201.5

Table 6.9 Catalytic activity, reaction time 180 min.

Sample X (%) SCO2 (%) SCO (%) SCH4 (%) SH2 (%) H2 yield /%

Pd10SDC-A 53.2 28.8 70.9 0.37 99.6 120.9

Pd20SDC-A 68.9 34.0 66.0 0.08 99.9 175.9

Pd30SDC-A 78.0 22.2 77.7 0.16 99.8 172.8

Pd10SDC-B 96.5 32.2 67.6 0.27 99.7 223.0

Pd20SDC-B 98.1 29.8 70.2 0.00 100.0 225.4

Pd30SDC-B 97.3 31.3 68.5 0.25 99.8 224.1

Pd10SDC-C 91.2 14.6 85.1 0.24 99.8 194.9

Pd20SDC-C 93.6 13.8 86.0 0.26 99.7 199.1

Pd30SDC-C 93.6 9.1 90.6 0.25 99.7 194.8
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6.5 Summary

Three methods were established to incorporate 2 wt% of Pd on nanoparticulate SDC

supports with three Sm contents in order to obtain nine Pd/SDC catalysts. These were

prepared and tested as methanol reforming catalysts. Characterisation experiments were

performed on unreduced and reduced Pd/SDC samples, and on the bare (Pd-free) SDC

supports for comparison.

A direct impregnation technique (method A) was established, which employed individual

metal nitrates and citric acid as a complexing agent. It was found that incorporation of Pd by

this method was only possible if the molar ratio of citric acid to total metal oxide (CA:TO)

was doubled to 4:1 from 2:1, the value used in the SDC preparation method (Section 5.2).

Thermal analysis experiments were carried out on Pd/SDC gel precursors and more dramatic

changes in the heat flow were observed than in the synthesis of the SDC solid solutions. The

higher values of enthalpy changes were explained by the presence of double the amount of

citrate ions. The two other methods of Pd incorporation (methods B and C) were based on

the incipient wetness impregnation technique. These employed the previously synthesised

SDC nanopowders (Chapter 5) as supports and solutions of Pd precursors: either

Pd(NO3)2∙2H2O (method B) or H2PdCl4 (method C).

All peaks in the XRD patterns of the unreduced Pd/SDC catalysts were assigned to the

cubic phase of ceria. Qualitative studies of diffractograms showed no additional Pd-containing

phases. Average crystallite sizes, estimated from the XRD patterns using the Scherrer

equation, were the smallest for catalysts of Series A and decreased with Sm content. After

reduction of the catalysts in a stream of hydrogen at 500°C for 1 h, peaks characteristic of Pd

were observed by XRD but only for samples prepared by method A.

SEM micrographs of unground powders obtained by method A showed structures similar

to those seen in the SDC supports, which are closely related to the preparation technique.

SEM images of ground catalysts of Series A provided further insight into their microstructure.

Loosely-agglomerated particles were observed.

EDX spectra were obtained for all Pd/SDC catalysts. These confirmed the oxide support

stoichiometry as well as giving Pd contents of about 2 wt%. The presence of Gd, possibly as a

cross-contamination effect, was detected in Series B catalysts, while significant concentrations

of Cl was found in Series C samples, as a result of preparation method.
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The incorporation of 2 wt% of Pd on the SDC supports gave a significant increase in the

SSAs of Series A catalysts. These possessed more than twice the SSAs of the corresponding

SDC supports. The highest value among all the catalysts - of 69.4 m2∙g-1 - was found for the

Pd10SDC-A sample. The SSA value decreased with increasing Sm content for catalysts

prepared by this method. Both incipient wetness techniques (method B and C) gave only

slightly higher SSAs results in comparison to the bare SDC samples, in the case of catalysts

containing 20 and 30 mol% of Sm. Both Pd10SDC-B and Pd10SDC-C possessed markedly

higher SSAs of 42.2 and 48.3 m2∙g-1, respectively.

All nine unreduced Pd/SDC samples and the three SDC supports were examined by XPS.

The surface concentrations and oxidation states of the relevant elements were determined.

Cerium was found to be mainly in the most oxidised form (Ce4+). However, small amounts of

Ce3+ were also indicated. All Sm 3d core level XPS spectra exhibited two peaks corresponding

to Sm3+. In the case of Series C samples, a shift towards higher Eb was observed due to the

some Cl introduced within the preparation method. Oxygen 1s core level XPS spectra of SDC

supports and catalysts of Series A and B were characteristic of two peaks at similar Eb. In

Series C samples, only one, less intense peak, which was shifted towards higher Eb was

distinguished. It was interpreted as an effect of the synthetic route applied, where

chemisorbed O or OH species were replaced by Cl. Two main peaks were also observed in

Pd 3d core level XPS spectra of these unreduced samples. These showed variations in both

peak intensity and position between samples prepared by the three different methods. Series A

catalysts were characterised by the highest proportion of surface Pd being present as

electrodeficient Pd (Pdn+). Series B showed mainly Pd2+ with some elemental Pd (Pd0), while

Series C appeared to contain mainly Pd2+at its surface.

XPS studies were also performed on reduced Pd20SDC catalysts prepared by the three

different impregnation techniques (methods A, B and C). Ce, Sm and O spectra showed

consistency with the results for the unreduced samples. Pd 3d core level XPS spectra indicated

differences in oxidation state and in surface concentration of Pd between these three samples.

The highest surface concentration of Pd was measured for the Pd20SDC-B catalyst,

Pd20SDC-C coming next and the lowest concentration was for the Pd20SDC-A sample.

In XPS spectra of Pd20SDC-A and Pd20SDC-B, the peaks at Eb corresponding to the Pd0

were indicated, with the highest intensity of Series B catalyst. Palladium at the surface of

Pd20SDC-C, apart from Pd0, appeared also with Pd2+ and Pdn+ contributions as an effect of

strong oxidising conditions used in impregnation step of method C.
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All samples were found to be catalytically active as methanol reforming catalysts. The

activity of Pd in the Pd/SDC catalysts is very high, as can be seen by comparing their

performance with that of the bare supports. Catalysts with the highest surface concentrations

of Pd, measured by XPS, showed the best performance, giving orders of both increasing

methanol conversion and increasing H2 yield of Series A < C < B. This ranking was more

marked for yield of H2 than for methanol conversion because of the effect of an increased

bias towards complete conversion of methanol to CO2 and H2. This was identified by

considering the selectivities to CO and CO2.

Changing the Sm content of the support was expected to increase catalytic activity by

providing more active basic sites on the support surface for reactant adsorption and surface

diffusion. However, it also led to a general decrease in SSA in the Pd/SDC catalysts and was

accompanied by some variation in the surface concentration of Pd. Series A, the least active

catalysts with by far the lowest surface Pd concentrations, clearly showed increasing methanol

conversion and H2 yield with increasing Sm content, in line with the argument relating to

active sites on the support. For both Series B and C, however, the corresponding trends were

Pd10SDC < Pd20SDC~Pd30SDC. Here, it was proposed that changes in SSA and in surface

Pd concentration had a stronger effect than in Series A.

The best catalytic activity results were obtained for Pd30SDC-B, which gave methanol

conversion and H2 yield values of 97.4% and 236.2 %, respectively, after 5 h on stream.
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7. Conclusions

This chapter is divided in three sections, which cover the two SOFC electrolyte materials

(YSZ and SDC) and the methanol reforming catalysts (Pd/SDC) – all investigated using

the experimental techniques described in Chapter 2.

7.1 Yttria-stabilised zirconia

 The effect of Y content and starting powder particle size on phase and microstructure

was thoroughly investigated for both pure ZrO2 and yttria-stabilised zirconia samples

with 3, 5, 8 and 10 mol% of Y2O3. In addition, the effect of these parameters on ionic

conductivity was studied for the YSZ materials. All powder samples were supplied by

the industrial partner, MEL Chemicals Ltd, in two different powder forms, named

here as nanopowders and micropowders.

 XRD studies on all compositions derived from the micro- and nanopowders were

completed and the patterns were in agreement with data available from ICSD for

peaks associated with the monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phases of the

corresponding YSZ sample. More detailed examination of each diffraction pattern in

the range of 2Θ = 70 – 79° was performed in order to determine if the tetragonal

phase was present. Unstabilised zirconia micropowder exhibited the characteristic

monoclinic phase, while for the corresponding nanopowder, the tetragonal phase was

observed to be dominant. In the case of the nanopowder set of samples, as

mol% of Y2O3 increased, the phase of the electrolyte material changed from a mixture

of the monoclinic and tetragonal phases to tetragonal and finally cubic phases, at the

higher dopant concentrations. It was determined that the tetragonal phase was

favoured with respect to the monoclinic phase by the small particle size of the

nanopowder samples at low Y contents. XRD patterns of the nanopowders exhibited

a significant peak broadening effect caused by the small particles of the starting

material. Identical experiments were carried out on sintered YSZ pellets, which gave

much sharper and more intense peaks. Therefore, the mixture of characteristic phases

could be assessed with more precision. No impurity phases were detected in any of the

XRD patterns.

 Electron microscopy results confirmed that the two sets of powders had been

prepared with quite different morphologies. HR-TEM data indicated some hard
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agglomerates for both nanopowders and micropowders. Individual particles appeared

in a variety of shapes and sizes. These were quite rounded at low Y content and

slightly more angular for more heavily doped zirconia samples of the nanopowder set.

Morphologies of micropowder samples appeared mainly as roughly ovoid (m0YSZ),

spherical (m3YSZ) and sharp-edged hexagonal particles (other compositions). Particle

size distribution histograms were prepared and an increase of the mean particle size

for micropowders (from 81 to 251 nm), and a decrease for nanopowders (from 7.8 to

5.2 nm), was observed with increasing Y content (from 0 to 10 mol% of Y2O3).

 High resolution TEM allowed information on the crystallography of individual

nanopowders to be obtained. These were found to be consistent with the XRD

results.

 EDX results obtained in the TEM instrument showed Y/Zr molar ratios to be in

close agreement with the expected nominal values for all samples.

 In dilatometry studies the nanopowders were more active during sintering as they

underwent a lower temperature initial shrinkage than the micropowders. Characteristic

cracking during the cooling step was confirmed for pure zirconia samples as the result

of the tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation. Two sets of powders were

pressed using isostatic and uniaxial techniques. Slightly better sintering characteristics

were obtained for the isostatically pressed pellets, which exhibited lower shrinkage.

The sintering rates for the nanopowders were more self-consistent than for the

micropowders. Thermal expansion coefficients of all samples were calculated and were

in good agreement with reported data.

 All of the sintered YSZ bodies appeared in SEM micrographs to have typical well-

developed grains. Average grain size increased with increasing Y content. However,

some porosity was observed for 10 mol% YSZ, in both the micro- and nanopellets.

The identical sintering conditions, which were applied to all pellets, resulted in similar

average grain sizes for the 3 and 5 mol% YSZ samples. However, the 8 and 10 mol%

YSZ nanopellets had smaller mean grain sizes than the corresponding micropellets.

 IS measurements on 3, 5, 8 and 10 mol% YSZ micro- and nanopellets were

completed. Data was presented in Nyquist and Arrhenius plots and showed a small

improvement in ionic conductivity values for nanopellets over micropellets. The grain

boundary conductivity was found to be higher than the bulk conductivity in all YSZ

samples studied. The IS results were in good agreement with literature data and the

highest values of overall conductivity were obtained for the 8 mol% YSZ
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compositions. The values of capacitance related to the bulk contribution showed no

significant change with increasing yttria content. However, they were found to be

slightly higher for the micropellets. The capacitance of the grain boundary

contribution increased with increasing yttria content in both sets of pellets because of

the effect of the corresponding increase in average grain size.

 ICP-MS measurements were performed on dense YSZ pellets of both sample sets.

The chemical composition of the supplied YSZ materials was confirmed. However,

small but significant amounts of Al, Si, and Hf were detected in the micropellets. Al

and Si were found at slightly higher concentrations in the nanopellets. However, Hf

was not detected in the nanopellets. The presence of Hf was reported to improve the

ionic conductivity of YSZ systems and this may have been a factor in the case of the

micropellets, which possessed more than 2 wt% of this element. On the other hand,

the higher concentration of Si in the nanopellets may have been responsible for

a slight drop in their conductivity.

 The interpretation of the results of the comparative studies of YSZ electrolyte

materials presented in this thesis was complicated somewhat by the fact that the

starting materials were prepared by two different synthetic techniques, and therefore

contained different levels of impurities. However, it is necessary to use different

synthetic methods to obtain materials with such different particle sizes.

 Application of nanopowders obtained by a solution method was confirmed to be

an interesting approach for the preparation of SOFC electrolytes. It is possible that

a reduction in the sintering time and/or temperature can be successfully applied,

because such starting materials are more active during initial stages of their

densification process. Further work is necessary to determine the precise sintering

conditions where nanoparticular starting powders would be most advantageous.

 The processing of YSZ materials must take careful account of the risks of introducing

any impurities which, although introduced in small amounts, may significantly affect

the materials properties.

7.2 Samarium-doped ceria

 Three compositions of high purity, nanoparticulate SDC materials, SmxCe1-xO2-δ

(x = 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3), were successfully prepared by a low temperature, inexpensive

citrate complexation technique.
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 Thermal analysis results showed that decomposition and crystallisation of all of the

SDC gel precursors occurred via one endothermic and three exothermic processes.

These were assigned by energetic considerations and mass spectrometry analysis of

off-gases, respectively, to the loss of adsorbed water at around 100°C, the

polymerisation reaction during completion of gel formation at around 125°C, the

decomposition of the carboxylate groups of the citrate ions at around 200°C and

complete burnout of organic matter at around 300°C. Increasing Sm content in the

SDC solid solutions caused the displacement of these processes to higher temperature,

but this effect was relatively weak.

 The final crystal structure of the SDC materials was found to form at a temperature

below 300ºC by recording diffractograms of precursor samples calcined at different

temperatures. XRD studies on powders calcined at 500°C for 2 h revealed that all

compositions were single-phase fluorite structured nanocrystals. Mean primary

crystallite sizes were determined from main peak broadening using the Scherrer

relationship. These values decreased with Sm content and varied from 7.8 to 11.3 nm.

 The specific surface area (SSA) values of ground SDC samples were determined by

nitrogen physisorption and exhibited the expected decrease with increase in

calcination temperature. After calcination at 500°C, 20SDC showed the highest SSA

value of any sample, 32.7 m2∙g-1. In addition, based on BET results, it can be

concluded that SDC nanopowders underwent significant agglomeration.

 SEM images showed that as-calcined products were foam-like, branched structures

with high porosity. These features were characteristic of the synthetic route applied.

The as-prepared samples were milled in order to release the nanoparticles and increase

the SSA of all samples.

 EDX results confirmed the expected oxide stoichiometry a uniform distribution of

individual elements throughout the mass of the samples and an absence of significant

impurities in all the SDC nanopowders.

 TEM images showed loosely-agglomerated clusters, which consisted of individual

crystallites of diameter about 10 nm. Therefore, the agreement with XRD results was

very good. HRTEM studies were performed in order to investigate the internal crystal

structure of individual nanoparticles. These crystallites showed good crystallinity and

there was no evidence for widespread defective crystal structures for crystallites

containing multiple nanodomains.
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 ICP-MS results confirmed the stoichiometric composition of each SDC sample and

showed evidence of Si, Ca, As, Pr and Gd in SDC powders calcined at 500°C for 2 h.

The most contaminated 20SDC sample possessed 0.16 wt% of Si, 0.13 wt% of Ca and

0.20 wt% of As. Such concentrations were estimated to have a negligible impact on

the IS results. On the other hand, the presence of Pr and Gd in small amounts was

reported to improve conductive properties of SDC electrolytes. The potential sources

of contamination were discussed and in some cases could not be eliminated.

 Sintering behaviour of the SDC nanopowders was examined using dilatometry and

shrinkage of 16-18 % was observed for uniaxially compacted powders. All samples

were found to start the sintering process with low rates in the low temperature region,

to show higher rates after 600°C and to continue up to maximum temperature of the

dilatometry experiment. This information was used to help choose the sintering

regimes to be used for studies of the properties of dense SDC electrolytes. Sintering

temperatures of 1300, 1400 and 1450°C were applied, each for either 4 or 6 h all with

the same heating and cooling rates, resulting in a total of 18 pellets to be investigated.

 The microstructure of SDC pellets was investigated using SEM. These studies showed

that Sm-doped ceria green bodies require at least 1400°C to result in good

densification (95 - 97% of theoretical density). Samples sintered at 1400°C for 6 h or

1450°C for 4 h exhibited excellent microstructure. The oversintering effect was

noticed for the 10SDC sample sintered at 1450°C for 6 h, which has reported to be

responsible for the decrease in ionic conductivity in ceria electrolytes. The calculated

average grain size increased with longer sintering times and higher sintering

temperature.

 XRD patterns of sintered SDC pellets were obtained and showed much sharper peaks

because of the growth in particle size during thermal treatment. There was no

evidence for additional phases and all peaks were assigned to the cubic fluorite phase

typical of ceria compounds.

 IS measurements were completed for a representative group of 12 samples. Nyquist

plots clearly showed bulk and grain boundary contributions to the conduction process

at measurement temperatures below 500°C. Grain boundary conductivity was found

to be higher than bulk conductivity for all compositions. The calculated activation

energies for bulk and grain boundary contributions showed a generally increasing

trend with increasing Sm content for samples of the same sintering regime. Activation

energies were calculated from two temperature regions in Arrhenius plots of total
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electrolyte conductivity and for all SDC compositions. That is, gradients were

calculated above and below characteristic inflection at 500°C. In this way, values of

defect association enthalpy (Ha) and oxygen migration enthalpy (Hm), were

calculated for these materials. Ha was less sensitive to Sm content and ranged from

0.32 – 0.46 eV among the samples. Hm had values of 0.41 – 0.70 eV and increased

with mol% of Sm2O3, being particularly high for 30SDC. At 600°C, the highest total

conductivity was 1.81×10-2 S∙cm-1 for the 20SDC sample sintered at 1450°C for 6 h.

7.3 Palladium supported on samarium-doped ceria

 Three different impregnation methods were successfully employed to prepare nine

candidate methanol reforming catalysts with 2 wt% of palladium supported on each of

the three SDC nanopowder compositions.

 Aqueous solutions of individual metal nitrates (Sm, Ce and Pd) and citric acid as a

complexing agent were used in the direct impregnation technique (method A). It was

found that molar ratio of citric acid to total metal oxide (CA:TO) had to be increased

to 4:1 from 2:1 (used in the SDC preparation method) to allow the incorporation of

Pd via this route. The two other methods (B and C) used the previously synthesised

SDC nanopowders as supports for Pd particles. Pd precursors, either Pd(NO3)2∙2H2O

(method B) or H2PdCl4 (method C) were employed in these incipient wetness

impregnation techniques.

 Thermal analysis studies were performed on gel precursors prepared using the direct

impregnation technique (method A). Data were compared with the results of the

closely related method used in the preparation of the SDC solid solutions. Due to the

doubly increased molar ratio of CA to the TO concentration in the case of Pd/SDC

catalysts (only method A), the observed mass loss as well as the enthalpy changes were

significantly larger than for the SDC preparation. More exothermic effects were

recorded in TG/DTA experiments and more vigorous release of off-gases was

recorded using the MS.

 XRD patterns of the unreduced Pd/SDC catalysts were typical of the cubic phase of

partly-substituted ceria. No additional Pd containing phases were detected in these

samples. The smallest average crystallite sizes were found for catalysts of Series A and

decreased with Sm content within the same preparation method. Diffractograms of

reduced samples, showed peaks characteristic of the Pd phase only for catalyst
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powders prepared by method A. This could be attributed to the presence of larger Pd

particles throughout the material of the Series A catalysts, rather than Pd nanoparticles

dispersed well across the surface of the SDC, as would be expected in the catalysts

prepared by methods B and C.

 XPS studies were performed on the Pd/SDC samples and on the three SDC supports

for comparison. The surface concentrations of Ce, Sm, O and Pd and their oxidation

states were determined. Cerium was mainly present as Ce4+, although small amounts of

Ce3+ were also indicated for by XPS for each sample. All Sm 3d core level XPS spectra

exhibited two peaks corresponding to Sm3+. Unreduced Series C samples exhibited a

shift towards higher Eb in both Ce and Sm peaks. It is suggested that this was caused

by the presence of some surface Cl introduced during preparation method C. Oxygen

1s core level XPS spectra of the SDC supports and catalysts of Series A and B showed

two peaks at similar Eb which were assigned to lattice oxygen and oxygen chemisorbed

on the surface or present as OH species. Only the lattice oxygen peak, shifted towards

higher Eb was seen in the Series C samples and was interpreted as an effect of the

applied synthetic route. Pd 3d core level XPS spectra of the unreduced samples gave

information on the concentration and oxidation state of Pd in samples prepared by the

methods A, B and C. Series A catalysts showed the highest proportion of

electrodeficient Pd (Pdn+). Series B showed Pd2+ with some elemental Pd (Pd0), while

Series C mainly contained Pd2+.

 XPS core level spectra of Ce, Sm and O for three reduced Pd20SDC catalysts

(prepared by methods A, B and C) showed consistency with the results of the

unreduced samples. In the case of Pd 3d core level XPS spectra, the differences in

oxidation state and in surface concentration of Pd between these three samples were

significant. The highest surface concentration of Pd was measured for Series B

representative catalyst, while the lowest for the Pd20SDC-A. The peaks in XPS spectra

of Pd20SDC-A and Pd20SDC-B, were characteristic of the Pd0, with the highest

intensity observed for Series B catalyst. Pd20SDC-C sample, apart from Pd0, appeared

with Pd2+ and Pdn+ contributions, which could be an effect of strong acidic conditions

applied in this impregnation step of Pd.

 Higher values of SSA were noticed for all catalysts than for the bare SDC oxides. This

could be attributed either to the dispersion of Pd on the SDC supports or to some

restructuring of the support particles in the Pd precursor solutions. In addition,

method A resulted in the highest value of SSA for the Pd10SDC-A sample
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(69.4 m2∙g-1), and this may be because of the more exothermically favourable direct

preparation technique. It was expected that due to the high SSAs of the series A

catalysts, significant improvement in catalytic performance would be achieved.

However, XPS studies indicated that Pd particles were not concentrated on the surface

of the SDC supports.

 SEM images of the unground Pd/SDC powders made using method A showed similar

microstructure to the SDC nanopowders. Micrographs of these catalysts after grinding

revealed loosely-agglomerated nanoparticles. EDX spectra were obtained for all

Pd/SDC catalysts and confirmed the expected oxide support stoichiometry as well as

the Pd content to be about the desired value of 2 wt%. Some Gd was detected in

Series B catalysts, possibly as a cross-contamination effect, while significant Cl

concentration was found in Series C samples, as a result of the preparation method.

 Catalytic activity tests were carried out on reduced samples and all of them were found

to be active catalysts for methanol reforming. The activities of the Pd/SDC catalysts

were much higher than for the bare supports. According to the XPS results, the

catalysts with the highest surface concentrations of Pd showed the best activity. The

order of series A < C < B was observed in terms of both increasing CH3OH

conversion and increasing H2 yield. The increase in the Sm content of the support was

expected to increase catalytic activity. However, it also led to a general decrease in SSA

in the Pd/SDC catalysts.

 Series A catalysts possessed the lowest surface Pd concentrations and clearly showed

increasing CH3OH conversion and H2 yield with increasing Sm content. However, the

trend for Series B and C was Pd10SDC < Pd20SDC ~ Pd30SDC. It was proposed

that changes in SSA and in surface Pd concentration had a stronger effect in the case

of catalysts prepared by both incipient wetness impregnation techniques than those in

Series A.

 The best catalytic activity results were obtained for Pd30SDC-B, which gave methanol

conversion, and H2 yield values of 97.4% and 236.2 %, respectively, after 5 h on

stream.

 Efficient generation of pure hydrogen from the methanol was achieved at high

efficiencies. Hydrogen production is likely to play an important role for future power

generation systems.
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8. Future work

8.1 Yttria-stabilised zirconia

Comparative studies by Neutron Diffraction would be of interest in obtaining more

information on the crystallographic structure of YSZ micro- and nanopowders and

sintered materials derived from them. Total Neutron Scattering experiments may reveal in

more detail the local, structural properties and information on the defects in these YSZ

materials. Total Scattering is considered as the sum of elastic scattering (in relation to the

structure) and inelastic scattering, which depends on the dynamics of the system under

study. In Total Scattering the complete two-dimensional scattering pattern is typically

recorded and this can be converted by Fourier Transform in Pair Distribution Function

(PDF) analysis to make use of all scattering data, rather than only the positions of Bragg

peaks in a one dimensional diffraction pattern. This method has been found to be

especially useful for nanoparticles and defective and low-crystallinity materials. The

application of the Total Scattering method and atomic PDF analysis may allow for more

accurate and local determination of the atomic-scale structure in the YSZ nanomaterials.

Modification of the sintering conditions of the YSZ green bodies to include two or

more sintering steps was reported to improve the microstructure and density of YSZ

electrolytes. High-speed sintering processes, sometimes including a microwave heating

step, would also seem to be a promising approach. The application of the set of analysis

techniques used in this thesis to such materials would be of interest.

The study of the sintering behaviour of mixtures of micro and nanopowders would

also be an interesting line of research. An increase in the density of such materials would

be expected by the filling of pores between the microparticles with nanoparticles, but

also through the presence of the large, dense microparticles initially.

8.2 Samarium-doped ceria

The introduction of additional rare-earth elements as co-dopants into the SDC crystal

structure seems to be a reasonable option for increasing the ionic conductivity of these

electrolyte materials. Recent publications indicate that co-doping with Sm and Nd, Sm and

Gd and Nd and Gd may allow ionic conductivities to be further increased above those of

SDC.166-168
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Studies on the improvement of the microstructure should also be performed

subsequently, for example, by addition of novel sintering aids. Addition of small amounts

of Sr has very recently been found to decrease sintering temperature significantly in

CeO2-based electrolyte materials.169 A number of recent studies have recently reported

slightly better property-performance characteristics.37, 47, 75, 170-173 However, a compromise

between complexity and cost of production, which increases with addition of expensive

elements, must be achieved.

8.3 Palladium supported on samarium-doped ceria

Temperature Programmed (TP) methods, which are typically performed on catalysts,

may provide more interesting information on catalytic properties of the Pd/SDC

compounds. Techniques which could be usefully applied include Temperature

Programmed Desorption (TPD), Temperature Programmed Reaction (TPR), Temperature

Programmed Surface Reaction (TPSR), Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPRd) and

Temperature Programmed Oxidation (TPO).

Application of these catalysts to other reactions, for example, steam reforming of

ethanol to give hydrogen, would be an interesting line of research. Ethanol has potential as

an alternative starting material and can be obtained from fermentation of biological crops

and organic waste. In particular, it has the advantage that it is less toxic than methanol but

still easy to transport and store in liquid form.

TEM studies with high resolution EDX mapping would provide valuable information

on the distribution of the elements, and especially in the assessment of the size and

distribution of the catalytically-active Pd particles. EDX is essential in these samples,

because the Pd particles may have a similar particle size and contrast in the TEM to the

SDC support. Even EDX mapping is non-trivial, however, because the Pd particles are

likely, at least in some of the Pd/SDC materials, to be smaller than the effective size of the

electron beam.

Additional information about the oxidation state of Pd and of O might be usefully

investigated using XANES studies to complement the studies presented here using XPS.
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